1702012  23/06/2008
LYKA BDR INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
101, SHIV SHKTI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI-400 059.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HETAL SHAH & ASSOCIATES.
5, NAVSWROOP SOCIETY, NEAR PARLE COLLEGE, VILE PARLE (E), MUMBAI-400 057.
Used Since :31/12/2002
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE descriptive matters.
Swift

1742523  13/10/2008
SINOCHIM INDIA COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;SINOCHIM INDIA COMPANY PRIVATE LIMITED
M-6 PLAZA, UNIT NO. 4B, FOURTH FLOOR, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, NEW DELHI - 110025, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DUBEY & PARTNERS
601 DLF TOWER, TOWER-A, PLOT NO. 10-11 DDA DISTT. CENTRE JASOLA NEW DELHI-110044

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, HERBICIDE, FUNGICIDES, INSECTICIDES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE Swift.
1743816  15/10/2008
YOGESH GUPTA
trading as : ANGEL CARE PHARMA
6-B NAVYUG APPARTMENTS VIKASPURI DELHI-110018
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
AN INDIAN
Used Since : 01/04/2008
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
DEFEND-CT
1745007  17/10/2008
RIYAZ AHMED DAR
trading as : M/S LAWRENCE PHARMA
LIG-21, 1ST FLOOR, SEC-57, MOHALI (PB)
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS.
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since : 17/10/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES.
DIPASE
1750568  04/11/2008
KESHRIMAL PUHRAJ RATHOD
KOHINOOR MEDICO, 5, GANGA NARAYAN SMRUTI, B.P.ROAD, BHYANDAR (E) MUMBAI - 401 105
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
JAS-D

1789497  25/02/2009

VIREDER KUMAR
trading as ;VIREDER KUMAR.

H NO 193/14 NEAR SHIV MANDIR NEW COLONY SHAHBAD M DISTT KURUKSHETRA HR
MARKETING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Agents address:

S. K. MARWAH.
3290, SECTOR 24 D, CHANDIGARH 171926

Used Since :04/01/2008

DELHI

MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
ULRID

1825525  04/06/2009
RADICURA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
Rajan Jain
B-117, Okhla Industrial Area, Ph-1, New Delhi-110020
Pharmaceuticals
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DK LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Used Since : 04/10/2005
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
LEEFLLO

1928209  26/02/2010
AIJAZA AHMAD
AIJAZ AHMAD 7 GUPKAR ROAD SRINAGAR
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
AN INDIAN CITIZEN PROPRIETOR OF A CONCERN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, N.I.T. PO. BOX NO. -29, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
MEDICINAL PREPARATION & FORMULATION.
AZIRICH

1935753  15/03/2010
MR.A.K.GUPTA
trading as ;MORACEAE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
40 LAXMANPURI INDIRA NAGAR FAIZABAD RD LUCKNOW UP
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE DEEPA KULKARNI
C/310, Antop Hill Warehousing Company Ltd., V.I.T College Road, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400 037.
Used Since :18/02/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL AND PILLS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES
CAAR
1958125  29/04/2010
INNOVET REMEDIES (INDIA) PVT LTD
trading as ;INNOVET REMEDIES (INDIA) PVT LTD
#5-B, VEERASANDRA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 19TH K.M. STONE, HOSUR ROAD, ELECTRONIC CITY BANGALORE-560 100,
KARNATAKA
- A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FOX MANDAL & ASSOCIATES
FM HOUSE, 6/12, PRIMROSE ROAD, GURAPPA AVENUE, BANGALORE - 560 025.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
ANIMAL FEED SUPPLEMENT BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Shake Without Ache

1975950  07/06/2010
IPSA LABS PRIVATE LIMITED
G - 7/31, SECTOR - 11, ROHINI, DELHI - 110 085.
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :01/05/2010
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED IN
CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2018177  03/09/2010
NARENDRA PRATAP SINGH
G-9/50 SEC-16 ROHINI DELHI
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/07/2008
DELHI
ALLKINDS OF FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, HEALTH PRO ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
DCR
2032524 04/10/2010
SIGNOVA PHARMA (P) LTD
trading as ;SIGNOVA PHARMA (P) LTD
27, FARM SCIENTIST COLONY, SHAMTI, SOLAM-173212 H.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
XYCLAV

2032525 04/10/2010
SIGNOVA PHARMA (P) LTD
trading as SIGNOVA PHARMA (P) LTD
27, FARM SCIENTIST COLONY, SHAMTI, SOLAM-173212 H.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUREAU OF PATENTS AND TRADE MARKS
17,REHMAN VILLA,DR.S.K. BHUYAN ROAD,DIGHALIPUKHURI (EAST),GUWAHATI 781 001,ASSAM.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BIDICEF

2038188  15/10/2010
UNIVISION LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
HALL NO. 1, RZ - 907/30, RAJ NAGAR, PART - 2, PALAM, NEW DELHI - 110045
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
(AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956)
Used Since :01/09/2010
DELHI
TRADING OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
SIK-FORTE

2038715  17/10/2010
ARVIND KUMAR
trading as ;D M Pharma SCO 165 1st Floor Sector 38 Chandigarh 160036
H No 244 Sector 37 A Chandigarh 160036 (UT)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
3290 Sector 24 D Chandigarh 160023
Used Since :05/07/2006
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
ISER
2041672  21/10/2010
NAVIN KUMAR
VINAY KUMAR
AMARENDRA KUMAR
ANIL KUMAR SINGH
LAKHAN PRASAD
SUSHMA KUMARI
trading as ;SANDAL INDIA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C - 111, PATERA, NEHRU MARKET, BADARPUR, NEW DELHI - 44
MANUFACTURER, TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :21/08/2005
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
RESTROL

2043991  26/10/2010
HARDEEP SINGH
461 PHASE-II MOHALI PUNJAB-160055
TRADER
AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/09/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
BROMDROP

2051178  09/11/2010
ENALTEC LABS PVT. LTD
1704-1706, 17TH FLOOR, KESAR SOLITAIRE, PLOT NO.5, SECTOR-19, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI-400 705
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VISHESH & ASSOCIATES.
2, 3 RD FLOOR, YESHWANT CHAMBERS, 18 - B, BHARUCHA MARG, KALAGHODA, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 023.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
TINIDOF

2061094  30/11/2010
DRISH LIFE SCIENCES LTD.
1898 PHASE-V S.A.S NAGAR MOHALI.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCAHNTS, TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 01/10/2001
DELHI
MEDICINES.
LIPOX

2061096  30/11/2010
DRISH LIFE SCIENCES LTD.
1898 PHASE-V S.A.S NAGAR MOHALI.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCAHNTS, TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 01/10/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES.
DOCOMOX

2061097   30/11/2010
DRISH LIFE SCIENCES LTD.
1898 PHASE-V S.A.S NAGAR MOHALI.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCAHNTS, TRADERS.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since: 01/10/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES.
2063174  03/12/2010
RED PROJECTS PVT. LTD.
10th Floor, PP Towers, Netaji Subhash Place, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
TRADER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ACTIVE REGISTRATION SERVICE.
12/23, 2ND FLOOR, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI- 110 008.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS, FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOOPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
BREATHTFUL

2067914  14/12/2010
BIOFORD REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
M-27/2 BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110042
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REDG. UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :30/11/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
TRADE MARKS JOURNAL No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

BRAINFAST
2067922 14/12/2010
BIOFORD REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
M-27/2 BADLI INDUSTRIAL AREA DELHI-110042
MERCHAND AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REDG. UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 30/11/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
“GOU CHHAP“

2068256  14/12/2010
TARLOK SINGH,
trading as ;M/s Tarlok Singh & sons
MARKET DERA SHEIKH JANDILA GURU PB
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBICA REGISTRATION SERVICE.
51, INSIDE RAM BAGH CHOWK, POST BOX NO. 79, AMRITSAR, (PUNJAB).
Used Since :01/01/1988
DELHI
AYURVEDIC DIGESTIVES POWDER (PASHU MASALA) & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR ANIMALS
EMBAX
2075038  27/12/2010
BIOMAX BIOTECHNICS PVT.LTD.
SCO-867, BASEMENT, N.A.C, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
MERCHANT
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ADDITIVA

2077594 30/12/2010
CORDEL HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD.
TA - 121, SECOND FLOOR, TUGHLAKABAD EXTN., MAIN OKHLA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110019
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEV SHARMA & ASSOCIATES
TA-121, TUGHLAKABAD EXTN., MAIN OKHLA ROAD, N. DELHI-19.
Used Since :29/12/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ALPRATOP

2082810  10/01/2011

MR. RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;M/S. ZEE LABORATORIES
G.T. ROAD, KARNAL 132001, HARYANA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES

THIS IS SUBJECT TO DELETING THE GOODS/SERVICES TO READ AS FROM THE SPECIFICATIONS SET OUT IN THE
APPLICATION BY FILING A REQUEST ON TM-16.
GM-1

2087122    20/01/2011
MR.PREM CHAND SHKULA
trading as ;PHARMA PLANET INDIA
123, BASANTI BAGH COLONY, SAI ROAD BADDI H.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
MEDICINES
RAZ

2087124  20/01/2011

MR. PREM CHAND SHKULA
trading as: PHARMA PLANET INDIA

123, BASANTI BAGH COLONY, SAI ROAD BADDI H.P
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS, TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VENUKA KUMARIA.

#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Used Since: 01/01/2008

DELHI

MEDICINES
BRYOGEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO-112 UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-VI H.S.I.D.C GURGAON HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since: 01/11/2010

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
2090598    28/01/2011
BRYOGEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO-112 UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-VI H.S.I.D.C GURGAON HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/11/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS -5
2090600 28/01/2011
BRYOGEN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
PLOT NO-112 UDYOG VIHAR PHASE-VI H.S.I.D.C GURGAON HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/11/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
AZIKON

2093115  01/02/2011

INDRA DEVI
trading as ;STAR HEALTHCARE

87 NARAINA MOHALLA GENERAL NC VIJ ROAD JAMMU
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS, TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:

VENUKA KUMARIA.

#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.

Used Since :01/01/2010

DELHI

MEDICINES.
GUDCEFT
2094717  04/02/2011
SADAN KUMAR
VIREDRA SINGH
trading as ;VETFINE HEALTH CARE
I-1770, JAHANGIRPURI, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :01/05/2009
DELHI
VETERINARY MEDICINES (POWDER,LIQUIDS& TABLETS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
DOLZY
2101595  17/02/2011
HAUZ PHARMA PVT LIMITED
trading as ;Hauz Pharma Pvt Limited SCO 301, Ist Floor Motor Market Mani Majra Chandigarh
SCO 301, Ist Floor Motor Market Mani Majra Chandigarh
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR.S.K.MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since :03/06/2009
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
INFLOW-AS

2101647    18/02/2011
SH. DEEPAK GROVER
176, UPPER GROUND FLOOR, SANDESH VIHAR, PITAM PURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since : 01/01/2011
DELHI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND ALL OTHER ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
SANVITAL
2102984   21/02/2011
MR. PRADEEP KUMAR SHARMA
trading as ; SANIDHYA PHARMA
H NO - 224 RAZAPUR SHAID GATE OPP. DIAMOND MARRIAGE HOME SHASTRI NAGAR GHAZIABAD UTTAR PRADESH 201001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV REGISTRATION CO.
87, FF, GAGAN VIHAR EXTN., DELHI-110051
Used Since : 01/02/2011
DELHI
TRADING AND MANUFACTURING OF MEDICINE AND OTHERS PHARMACEUTICALS INCLUDING IN CLASS - 5
LACTOCIP

2103587  22/02/2011
CIPLA LIMITED
MUMBAI CENTRAL, MUMBAI- 400008
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UMESH GHANSHAM PARULKAR
FLAT NO.4, SEETA SADAN, SENAPATI BAPAT MARG, DADAR, MUMBAI-400 028.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPATION
DURAB
2104224  22/02/2011
ASTALON PHARMA PVT LIMITED
trading as Astalon Pharma Pvt Limited SCF 439 Ist Floor Motor Market Mani Majra Chandigarh
SCF 439 Ist Floor Motor Market Mani Majra Chandigarh
marketing and trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR.S.K.MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
medicines for human purpose
BAKIL

2111352  08/03/2011
SUMIT KUMAR BHADANI
AD-9 4D, SHALIMAR BAGH, N. DELHI-110088.
TRADE AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH KUMAR
B-45 /47 , SHIV MAHAL , CANNAUGHT PLACE , NEAR PLAZA CINEMA , NEW DELHI -01
Used Since :03/10/2009
DELHI
DERMATOLOGICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT OF SKIN DISORDERS, GELS
(MEDICATED) FOR CLEANSING THE SKIN [OTHER THAN SOAP], LUBRICATING MOISTURISING JELLY FOR THE SKIN
[FOR MEDICAL USE], MEDICATED ANTISEPTIC PREPARATIONS FOR APPLICATION TO THE SKIN, MEDICATED
CLEANING PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF THE SKIN [OTHER THAN SOAP], MEDICATED CREAMS FOR
APPLICATION TO THE SKIN, MEDICATED OINTMENTS FOR APPLICATION TO THE SKIN, MEDICATED PREPARATIONS
FOR NOURISHING THE SKIN, MEDICATED PREPARATIONS FOR PROTECTING THE SKIN FROM ULTRA-VIOLET LIGHT,
MEDICATED SKIN LOTIONS, NATURAL PREPARATIONS [MEDICAMENTS] FOR SKIN TREATMENT, PREPARATIONS FOR
APPLICATION TO THE SKIN AFTER EXPOSURE TO THE SUN [MEDICATED], PREPARATIONS FOR APPLICATION TO THE
SKIN BEFORE EXPOSURE TO THE SUN [MEDICATED], PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN AGAINST SUNBURN,
PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE SKIN FROM SOLAR RADIATION [MEDICATED], PREPARATIONS TO PROTECT THE
SKIN FROM THE COLD [MEDICATED], (COSMETIC) FOR THE CARE OF THE SKIN, HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS
(MEDICINAL), PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING INFESTATIONS OF THE HAIR, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING
LICE IN THE HAIR, PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING PARASITES IN THE HAIR INCLUDED IN CLASS 05 (FIVE)
LAYKOF
2116101  16/03/2011
Anita Verma
SUMIT JUNEJA
ARUN TRIVEDI
trading as ;MACLAY PHARMACEUTICALS
D-181 IT FLOOR, WEST VINOD NAGAR MANDAWALI DELHI 92
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
H.N. 451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007 (U.P)
Used Since :15/03/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
ASHOK GUPTA
trading as ;CHEMETAC PHARMACEUTICALS
42 MAINAPUR MEERUT ROAD GHAZIABAD 201003
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/07/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PACHAK PUDINA
2122429  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF.- 260 SECTOR -6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS (AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBS, NEUTRACEUTICALS).
HE - POWER

2122432  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF.- 260 SECTOR -6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERBS,NEUTRACEUTICALS)
VAIDYARAJ SUSHEN FIGURETTE

2122433  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF.- 260 SECTOR -6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010

DELHI
pharmaceuticals (ayurvedic medicines, herb, neutraceuticals) use in the states of Northern India in the states of J & K, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal, Chandigarh and New Delhi.
BABE - TONE
2122434  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF.- 260 SECTOR -6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS (AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, HERB , NEUTRACEUTICALS )
VAIDYARAJ SUSHEN KAS - HAR

2122435  29/03/2011
MANISH SABHARWAL
ADM OFF.- 260 SECTOR -6 PANCHKULA HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :01/02/2010
DELHI

pharmaceuticals (ayurvedic medicines, herb, neutraceuticals) use in the states of Northern India in the states of J & K, Punjab, Haryana, Himachal, Chandigarh and New Delhi.
2125279  05/04/2011
MAVERICK JEELAN MEDICARE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
trading as ;MAVERICK JEELAN MEDICARE SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
NO.4, TAJ MANZIL, 3RD CROSS, 5TH MAIN, GANGAPPA BLOCK, R.T.NAGAR, BANGALORE - 560 032.
MERCHANDISER, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V. RAVI, ADVOCATE.
AP.1396, 31ST STREET, VI SECTOR, K.K. NAGAR, CHENNAI - 600 078.
Used Since :01/07/2010
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS ALL BEING INCLUDED IN THIS CLASS.
LENOSTAR

2128549   11/04/2011

SH. RAMAN ARORA
trading as ;ARROWIN PHARMACEUTICALS
ARROWIN HOUSE, JOURIAN BHATTAN, NEAR SHIV MANDIR, PATIALA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since :01/01/2007
DELHI
MEDICINES
CEDARFER

2133867  22/04/2011
SANBIO CEDARLANE LABS
Arpana Verma W/o Vijay Kumar Verma,
Mukta Saini W/o Satwinder Singh Saini
Opp. Gugamari, Babyal; Ambala (Haryana)
Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana

Used Since :20/01/2011
DELHI

Pharmaceuticals; Medicine for Human Use.
ZYDUS Balm

2136100  27/04/2011
M/S. CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT - 380 015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303 PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, DHANUKARWADI, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..720924, 836887...
ENCITROL
2136154  27/04/2011
SHRI GORAV GUPTA
3247/23-D CHANDIGARH
TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VENUKA KUMARIA.
#5673, DUPLEX, MODERN HOUSING COMPLEX, MANIMAJRA, U. T. CHANDIGARH.
Used Since : 01/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINES
2137202  29/04/2011
MILES HEALTH CARE (PVT.) LTD.
D - 63/44, A - GA, PANCHSHEEL COLONY, MAHMOORGANJ, VARANASI, U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHASTRI REGISTRATION BUREAU
3-4, FIRST FLOOR, GYAN MANDAL PLAZA, MAIDAGIN, VARANASI - 221 001, (U.P.).
Used Since :24/02/2003
DELHI
HERBAL MEDICINES
2138660  02/05/2011
SMT. KIRTI JAIN W/O. SHRI ANKUR KUMAR JI JAIN
trading as ;M/S. ATTAR PHARMACEUTICALS
80, INSIDE HATIPOLE, UDAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
NOT SPECIFIED
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAKASH JAVARIA, ADVOCATE
1st Floor, 109, Samridhi Complex,Opp. Krishi Upaj Mandi Hiran Magri Sec-11, Udaipur Rajasthan
Used Since :01/10/2010
AHMEDABAD
ALL TYPE OF ARUVADICE MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS.
2141127    09/05/2011
SANRAJ BIOTECH PVT. LTD
15, ENGINEERS HOUSING SOCIETY AMRUTHDHAM, PUNCHAVATI NASHIK - 422 003
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL EKNATH MARAL.
Unique Consultans, Flat No. 1, Shivprasad Apartment, 535-536, Kasba Peth, Pune 411 011, Maharashtra.
Used Since :23/09/2006
MUMBAI
PLANT GROWTH PROMOTER.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
ENBRO
2143417    12/05/2011
SANDEEP KUMAR
ANIL KUMAR
trading as ;ING-BOEHRINGER PHARMACEUTICALS
44, POOJA VIHAR, INDUSTRIAL AREA, AMBALA CANTT - 133006
MERCHNATS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.G. MAHESHWARI & ASSOCIATES
7-A, TRIBUNE COLONY, AMBALA CANTT-1, HARYANA.
Used Since :04/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ENZAIM

2144201  13/05/2011
ECOMED LIFE SCIENCES PVT LIMITED
trading as ;Ecomed Life Sciences Pvt Limited Dhalpur Bazar KULLU (HP)
Dhalpur Bazar KULLU (HP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR.S.K.MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since :11/01/2010
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
THAN DHAN

2144780  16/05/2011

PARIJAT INDUSTRIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD.
M-77, 1st IInd Floor M-Block Market, Greater Kailash - II, New Delhi - 110048

MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS AND EXPORTERS,

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA & CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI - 110 001.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; PESTICIDES AND INSECTICIDES; INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
AUREL MED SHIELD PRIVATE LIMITED

2145797  18/05/2011
AUREL MED SHIELD PVT. LTD.
C - 23, GF, GALI NO. 3, PANDIT PARK, DELHI - 110051
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M.K.GUPTA TRADE MARKS CO.
A-73, III FLOOR, SILVER COMPLEX, ABOVE MAHARANI JEWELLERS, MAIN VIKAS MARG, GURU NANAK PURA, DELHI.
Used Since :04/06/2010
DELHI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS ITEMS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
STRI-KALP

2146029  18/05/2011

ANJENAYAGARWAL
trading as ;ROYAL BEE NATURAL PRODUCTS PVT LTD
2211/31- 32 AGARWAL MARKET KATRA TOBACCO KHARI BAOLI DELHI 06
MANUFACTURING & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :07/04/2011

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MAXZOLAM

2146932  19/05/2011
MAXKOCH BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
S.C.O. I-656, ALFA - 2, GREATER NOIDA, U.P
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4. U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :25/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
FEDOMAX
2146934  19/05/2011
MAXKOCH BIOTECH PVT. LTD.
S.C.O. I-656, ALFA - 2, GREATER NOIDA, U.P
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS 05.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2146953 19/05/2011
WINSOME LABORATORIES LTD.
B-257, NARAINA INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE - 1, NEW DELHI - 110 028.
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED & EXISTING UNDER THE COMPANIES' ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, 1ST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :13/11/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-5
EUMAC

2146966   19/05/2011
EUGENICS MEDICARE (P) LTD.
AMAN PALCE PURANI CHUNGI KANPUR ROAD LUCKNOW U.P
MERCHANTS/ MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since :23/01/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION AS PER CLASS-5
CUSPLUS

2147227   20/05/2011
SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :02/07/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5 (FIVE
BIOSUDOL

2147228  20/05/2011
SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Used Since :09/04/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5 (FIVE)
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2147236  20/05/2011
SAMPHIRE FOOD & PHARMA PVT. LTD.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
"PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5 (FIVE)".
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
DESOF1
2147562  20/05/2011
STAUNCH HEALTH CARE PVT. LTD
C-23 DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR COMMERCIAL COMPLEX DELHI 9
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/12/2005
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS INCLUDING IN CLASS - 05
RICOFER
2147838  20/05/2011
MR.MAHESH MOTWANI
trading as ;ZYOERIC BIOTEC
F - 4, J.N. PLAZA, HARIDWAR ROAD, CHANDAR NAGAR, DEHRADUN - 248001, UTTARAKHAND
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2147869 20/05/2011
WINSTON PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
119 PACHHIM PURI SHASTRI PURAM AGRA U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :01/01/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
KEETGUARD
2148880  24/05/2011
AYURVET LTD
6TH FLOOR SAGAR PLAZA DISTT CENTRE LAXMI NAGAR VIKAS MARG DELHI 92
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
TEHLAKA

2151814  30/05/2011
DARRICK INSECTICIDES LTD
A-101, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIR PUR, DELHI -110052
MANUFACTRING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
PESTICIDES ,INSECTICIDES ,WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES.
VOLUME

2151815  30/05/2011
DARRICK INSECTICIDES LTD
A-101, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIR PUR, DELHI -110052
MANUFACTRING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/10/2010

DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES
KESARI
2151819 30/05/2011
DARRICK INSECTICIDES LTD
A-101, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIR PUR, DELHI - 110052
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since: 01/04/2009
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES.
CAPTAIN-DF
2151823  30/05/2011
DARRICK INSECTICIDES LTD
A-101, GROUP INDUSTRIAL AREA, WAZIR PUR, DELHI -110052
MANUFACTRING AND TRADING.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KAMAL TRADE MARK & LIAISON SERVICE BUREAU
D-4/1, IIND FLOOR, RANA PRATAP BAGH, DELHI - 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES
2152484     31/05/2011
MR P. SINGH
trading as ;HEALTH LINE PRODUCTS
J-BLOCK RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
.

Address for service in India/Agoents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/04/2009

DELHI
AYURVEDIC OIL INCLUDING PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.INDIA AND OTHER
DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
2152486  31/05/2011
MR P. SINGH
trading as ;HEALTH LINE PRODUCTS
J-BLOCK RAJOURI GARDEN NEW DELHI 27
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE,
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2009
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE INDIA.
JETTA

2152526  31/05/2011
STANLEY REMEDIES LTD
1704, 2ND FLOOR BHAGIRATH PALACE DELHI - 110006
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037

Used Since :22/03/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
FITVIN
2153679  02/06/2011
HILAL AHMED ZARGAR
trading as ;RAQIB TRADERS
KHAYAM CHOWK NEAR KHYBER HOSPITAL SRINAGAR J&K
MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
V. K. MARWAH ADVOCATE
292, Model Town, Ambala City-134003 Haryana
Used Since :15/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINE FOR HUAMAN PURPOSES.
NEU-PROTEIN

2156973  08/06/2011

YOURS MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
633 SRS TOWER, 14/5- MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003

PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
CALBOLIC
2156986  08/06/2011
YOURS MEDICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; Manufacturing of Bulk Drugs
633 SRS TOWER, 14/5, MATHURA ROAD, FARIDABAD-121003
FORMULATION MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATION
PRATEEK PHARMA

2157128 09/06/2011
SMT. PREETI SINGH
C - 85, GALI NO. 13, EAST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110046
MANUFACTURERS & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE...
CEFDER
2157994   10/06/2011
RAJAT KUMAR BHALOTIA
PURSHOTTAM DAYAL BHALOTIA
trading as ;WONDER PRODUCTS
112, TARUN ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
Used Since :22/10/2003
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
WONCOCID
2158014 10/06/2011
RAJAT KUMAR BHALOTIA
PURSHOTTAM DAYAL BHALOTIA
trading as ; WONDER PRODUCTS
112, TARUN ENCLAVE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI - 110034
MANUFACTURERS & TRADING
Used Since : 22/10/2003
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FIINGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ACT-PLUS

2159330  14/06/2011
MR. ABHINAV CHATURVEDI
trading as ;M/S ABHINAV DRUG DISTRIBUTOR
S - 17/331 I, MALDAHIYA, VARANASI - 221001, U.P.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :14/06/2011
DELHI
MEDICAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
LYCO-V

2159334 14/06/2011

MR. ABHINAV CHATURVEDI
trading as ;M/S ABHINAV DRUG DISTRIBUTOR
S - 17/331 I, MALDAHIYA, VARANASI - 221001, U.P.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/12/2008
DELHI
MEDICAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
POLY-Z
2159335  14/06/2011
MR. ABHINAV CHATURVEDI
trading as ;M/S ABHINAV DRUG DISTRIBUTOR
S - 17/331 I, MALDAHIYA, VARANASI - 221001, U.P.
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/03/2009
DELHI
MEDICAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
VISION
2159403  14/06/2011
AGRIMAS CHEMICALS LTD.
BUILDING NO. 5, THIRD FLOOR, SANT NAGAR, NEW DELHI
MANUFACTURERS
A company incorporated under the laws of India
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AARYAVARTT
878, 1ST FLOOR PUNJABI MOHALLA CLOCK TOWER DELHI-110007
Used Since :01/05/2011
DELHI
INSECTICIDE, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES.
2159770  14/06/2011
AJIT SINGH
trading as ;REGAL LABORATORIES
119, INDUSTRIAL ESTATE GOINDWAL SAHIB-143423 DISTT TARN Taran PB
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir singh nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
SOYAM PHARMACEUTICALS
2159923  14/06/2011
RAMAN KUMAR
trading as ;SOYAM PHARMACEUTICALS
NATIONAL HIGHWAY NO 21, VILLAGE PHARWAHI, DISTT. BARNALA 148001 (PB.)
SERVICES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTASS
B-43/3,udham singh nagar, LUDHIANA
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
ADVERTISING, TRADING & MARKETING OF MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2161623  17/06/2011
MR. AMAR CHAND JAIN
MAHAVEER MEDICAL STORE, ATA MANDIR, SAWARKAR CHOWK, LALITPUR, (U.P.).
MERCHANTS/MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, 1ST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :19/12/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS- 05.
RENIRAB

2162403  20/06/2011
SANGEET KUMAR MISHRA
FLAT NO. 134, PINK APARTMENT, MIG, SECTOR - 18, POCKET - B, DWARKA, NEW DELHI - 110075
TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CIPROLIV

2163054 21/06/2011
MOHD. ISHRAQUE
trading as ;LEEMED PHARMACEUTICALS
213/1641, SANT TUKA RAM NAGAR, PIMPRI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
MARKETING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
LYPLEX

2163055 21/06/2011
MOHD. ISHRAQUE
trading as ;LEEMED PHARMACEUTICALS
213/1641, SANT TUKA RAM NAGAR, PIMPRI, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/05/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
RAJDHAWAL SINGH trading as SAVEARTH BIOCARE
MIYANWALA, POST-HARRAWALA, DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO.
25- RAM MANDIR MARKET (OPP.ROXY TALKIES), HING KI MANDI, AGRA - 282 003. (U.P.).
Used Since :22/03/2010
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
RAJDHAWAL SINGH  
trading as ;SAVEARTH BIOCARE  
MIYANWALA, POST-HARRAWALA, DEHRADUN, UTTARAKHAND  
MANUFACTUR & TRADER  
Address for service in India/Agents address:  
NATIONAL TRADE MARK CO.  
25- RAM MANDIR MARKET (OPP.ROXY TALKIES), HING KI MANDI, AGRA - 282 003. (U.P.).  
Used Since :22/03/2010  
DELHI  
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
SAITECH care
2168805 01/07/2011
ADESH TRIPATHI
ANKUR MISHRA
AMIT MISHRA
trading as; ADESHE TRIPATHI
112- ARUNA NAGAR, ETAH-207001
MANUFACTURING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :26/06/2011
DELI
ALL TYPES MEDICINES.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ACENERVE

2169251  01/07/2011
EXCEL DRUGS (P) LTD.
S.C.O. - 857, SECOND FLOOR, NAC, MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAH RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2170005 04/07/2011
ARVIND ZAKHMI
trading as : NEELKANTH MEDI POINT N.M.P.
A - 26, GANESH NAGAR, PANDAV NAGAR, COMPLEX, DELHI - 110092
MANUFACTURE MARKETING & TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since : 10/04/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
2171987  07/07/2011
ENERGYM FOODS & NUTRITIONS PVT.LTD
162, P.K. VISHWAKARMA NAGAR, SHAHDARA- DELHI-95
GOODS AND SERVICES
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermijn; fungicides herbicides.
TIANZIN

2172009  07/07/2011
PANKAJ GUPTA
MAHESH MITTAL
UMESH AGGARWAL
trading as ;M/S UNIPATH HEALTH CARE
SHOP NO 352, IIIRD FLOOR, SARJA MARKET, NAHARPUR, SEC-7, ROHINI, DELHI 85
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Used Since :19/05/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINAL&VETRINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER 05
YOUTH ESSENTIALS
2172131  08/07/2011
PARVEEN KUMAR NARANG
trading as ;Marxx Pharma 111 , Shayam Colony Near PNB, Hissar Road Rohtak 124001 (Haryana)
90 , Shayam Colony Near PNB, Hissar Road Rohtak 124001 (Haryana)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR.S.K.MARWAH
292 Model Town Ambala City 134003 (Haryana)
Used Since :07/08/2009
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ERESEX

2173453  11/07/2011
MUKESH GUPTA
trading as ;INTER PHARMA
902 VIKRAM TOWER 16 RAJENDRA PLACE NEW DELHI 8
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Used Since :26/04/2004
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2173487  11/07/2011
COMUNICS MARKETING SERVICES (P) LTD
D-19, PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI-92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2173496   11/07/2011

COMUNICS MARKETING SERVICES (P) LTD
D-19, PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI-92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label..
2173497    11/07/2011
COMUNICS MARKETING SERVICES (P) LTD
D-19, PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI-92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2173503  11/07/2011
COMUNICS MARKETING SERVICES (P) LTD
D-19, PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI-92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2173504 11/07/2011
COMUNICS MARKETING SERVICES (P) LTD
D-19, PANDAV NAGAR, DELHI-92
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS.
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
no exclusive rights over the word/descriptive matters appearing on the label.
2174462    13/07/2011
REKHA YADAV
trading as ; APR LIFESCIENCES
SHOP NO. 21, OSTWAL ORNATE BUILDING, 1, JESAL PARK, BHAYANDAR (EAST), THANE - 401 105
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since : 30/06/2011
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINAL PREPARATION NAMELY DIETARY ORAL SUPPLEMENT FOR HAIR RECOVERY INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
PIL TOP

2175486   15/07/2011
PSYCHOTROPICS INDIA LTD.
A-32 DLF SECTOR-11 FARIDABAD 121006
MANUFACTURER& MERCHANTS
THE COMPANY IS REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
INDIAN TRADE MARKS CO.
91, CROCKERY MARKET, SADAR BAZAR, DELHI - 110 006,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
ALL TYPE OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONAL TYPE OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS

THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/_PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1486700.
2176023 15/07/2011

SYED MUNEER AZMAT
1235, BALLIMARAN, DELHI - 110 006.
MANUFACTURER/TRADER/MERCHANT
Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: ARYURVED MEDICINE PLASTERS. MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS: MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH. DENTAL WAX: DISINFECTANTS: PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN: FUNGICIDES. HERBICIDES

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING IN THE LABEL.
FEVA
2176712  18/07/2011
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
H.O. ROYAL ARCADE 565 KA -94-2 SNEH NAGAR ALAMBAGH LUCKNOW PIN 226005
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/03/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, HERBAL TEA, MOSQUITO COIL ETC
VITAGAIN
2177625  19/07/2011
STROTAY LIFESCIENCES PVT LTD
A-82 AVAS VIKAS COLONY SHAHPUR GORAKHPUR UP 273006
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURES
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
Used Since : 15/01/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2178261 20/07/2011
M/S CRESCENT LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/s Crescent Life Sciences Pvt. Ltd.
128/280, Devaki Nagar, National Highway 2, Kanpur, U.P
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARORA AND ARORA
5/48 NEHRU NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110065
Used Since :01/06/2011
DELHI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CASTIGO
2180475  25/07/2011
FRISCON PHARMA INDIA PVT LTD
303-A SHAHPUR NEW DELHI 110049
MANUFACTURE & MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092
Used Since : 22/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS AS PER CLASS -5.
MONTELAST

2181436  27/07/2011
MOREPEN LABORATORIES LIMITED
4TH FLOOR, ANTRIKASH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI - 110001
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2006
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF Delhi.
AQUADEW
2184041  31/07/2011
CARYOTA LIFE SCIENCES INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as Caryota Life Sciences India Private Limited
#1342, Dr Shivaramkaranth Nagar, M.C.E.H.S Layout, Yelahanka Hobali, Bangalore - 560 064.
Manufacturers, Marketers & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REALMLEX
#22, 10TH CROSS, RAJIV GANDHI ROAD, NAIDU LAYOUT JARAGANAHALLI, J P NAGAR POST, BANGALORE - 560 078,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
Used Since :29/07/2011
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations and substances being included in class 05.
ZEE LABORATORIES
2184242  02/08/2011
RAJIV MUKUL
trading as ;ZEE LABORATORIES
UCHANI, G.T. ROAD,KARNAL - 132001, HARYANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SIDDHARTH BAMBHA ADV.
28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26
Used Since :29/11/1993
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK TO BE USED AS A WHOLE.
EASYFIX

2185017  03/08/2011
HICKS THERMOMETERS (INDIA) LIMITED
A- 12 &13 INDL ESTATE ALIGARH 202001U.P.
MERCAHNTS & MANUFACTURERS
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GENERAL REGISTRATION SERVICE.
A-7, CHRISTIAN COLONY, PATEL CHEST, DELHI- 110 007.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND SANITARY SUBSTANCES,ADHESIVE PLASTERS FOR SURGICAL AND MEDICAL PURPOSES,
BANDAGES AND DRESSINGS AND MATERIALS THEREFOR, INCLUDING COTTON WOOL, LINT ANDGUAZE.
2185021  03/08/2011
NUQUL BROTHERS COMPANY LTD
P.O. BOX 154, AMMAN 11118 JORDAN
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A CORPORATION ORGANIZED UNDER THE LAWS OF JORDAN,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AJAY SAHNI.
14/55, PUNJABI BAGH (WEST) NEW DELHI - 110 026.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PAPER OR TISSUES AND COTTON USED IN PHARMACEUTICAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY TOWELS AND PADS
2187618 08/08/2011
DANUKA LABORATORIES LIMITED
MR. MANISH DANUKA
MR. HARSH DANUKA
trading as ;SYNMEDIC LABORATORIES
861-862, JOSHI ROAD, KAROL BAGH, NEW DELHI-110005
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :11/02/2004
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FALLING IN CLASS 05,
FREEDOM INJECT
2187626  08/08/2011
POPULATION SERVICES INTERNATIONAL
C - 445, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.
MANUFACTURERS.
(A SOCIETY REGISTERED UNDER THE SOCIETIES REGISTRATION ACT OF 1860).
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MULLA & MULLA & CRAIGIE BLUNT & CAROE.
MULLA HOUSE, 51, MAHATMA GANDHI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since :01/08/2011
DELHI
INJECTABLE CONTRACEPTIVE FALLING IN CLASS 05.
CALCIFAME

2188170  09/08/2011

SYAMASUNDARA REDDY
BHARGAVI
KAMI REDDY
trading as ; MEDCURE PHARMACEUTICALS

#11, 1ST FLOOR, 5TH CROSS, LB SASTRY NAGAR, INDIRANAGAR 2ND STAGE, BANGALORE - 560038, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS & TRADING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES
FOOTFIT

2188751  10/08/2011
QUALITY BESTOCHM FORMULATIONS (P) LTD
2 MOHKAMPUR INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX PH-I DELHI ROAD MEERUT UP
MERCHANT, DISTRIBUTOR & MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TRADEMARK JURIS
412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH,
DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE SEPARATE WORDS i.e.,
FOOT AND FIT AND SHOULD BE USED AS A WHOLE..
2188782  10/08/2011
MR JAI NARAIN SHARMA
trading as ;EXCEL VET PHARMA
175/18, SHIV COLONY, (NEAR BUS STAND) JIND HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since :24/04/2011
DELHI
GOODS IN REALTION TO MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
MR. JAI NARAIN SHARMA
trading as : EXCEL VET PHARMA
175/18, SHIV COLONY, (NEAR BUS STAND) JIND HARYANA
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUMAR & CO.
D-121, KAMLA NAGAR DELHI-110007
Used Since : 24/04/2011
DELHI
GOODS IN REALTION TO MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
PESTGO PLUS

2189513 11/08/2011
HUGHES & HUGHES CHEM LTD.,
FLAT NO. 5, R-10, NEHRU ENCLAVE NEW DELHI 19
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARKS CO.
4, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, NEW DELHI- 110 001.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES. HERBICIDES; INSECTS AND PEST-REPELLENTS; INERT BIRD DELERENII GEL: ALL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
I-BOOST
2189849  12/08/2011
NUTRILIFE INDIA PVT. LTD
A-23, LAJPAT NAGAR, PART-2, NEW DELHI-24
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DOYEL SENGUPTA
B-9, Choice Apartments, Ward no.8, Mehrauli, New Delhi-110030
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RAPH-D

2189990  12/08/2011
VIJAY KAUSHIK
NITIN KUMAR
trading as ;ROSACE HEALTHCARE
B - 130, STREET NO. 3, WEST NATHU COLONY, DELHI - 110093
TRADERS
AN INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since :01/08/2011
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
OMEX

2192071 18/08/2011
CORTINA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
B - 903, ROHTAS APARTMENTS, VIKAS NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226022, U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :31/07/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
RIZAX

2192076 18/08/2011
CORTINA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
B - 903, ROHTAS APARTMENTS, VIKAS NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226022, U.P
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF INDIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :31/07/2007
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO FILING OF TM-16 TO AMEND THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCT IN THE STATES OF UTTAR PRADESH AND UTTARAKHAND..
NARI FIT

2192205  18/08/2011
HASRAT ALI
trading as ;CHAUDHARY HEALTH CARE
T - 76/94, JOYA ROAD, AMROHA, J.P. NAGAR, U.P - 244221
MANUFACTURER
Used Since :01/07/2011
DELHI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NARI FIT.
2194448    24/08/2011
BELINDA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
D-985, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI - 110 025
MANUFACTURERS, SUPPLIERS & TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARC INDIA IPR CONSULTANTS
RZ-1-3, SAGARPUR WEST, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Used Since :30/05/2011
To be associated with: 
2194257
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SUBSTANCES AND PRODUCTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2196566  27/08/2011
AYUKALP UAP PHARMA PVT. LTD.
Manufacturer - Trader - Exporter
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAHMBHATT & ASSOCIATES
5, Bhagyoday Flats, Sattar Taluka Society, B/h. C.U.Shah College, Navjivan, Ahmedabad - 380014, Gujarat, India
Used Since :28/02/2011

AHMEDABAD
Formulation manufacturer of Ayurvedic and Herbal Medicinal Preparation such as Tablet, Pills, Capsules, Avalah, Asavari-arishta, Medicated Oil, Liquid Orals, Churna, Bhasma and Kupipakva, Ointment and other Requisites including Class - 05.
M/S. CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT - 380 015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303 PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, Dhanukarwadi, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
M/S. CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT - 380 015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303 PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, DHANUKARWADI, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
2196934  29/08/2011
M/S. CADILA HEALTHCARE LIMITED
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT - 380 015
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PULBIC LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
CALIUM
2197637   30/08/2011
SANKAR KUMAR SIL
trading as ; MERIDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS
D-248/10, 106, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE NEAR LAXMI NAGAR METRO STATION LAXMI NAGAR DELHI 92
MANUFACTURER & TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, 106, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
MOSBITO

2199078  02/09/2011

EXCEL RASAYAN PVT. LTD
172 DSIDC COMPLEX, OKHLA PHASE-1, NEW DELHI 20
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOKA TRADE MARK CO.,
ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Used Since : 01/01/2011

DELHI

MOSQUITO REPELLENTS COILS, MATS & LIQUID MOSQUITO VAPORISER REFILLS, MOSQUITO REPELLENT OIL,
MOSQUITO REPELLENT PATCHES, MOSQUITO REPELLENT CREAM AND HERBAL MOSQUITO REPELLENT,
INSECTICIDE CHALKS, INSECT KILLER SPRAYS AND AEROSOLS AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
NILIV
2206839  17/09/2011
RAVINDRA TRIPATHI
trading as ;Trianil Pharmacia Gwalior (MP)
73 Saket Nagar Tansen Road Gwalior 474002 ( M P )
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :14/07/2011
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
2207349  19/09/2011
LORD LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
D/144, SOLARIS I, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, POWAI, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 072.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE SANGEETA PAL
C/310, ANTOPHILL WAREHOUSING COMPANY LTD., V.I.T COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI - 400 037
Used Since :30/07/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2213017  29/09/2011
PRASHANT PATEL
trading as ;MUKTI PHARMACEUTICALS
339, SHIVAJI NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
SOLE PROPRIETOR INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :15/03/2004
MUMBAI
ALL TYPES OF PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
ALCOVER
2221917  18/10/2011
LABORATORIO FARMACEUTICO C.T.S.R.L
trading as : LABORATORIO FARMACEUTICO C.T.S.R.L
SRADA SOLARO, 97-18038, SANREMO, IMPERIA, ITALY
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JACOB KURIAN
NEW NO 21 (OLD NO 11), 2ND AVENUE, HARRINGTON ROAD, CHETPET, CHENNAI- 600031.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ALCOHOLISM
2222235    19/10/2011
SAMEER BHALERAO
301, GOKUL GOVARDHAN APPT. PANCHTARA SOCIETY, MADHUBAN LAYOUT, MANISH NAGAR, NAGPUR-440 015
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/10/2011
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2224823  24/10/2011
ANOOS ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-661, PLOT NO. 90, 5TH FLOOR, SAI PLAZA, SANGEET NAGAR, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500082.
MANUFACTURERS TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO. 208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Used Since : 25/10/1989
CHENNAI
MEDICATED ( HERBAL ) HEENA, BATH POWDER, CONDITIONERS, FACE WASH, PIMPLE POWDER, TOILETRY
PREPARATIONS, HAIR REMOVING WAX STRIPS AND HERBAL COSMETICS INCLUDING ANTI -WRINKLE, ANTI -PIMPLE
AND ACNE CREAMS, SCRUBS AND ROSE -WATER ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED; IN CLASS -05
The mark to be considered as a whole. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark..
2224825  24/10/2011
ANOOS ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as : ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-661, PLOT NO.90, 5TH FLOOR, SAI PLAZA, SANGEET NAGAR, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500082.
MANUFACTURERS TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONs OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Used Since :25/10/1989
CHENNAI
MEDICATED (HERBAL) HENNA, BATH POWDER, CONDITIONERS, FACE WASH, PIMPLE POWDER, TOILETRY
PREPARATIONS, HAIR REMOVING WAX STRIPS AND HERBFAL COSMETICS INCLUDING ANTI - WRINKLE, ANTI-PIMPLE
AND ACNE CREAMS, SCRUBS AND ROSE-WATER
The mark to be considered as a whole. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.
2224827    24/10/2011
ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;ANOO'S ELECTROLYSIS AND OBESITY PRIVATE LIMITED
6-3-661, PLOT NO.90, 5TH FLOOR, SAI PLAZA, SANGEET NAGAR, SOMAJIGUDA, HYDERABAD-500082.
MANUFACTURERS TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INCORPORATED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISIONs OF INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA,
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Used Since :25/10/1989

CHENNAI
MEDICATED (HERBAL) HENNA, BATH POWDER, CONDITIONERS, FACE WASH, PIMPLE POWDER, TOILETRY
PREPARATIONS, HAIR REMOVING WAX STRIPS AND HERBFAL COSMETICS INCLUDING ANTI-WRINKLE, ANTI-PIMPLE
AND ACNE CREAMS, SCRUBS AND ROSE-WATER

*The mark to be considered as a whole. There is no exclusive right over the descriptive words in the mark.*
PYRONAC

2225954  27/10/2011
T.S.R.V.P.SESHAGIRI RAO
trading as ;HARNIK HEALTH CARE PRODUCTS
PLOT NO.248, SRINIVASA NAGAR COLONY, KAPRA, ECIL, HYDERABAD (A.P).
MANUFACTURER AND MARKETER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/10/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2232340  11/11/2011
DESH MAHESHWARI
STORE NOS. 20,25,26,28-B, SAB MALL SEC-27 NOIDA U.P
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES
D-5, SECOND FLOOR, SECTOR-10, NOIDA-201301 (U.P.)
Used Since :01/04/1989
DELHI
CRYSRTALS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES, BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ALLERNIX
2232630  11/11/2011
NUTRA BIOGEN (P) LTD.
SCO. 34, FF, SECTOR - 31-D, CHANDIGARH - 1660030, U.T.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT ,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
GOODS ARE RESTRICTED FOR THE SALE OF PRODUCTS IN THE STATES DELHI, HARYANA, PUNJAB AND UTTAR PRADESH ONLY..
KARMEZ

2232644  11/11/2011
KARAN HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
A - 186, GALI NO. 1, MAHIPALPUR EXTN, NEW DELHI - 110 037.
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGD UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
HEMED

2233319   14/11/2011

DR. NARENDRA KR. PANDEY
263A/1A, ADARSH NAGAR, BHAWAPUR, ALLAHABAD - 211016, U.P.

MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since :01/10/2011

DELHI

ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES, OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
SANDHIMA

2233320  14/11/2011

DR. NARENDRA KR. PANDEY
263A/1A, ADARSH NAGAR, BHAWAPUR, ALLAHABAD - 211016, U.P.
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since: 01/10/2011

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES, OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
PILESKIT

223321  14/11/2011

DR. NARENDRA KR. PANDEY
263A/1A, ADARSH NAGAR, BHAWAPUR, ALLAHABAD - 211016, U.P.
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/10/2011

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES, OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
ULTIMED

223322   14/11/2011

DR. NARENDRA KR. PANDEY
263A/1A, ADARSH NAGAR, BHAWAPUR, ALLAHABAD - 211016, U.P.
MANUFACTURING, TRADING AND MARKETING

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92

Used Since: 01/10/2011

DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINES, OTHER PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDE IN CLASS 05
FITJEE
2233339  14/11/2011
DIOS LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
C-3, FIRST FLOOR, NEELKANTH APPARTMENT - II, SANT NAGAR, DELHI - 110084
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/11/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION MEDICINES
FULFIT
2233342  14/11/2011
DIOS LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
C-3, FIRST FLOOR, NEELKANTH APPARTMENT - II, SANT NAGAR, DELHI - 110084
MANUFACTURE & TRADING
INDIAN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TYAGI CERTIFICATIONS SERVICES PVT. LTD.
3/112, LALITA PARK, LAXMI NAGAR, DELHI-92
Used Since :01/11/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION MEDICINES
NUTRIDAILY

2233988  15/11/2011

DR. RAGHUBANSH MANI SINGH
B-4, FIRST FLOOR, 283 GYAN KHAND-1, INDIRAPURAM, GHASIABAD-201010 U.P
MERCHANT & MANUFACTURER
Used Since :08/11/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDING CLASS-5

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NUTRIDAILY.
NUTRIMIND
2233989  15/11/2011
DR. RAGHUBANSH MANI SINGH
B-4, FIRST FLOOR, 283 GYAN KHAND-1, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201010 U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :01/11/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDING CLASS-5
NUTRIHEART

2233990  15/11/2011
DR. RAGHUBANSH MANI SINGH
B-4, FIRST FLOOR, 283 GYAN KHAND-1, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201010 U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since :08/11/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDING CLASS-5
MAXMEN

2233991 15/11/2011
DR. RAGHUBANSIH MANI SINGH
B-4, FIRST FLOOR, 283 GYAN KHAND-1, INDIRAPURAM, GHAZIABAD-201010 U.P
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Used Since: 08/11/2011
DELHI
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDING CLASS-5
LYCOTIME

2234018  15/11/2011
SB BUSINESS PVT. LTD
B-7 GUPTA TOWER-II, VIKAS PURI , COMM. COMPLEX, G BLOCK, NEW DELHI 18
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHIV LAW HOUSE.
H-166, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI - 110 018.
Used Since :01/01/2008
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN.
LIFE CURE
2234390  15/11/2011
KUSHAL JINDAL
SWARAN NAGAR OLD HOSHIARPUR ROAD JALANDHAR CITY PUNJAB
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI TRADE MARK CO.
BRAND HOUSE, 54-55, SUPER CYCLE MARKET, OPP. KWALITY KANDA, GILL ROAD, LUDHIANA-141003, PB.
Used Since :01/04/2010
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSING; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
NAVRANG

2235025   16/11/2011
AMBIC AYURVED INDIA PVT. LTD.
KUNDA ROAD, INDUSTRIAL AREA, MEERUT - 250103, U.P.
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YUDHISH KUMAR GUPTA
SANTOSH & CO. UNION BANK BLDG., 1ST FLOOR, KHUNIPUL, BEGUM BRIDGE RD., MEERUT-250001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 01/04/2011
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND FOOD SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDED DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
CRACK-N-HEAL
2235540 17/11/2011
NANZ MED SCIENCE PHARMA PVT LTD
ABHISHEK CORPORATE TOWER P-17- A 2ND FLOOR PANDAV NAGAR MAYUR VIHAR PHASE -1 DELHI 110091
MERCHANTS,MANUFACTURERS
A
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2008
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING PETROLEUM JELL AND MEDICATED SKIN PRODUCTS
Polofil
2235800 18/11/2011
VOCO GMBH
ANTON-FLETTNER-STR. 1-3, 27472 CUXHAVEN, GERMANY
MERCHANTS & MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHAITAN & CO. LLP
801, ASHOKA ESTATE, 24, BARAKHAMBA ROAD, NEW DELHI - 110007
Used Since: 17/02/2003
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, PREPARATIONS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECT ANTS;
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS AND MATERIALS FOR DENTAL MEDICINE, NAMELY DIRECT AND INDIRECT
RESTORATION COMPOUNDS, DENTAL FILLING MATERIALS, DENTAL COMPOSITES, DENTAL ANAESTHETICS FOR
DESENSITIZING TEETH AND GUMS, FISSURE SEALING DENTAL RESINS, MATERIAL FOR TEMPORARY DENTAL
BRIDGES AND DENTAL CROWNS, DENTAL VENEERS, ADHESIVES FOR DENTURES, DENTAL IMPRESSION MATERIALS
AND DENTAL VARNISHES AS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
2235819  18/11/2011
MR. DEEPAK SUNDER
MR. HARBANS SINGH
MRS POONAM ARORA
trading as ;MEDILINK ENTERPRISES
D/16 - 17, FIRST FLOOR, DOCTORS BUNGLOW, JHOTWARA ROAD, BANI PARK, JAIPUR - 302 016
.
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUSHANT M. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
5/25 WEST PATEL NAGAR NEW DELHI-110008
Used Since :04/08/2010
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.O. ROYAL ARCADE, 565, KA - 94 - 2, SNEH NAGAR, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since : 01/08/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
GLUCOMORE
2236019  18/11/2011
MORAL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
H.O. ROYAL ARCADE, 565, KA - 94 - 2, SNEH NAGAR, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW - 226005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE ASSOCIATES
C-80, VILLAGE GOKAL PUR, NEAR SARVODAYA BAL VIDHYALAYA, LONI ROAD, SHAHDARA, DELHI-94
Used Since : 01/08/2011
DELHI
ALL KINDS OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
VENESPRI
Priority claimed from 19/05/2011; Application No. : 56081/2011 ;Switzerland
2236109  18/11/2011
ARENA PHARMACEUTICALS GMBH
UNTERE BRUHLSTRASSE 4 CH-4800 ZOFINGEN SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A SWISS COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON 122003, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS TO TREAT OR PREVENT OBESITY; PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR WEIGHT MANAGEMENT, WEIGHT LOSS AND THE MAINTENANCE OF WEIGHT LOSS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834,  29/01/2018           Class 5

2237453    22/11/2011
. Ved Narayan Tiwari
trading as ;VNT NOVA+HEALTHCARE
2176 WRIGHT TOWN JABALPUR&nbs
TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAKS & PARTNERS
A-485-B, ANSALS PALAM VIHAR GURGAON-122017 HARYANA
Used Since :01/08/2011
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances, adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides included in Class 5 (FIVE
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2239666  25/11/2011
SURE ONE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
2, SSI, INDUSTRIAL AREA, G.T. KARNAL ROAD, DELHI - 110033
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MARK-R
4675/21, FF-2, GANPATI BHAWAN ANSARI ROAD DARYA GANJ NEW DELHI-110002
Used Since :08/03/2011
DELHI
HEALTH TONIC INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE GANGA AND OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER.
JARUN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;JARUN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, HASUBHAI CHAMBERS, NEAR TOWN HALL, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD - 380006
Manufacturer-Trader-Exporter
DICLORYL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAHMBHATT & ASSOCIATES
5, Bhagyoday Flats, Sattar Taluka Society, B/h. C.U.Shah College, Navjivan, Ahmedabad - 380014, Gujarat, India
Used Since :07/07/2011
AHMEDABAD
All types of Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation Included in class - 05
B-COLEX

2241005  28/11/2011

TORQUE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
693, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050

Used Since :31/08/1999

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
PARACIN

2241007  28/11/2011
TORQUE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
693, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :04/11/1994
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
HEMOFORTE
2241009  28/11/2011
TORQUE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
693, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1ND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :28/05/2007
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
ORNIGYL-O

2241011 28/11/2011
TORQUE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
693, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA
WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :26/04/2007
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TORCOF

2241014  28/11/2011
TORQUE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD.,
693, INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-II, CHANDIGARH
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, 1IND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :26/04/2007

DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NEWDAY

2241162  29/11/2011
MOHAMMAD TAYOUB KHAN
trading as ;Passim Pharma
KH. NO. 13/4/2, NEAR POST OFFICE, OLD DELHI GURGAON ROAD SAMALKA, NEW DELHI 110037
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANSAL & BANSAL ASSOCIATES
204, KRISHNA TOWER-2, PLOT NO. 1, POCKET-7, SEC-12, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110078
Used Since :04/04/2011
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
GAJJAR KANTILAL MOHANLAL
trading as : CRONIMACH MACHINERY
121/2, CHIRAG IND. ESTATE, NEAR YAMUNA ESTATE PART-2, REVABHAI ESTATE ROAD, AMRAIWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380026
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since : 31/03/2002
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL MACHINERY
LOPIH

2243679  02/12/2011

STRIDES HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; STRIDES HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED

#646/154/11/14, BILEKAHALLY, BANGALORE -560076
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:

ALTACIT GLOBAL
CREATIVE ENCLAVE, III FLOOR, 148-150, LUZ CHURCH ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI - 600 004.
Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
NEUROPLEXVET

2243706  02/12/2011
JASTI RAVI KUMAR CHOWDARY
FLAT 501, GANDE ESTATES, KAMAYYA THOPU, KANURU, VIJAYAWADA, ANDHRA PRADESH
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS

Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMBA CONSULTANCY SERVICES
PLOT NO. 12, ROAD NO. 1 NO 54-16-13, VENKATESWARA NAGAR, RING ROAD, VIJAYAWADA 520 008,A P

Used Since: 13/06/2011

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL, VETERINARY, POULTRY PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2244199  05/12/2011

ACTILIFE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
511-D, G.I.D.C, ESTATE, WAGHODIA BARODA, GUJARAT
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS AND PREPARATION IN CLASS 5
2244202  05/12/2011
ACTILIFE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.,
511-D, G.I.D.C, ESTATE, WAGHODIA BARODA, GUJARAT
MERCHANT AND MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGD UNDER COMPANY ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARKS CO.
NANDD GRAM ROAD OPP: SHRI HARI MANDIR, 882, GALI NO.10, SEWA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201001 (U.P.)
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN CLASS 5
2250602    15/12/2011
NARESHBHAI BHIKHABHAI SAVALIYA
PARESHBHAI VITTHALBHAI DOBARIYA
trading as ;SUSHRUT PHARMACEUTICALS
2, SARGAM SOCIETY, BEHIND ANATHASHRAM, KATARGAM ROAD, SURAT - 395010
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC AND HERBAL PREPARATIONS VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE AND FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS AND MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH AND DENTAL WAX AND DISINFECTANTS ALL INCLUDED IN CL-05
C-FONE
2256681  26/12/2011
APTIC PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ; APTIC PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 13/676, IYYAPPAN MILL COMPOUND, KOKKALAI P.O., TRICHUR - 680 021, KERALA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Used Since : 11/11/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
STROPIL
2256931  27/12/2011
GLADSTONE PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as GLADSTONE PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.274, FLAT D, PEARL FLAT, NATESH NAGAR, 2ND CROSS STREET, VIRUGAMBAKKAM, CHENNAI- 600 092,
TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURER(S)/ MERCHANT(S)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PIRAPIL
2256934 27/12/2011
GLADSTONE PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as; GLADSTONE PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.274, FLAT D, PEARL FLAT, NATESH NAGAR, 2ND CROSS STREET, VIRUGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI- 600 092,
TAMILNADU.
MANUFACTURER(S)/ MERCHANT(S)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
L.R. SWAMI CO.
NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
FUCIPEG
2257552 28/12/2011
PEGASUS FARMACO INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PEGASUS FARMACO INDIA PVT. LTD.
1-3-183/40/B/1, S.B.I. COLONY, GANDHI NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 008 (A.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
MUPIN
2257553  28/12/2011
PEGASUS FARMACO INDIA PVT. LTD.
trading as ;PEGASUS FARMACO INDIA PVT. LTD.
1-3-183/40/B/1, S.B.I. COLONY, GANDHI NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500 008 (A.P)
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/12/2011
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
2257831 28/12/2011
FRANCO-INDIAN PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
20, DR. E. MOSES ROAD, MUMBAI-400011
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2274125 30/01/2012

STALIN JOSE S.
SAJITH R.V
K.ABHILASH trading as ;PHARMTEICS LIFE SCIENCES
T.C.3/1221, B-2, CHATHAYAM, LEKSHMI NAGAR, EAST PATTOM, PATTOM PALACE P.O., TRIVANDRUM, KERALA, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND DISTRIBUTORS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIMIT CC43/ 1983, SRSRA-2, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025,KERALA
Used Since :05/03/2011

CHENNAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
VIBRANT LIVING

2284920  17/02/2012
ARTHUR YAKUBOVSKY
PLOT 8-2-293/82/HH/12/2, MLA COLONY, ROAD NUMBER 12, BANJARA HILLS, HYDERABAD-500034, TELANGANA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMGURU INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SERVICES LLP
203, 2nd Floor, A-31, Kailash Colony, New Delhi-110048
Used Since :22/12/2011
CHENNAI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
ABITROX
2312266  10/04/2012
ABIA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
trading as ;ABIA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
NEW NO:15/A, OLD NO:22, SECOUND STREET, SHANTHI NAGAR, M.H.ROAD (NORTH), PERAMBUR,CHENNAI-600011, TAMIL NADU INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY FORMED AND REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT OF 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JURY BRIAN LAW OFFICES
25, III FLOOR, SRINIVASA RAO ROAD, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI 600 004
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS SPECIFICALLY AS TABLETS, SYRUPS, DRY SYRUPS AND INJECTIONS.
2316320  17/04/2012
GEOFFROI LABS PVT. LTD.
J-59, GANDHI NAGAR, GWALIOR (M.P.)-474002
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR
A1/15, SHASTRI MARG, NEAR SANT HOSPITAL SANT NAGAR BURARI DELHI-84
Used Since : 07/08/2005
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD PLUS SEPERATLY.
2318269   19/04/2012
KARSHANBHAI S. CHAUDHARY
AT AND POST- MAGARODA, BEHIND CHORA, TAL.- VISNAGAR, DIST.- MEHSANA - 384315, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SONI ASSOCIATES
A-2, CHANDRALAY APARTMENT, NARANPURA CHAR RASTA, AHMEDABAD - 13, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDING IN THE CLASS-05.
SYNTAZ
2322506  26/04/2012
SRK LIFE SCIENCES
DR, B. SACHIDANAND RAI
DR, SANJAY SHAHRI
DR, RAJ KUMAR
DR, KARTHIKEYA UCHILA
trading as ; SRK LIFE SCIENCES, MEDICARE CENTER, KARANGALPADDY, MANGALORE 575006 (KARNATAKA)
MEDICARE CENTER, KARANGALPADDY, MANGALORE 575006 (KARNATAKA)
MARKETING AND TRADING
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since : 15/01/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2328276  08/05/2012
YOUNIS SALEEM
AFAQ AHMAD
trading as ;M/S. A. R. Y. LIFE SCIENCES
MATODA-382220, DISTRICT-AHMEDABAD, INDIA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :02/05/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2328278  08/05/2012
YOUNIS SALEEM
AFAQ AHMAD
trading as ;M/S. A. R. Y. LIFE SCIENCES
MATODA-382220, DISTRICT-AHMEDABAD, INDIA
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :02/05/2012
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
LIRICON TRADING
307/308, AUTUMN GROVE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, OPP. LOKHANDWALA SCHOOL, KANDIWALI (W), KANDIWALI (W),
Manufacturer & trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHESH BHAGNARI
Bhagnari & Co, Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004, Maharashtra, INDIA
Used Since :01/01/2010
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical preparations
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE.descriptive matters.
ALLYGEST
2342065 03/06/2012
BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as: BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since: 15/01/2011
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
AXSENTIAL

2342068   03/06/2012

BMW PHARMA CO INDIA PVT LIMITED

trading as :BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower
JABALPUR 482002 (MP)

JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)

Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH

H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :15/01/2011

MUMBAI

Medicines for human purpose
EXNERVE

2342077  03/06/2012

BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as ;BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)

Marketing and Trading

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Used Since :15/01/2012

MUMBAI

Medicines for human purpose
ETPAR

2342079  03/06/2012

BMW PHARMA CO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as :BMW PHARMA CO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
JURYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
URISPED

2342112  03/06/2012
BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as :BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omti Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
Marketing and trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2012
MUMBAI
Medicine for human purpose
2342357 04/06/2012
AKASH NAYAK
trading as ;ARYAN HEALTHCARE
304/B, YASHWANT SHOPPING CENTRE, CARTER ROAD NO. 7, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS
Used Since :01/06/2011

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED FOR HAIR FALL MEDICINE (ORAL EXTERNAL AND WASH)
INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Sandhi Raksha

2346357  11/06/2012

DR. PRADNYA K. WANE

trading as ; Manufacturer & trader

515, 5th Floor, Gold Crest Business Center, L.T. Road, Opp. Manubhai Jewellers, Boriwali(W), Mumbai 400092, INDIA

Manufacturer & trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

MAHESH BHAGNARI

Bhagnari & Co, Block No: A/168/335, Nr. Guru Nanak High School, Ulhasnagar 421004, Maharashtra, INDIA

Used Since :01/06/2012

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TRIJEL
2348626  15/06/2012
S.SHANKAR
S.ANBAZHAGAN
P.VASUDEVAN
S.T.SUJIN
trading as ;CIEL PHARMACEUTICALS
NO 32 FIRST FLOOR SRINAGAR, HOPE COLLEGE, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE-641 004
MANUFACTURER
PARTNERS
Used Since :01/04/2011
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS
DERMALEAF
2351047  20/06/2012
DR.DARSHAN.H
APARTMENT 40, 17 QUEENS SQUARE, BELFAST BT 13FF, UNITED KINGDOM,
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Used Since :15/01/2011
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2355975  29/06/2012
DIPESH CHHAJED
trading as; WELCOME HEALTHCARE
43, GROUND FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTRE, DR. B. A. ROAD, DADAR T.T., MUMBAI-400 014.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIBHA VINODKUMAR PAREKH.
OFFICE No-8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA PATHOLOGY LABORATORY, VAKOLA MARKET,
SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055.
Used Since: 02/05/2011

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive
matters..

THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
COFHALT
2357394 03/07/2012
ASTREOS HEALTHSOL PRIVATE LIMITED
71/1, PRATHISHTHA CHAMBERS, 5TH MAIN ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE, PIN 560018
MANUFACTURER AND SUPPLIER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIMMI JOSEPH K., ADVOCATE
# 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027
Used Since :16/04/2011
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2359757  06/07/2012
DIVYESHBHAI K. KHUNT
trading as ;MEDISTAR PHARMA
346, 1st Floor, Kothariya Colony, 80 Feet Road, Garbi Chowk, Rajkot. Gujarat India.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
PESTCON

2369516  25/07/2012

SRI BIOTECH LABORATORIES INDIA LTD.
trading as; SRI BIOTECH LABORATORIES INDIA LTD.

PLOT NO. 21, STREET NO. 2, SAGAR SOCIETY, BANJARA HILLS HYDERABAD (A.P).
MANUFACTURERS AND MARKETERS

INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).

Used Since: 01/01/2009

CHENNAI

PESTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES.
Mr.KID
2369784  25/07/2012
MUKESH KUMAR. P
trading as ;MARX REMEDIES
# 251, 1ST FLOOR, BHAGYALAKSHMI COMPLEX, 2ND CROSS, 3RD MAIN ROAD, CHAMARAJPET, BANGALORE- 560018,
KARNATAKA, INDIA.
MANUFACTRERS AND MERCHANTS
-
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL USE.
2375071 06/08/2012
JYOTSANA D. MATALIA
301, 302, NATRAJ MARKET, 3RD FLOOR, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT/DEALER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2011
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC PAIN RELIEVING OIL INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2379885  14/08/2012
ROSELABS BIOSCIENCE LIMITED
SURVEY NO. 253, N .H. 8, OPP. KERALA, G.I.D.C., VILLAGE : KERALA, AHMEDabad - 382 220, GUJARAT STATE, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :18/07/2012
AHMEDabad
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
2385279 24/08/2012
HIBISCUS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;HIBISCUS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
NO.50/3, 26/3, ELANGO NAGAR MAIN ROAD, VIRUGAMBakkAM, CHENNAI-6000092
TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
BRONCHOVAP COUGH SYRUP

2385931  27/08/2012

DR. P.K. HARIDAS
P.K.SAROJINI
VIJAYA AYURVEDIC PHARMACY, PATTAMBI, PALAKKAD-673906.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.P. BIMALDAS,ADVOCATE
ROOM NO.2, HOTEL WHITE LINES, KALLAI ROAD, CALICUT
Used Since :29/01/2001

CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPARATIONS.
LLOYD MULTIVITAMIN

2392261  07/09/2012
LLOYD LABORATORIES PVT LTD
trading as ;LLOYD LABORATORIES PVT LTD
15, GOPALA KRISHNA ROAD, T. NAGAR, CHENNAI 600017, STATE OF TAMILNADU, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE TERM MULTIVITAMIN SEPARATELY EXCEPT SUBSTANTIALLY AS SHOWN IN THE APPLICATION."
2397692  17/09/2012
ANIL PATKAR
PRADEEP PANDEY
MEHUL GALA
trading as ;JUPITER LIFE SCIENCES
G-274, GATE NO-3, DREAMS MALL, BHANDUP (WEST), MUMBAI-400078
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :04/04/2008
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
GLISS-M1
2397979  18/09/2012
PACHIPULUSU SATISH BABU
trading as ;HY - TECH PHARMACEUTICALS,
310, 4TH MAIN, 1ST STAGE, 6TH PHASE, MAHAGANAPATHI ROAD WOC. ROAD, BANGALORE-560010.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NASARAIH GOLLA
FLAT NO.G-1, PINKY APARTMENTS, ENGINEER S COLONY, YELLAREDDYGUDA, HYDERABAD - 500 073.
Used Since :01/04/2008
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

2398616  18/09/2012
VIVEK TANNAN
402 EDEN ROC, 3 UNION PARK, PALI HILL ROAD, BANDRA (WEST), MUMBAI-400050
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRACEUTICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
AUSHADHI WELLNESS PVT. LTD.
trading as ; AUSHADHI WELLNESS PVT. LTD.
101, DWARKADHIS, TAGORE ROAD, RAJKOT-360 002. GUJARAT-INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
T.C.PATEL & CO.,
229, GOLDEN PLAZA, OPP. ARYA SAMAJ MANDIR, OUT SIDE RAIPUR GATE, KANKARIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 022
Used Since : 03/01/2012
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC HAIR OIL, AYURVEDIC GEL MEDICINE AND INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE AUSHADHI.
2401312  24/09/2012
SAMI ULLAH MALLIK
trading as ;DESCORT LIFECARE
A - 3/ 83, GOYAL INTERCITY, DRIVE - IN - ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 54. (GUJARAT).
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/01/2005
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION.
2406020  04/10/2012
EUGENIX HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
1102, B WING, PHASE NO.1, LAKE HOME, POWAI, MUMBAI, PIN-400076
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
Used Since :10/04/2007
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PRODUCTS.
COGRIL-ASP150MG
2407357  06/10/2012
SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
trading as :SHALAK BIOCHEM (P) LTD.
A.O.1, EDEN GARDEN, MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIWALI (WEST) MUMBAI-400067.
MARKETING AND TRADING OF PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015
Used Since :17/09/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 , 29/01/2018 Class 5

2411298  15/10/2012
CADILA HEALTHCARE LTD.
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD -15.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
PHARMED
2412661  17/10/2012
PHARMED LIMITED
trading as ;PHARMED LIMITED
PHARMED GARDENS, WHITEFIELD ROAD, BANGALORE-560048, KARNATAKA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANAND AND ANAND
FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020
Used Since :10/08/1946
To be associated with:
2412659
CHENNAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETARY SUBSTANCES (NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES)
CEPOCLAV
2414692  19/10/2012
TULIP LAB PVT. LTD.
4024, A-WING, 4th FLOOR, OBEROI GARDEN ESTATE, CHANDIVALI, ANDHERI (E), MUMBAI - 400 072
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2414729    19/10/2012
UNNEEN KUTTY C.P
CHIRUTHA PARAMBIL HOUSE, MAKARAPARAMBA, P.O. MAKARAPARAMBA, MALAPPURAM DISTRICT, KERALA STATE, INDIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAWYERS' ARCADE
SUPEX CORNER, 2ND FLOOR, SUB REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, NEAR GOVT, TRAINING SCHOOL, KANNUR-670 002.
KERALA, INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL HAIR GROWTH PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL OILS, MEDICATED BATH PREPARATIONS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2417201  25/10/2012
FULLIFE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
315, WOODROW, 19 VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, WELLNESS PRODUCTS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS,
HYGIENE PRODUCTS, NUTRITIONAL PRODUCTS AND RELATED CATEGORY.
2419531  30/10/2012
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURES, MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2424208  06/11/2012
SACHENDRA AVADHNARAYAN DUBE
trading as ;BALAJI AYURVED SANSTHAN
B/102, SHIVAM RESIDENCY, NEAR AMBAWADI BAZAR, AMBAWADI, AHMEDABAD - 380015 - GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRAN M. BHATIYA
B/7, HARSHNAGAR SOCIETY, D'CABIN, SABARMATI, AHMEDABAD-380019.
Used Since: 01/04/2012
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AYURVEDIC OIL AND CAPSULE THEREOF INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2425613  08/11/2012
KANTILAL SARDARMAL PAREKH
trading as ;NARANKAA PHARMA
A/32, 6TH FLOOR, THAKKAR HOUSE, CASTLE MILL CIRCLE, THANE (WEST)-400601, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKKAR ASSOCIATE.
TRIBHOVAN GIRDHAR NIWAS, BLOCK NO. 25, 1ST FLOOR, L. L. ROAD, VILE PARLE (W), MUMBAI-400 056.
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
XPLODE

2427491 12/11/2012
UTH BEVERAGES FACTORY PRIVATE LIMITED
PLOT NO. 3A, S. NO. 285, RAISONI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, POST MAAN, TAL. MULSHI, PUNE - 411 057
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Used Since : 10/11/2012
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
2429671 19/11/2012
MR. GAUTAMKUMAR SATHVARA
trading as : SHREEPARNA HERBAL PHARMA
7, KIRAN COMPLEX, NEAR THE CORPORATION BANK, DEESA - 385535, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :26/09/2012
AHMEDABAD
SYRUP - AYURVEDIC PROPRIETORY MEDICINE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE PURE..
Ferti-O-Gel

2431889 23/11/2012
M/S. GRV ORGANO
206/5, GPO SQUARE, CIVIL LINES, NAGPUR- 440 001
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
AGRICULTURE PESTICIDE, ANTI-BACTERIAL PREPARATIONS
A. SARAVANAN
NO 608 A, VASAN NAGAR EXTN, VAYALUR MAIN ROAD, TRICHY - 620102, TAMILNADU.
TRADERS

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13, 1ST CROSS STREET, SRIPURAM COLONY, ST. THOMAS MOUNT, CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICATED SOAPS
KERALA MEDICAL SERVICES CORPORATION LIMITED
trading as KERALA MEDICAL SERVICES CORPORATION LIMITED
NEAR W AND C HOSPITAL THYCAUD, TRIVANDRUM, KERALA-695014
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since 28/12/2007
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, DRUGS AND OTHER RELATED PRODUCTS CATEGORIZED
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..TRANSLATION OF TRADE MARK IS Karunya Community Pharmacy.
2447712  24/12/2012
ADITYA BIRLA RETAIL LIMITED
SKYLINE ICON, 5TH AND 6TH FLOOR, 86/92 NEAR MITTAL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
MOISTDEW
2453264  02/01/2013
V.K. BHAGYA LAKSHMI
LATHA MAHENDRA
G. SHIVAKUMAR
trading as ;ICI PHARMACEUTICALS

# 2087, NEW NO. K-1/1, 1ST CROSS, MADHVACHAR ROAD, K.R. MOHALLA, MYSORE - 570004, KARNATAKA.

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
2454613  04/01/2013
RAMAN YADAV
183, SECTOR B, SLICE 3, SCHEME NO. 78, INDORE (M.P.) 452010.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/03/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY SUBSTANCES; INFANTS AND INVALIDS FOODS; PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR BANDAGING; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH; DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTIONS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN
MEDLEY PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
MEDLEY HOUSE, D-2 MIDC AREA, 16TH ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURER/MARKETING/TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
PRINCEF
2459390  12/01/2013
GANESH R DUBE
trading as ;Citycare Pharma, Yasha Apartments, Ground Floor, Shop No 6, Purandare Colony Syndicate,Murbad Road, KALYAN
Jayradheshym Aprt Room No 412 , C Wing Dr Rajendera Prashad Road, Ram Nagar Dombivili East,Distt Thane 421201
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :10/01/2013
MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
2463863   21/01/2013
SHRI BHARAT PATEL
trading as ;BIO-VET HEALTH PRODUCTS
BEHIND UMIYA KIRANA STORES NAVA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR-383 001 (S.K.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/03/2002
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
2463864 21/01/2013

SHRI BHARAT PATEL
trading as ;BIO-VET HEALTH PRODUCTS
BEHIND UMIYA KIRANA STORES NAVA BAZAR, HIMATNAGAR-383 001 (S.K.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Used Since :01/03/2002

AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE
2467273   28/01/2013
CHEMINOVA INDIA LIMITED
KESHAVA, 7TH FLOOR, BANDRA KURLA COMPLEX, BANDRA (EAST), MUMBAI-400051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA PURSUANT TO THE PROVISIONS OF THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA
PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSECTICIDES, PESTICIDES, HERBICIDE, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND OTHER SUBSTANCES FOR KILLING INSECTS, VERMINS AND PESTS, ALL BEING GOODS ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2467446    28/01/2013
LITTLE GREAVE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD
406, THE VIEW TOWER, OPP. TUKOGANJ POLICE STATION, YASHWANT NIWAS ROAD, INDORE [M.P]
MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G.S. RIJHWANI & CO.
203, SHREE PRASAD CHAMBERS, IIND FLOOR, NEAR TSEC ENGINEERING COLLEGE, 35TH ROAD, TPS III, BANDRA WEST MUMBAI-400050
Used Since :26/02/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05.
2468008  29/01/2013
MOHSIN GHASWALA
trading as ;ASIAA PHARMACEUTICAL
142/48, GHASWALA ESTATE, S.V. ROAD, JOGESHWARI WEST, MUMBAI 400102
MANUFACTURER AND DISTRIBUTER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/05/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2475715   11/02/2013
ZYDUS HEALTHCARE LTD.
ZYDUS TOWER, SATELLITE CROSS ROADS, AHMEDABAD -15.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NAYAN J. RAWAL
L-303, PANCH SHEEL GARDENS, NEW MAHAVIR NAGAR, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
ONE-P-TAB

2482813  21/02/2013
S. GOPINATH
SHAMSIA BANU
trading as ;CURE INDIA HEALTHCARE
# 10/4A, SSANNATHI STREET, FORT, SALEM - 636002, T.N.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
SUBJECT TO USE THE MARK AS A WHOLE AS REPRESENTED IN THE FORM OF APPLICATION.
2483838   25/02/2013
DIVI SHOPPING (P) LTD.
trading as ;DIVI SHOPPING (P) LTD.
NO-19/26, ANJUGAM NAGER, 1ST STREET ASHOK NAGAR, (OPP KASI THEATRE) CHENNAI-600 083
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -110092.
Used Since :01/04/2012
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATINS.
2484312  25/02/2013
UA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-08, FLAT NO.302, CHETAK PURI, LASHKAR, GWALIOR (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since :01/04/2009
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2484313  25/02/2013
UA BIOTECH PRIVATE LIMITED
E-08, FLAT NO.302, CHETAK PURI, LASHKAR, GWALIOR (M.P.)
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL TRADE MARK SERVICE
18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 004 (U.P)
Used Since: 01/04/2009
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
CALCITRACE
2484794   26/02/2013
TRACE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO. 19, DOMNIC CHAWL, BUNDER PAKHADI ROAD, GANESH MAIDAN, KANDIVALI(WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :22/02/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2488473    04/03/2013
ASTA VISIONCARE PVT. LTD.
12/A, VIDHYADHAR SOCIETY, OPP. MANISHA SOCIETY, VASNA ROAD, BARODA - 390 057
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.T.JHALA & CO.
A-10, SUKH-SHANTI APTS. ANAND NAGAR CROSS ROADS, 100 FT ROAD, VEJALPUR, AHMEDABAD 380 051
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MIDAS-CARE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
PAPA INDL. ESTATE, 40, SUREN ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT/DEALER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
To be associated with:
1992853, 1992854
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD “NITRON”. THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..1992853.
2506708  03/04/2013
AUXILIO LIFESCIENCES
B/83, OLD MINAL RESIDENCY, J. K. ROAD, BHOPAL-462023.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB. VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2506712  03/04/2013
AUXILIO LIFESCIENCES
B/83, OLD MINAL RESIDENCY, J. K. ROAD, BHOPAL-462023.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICHES
2507339    04/04/2013
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD.
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
BODYFUELZ 100% WHEY PROTEIN

2507346  04/04/2013

BIO BODYFUELZ LTD.
trading as ;BIO BODYFUELZ LTD.

NO.72, RAJA ANNAMALAI BUILDING, MARSHALLS ROAD, EGMORE, CHENNAI - 600 008.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Used Since : 01/04/2012

To be associated with:

1284181

CHENNAI

FOOD SUPPLEMENT NOT FOR MEDICAL USE
BODYFUELZ FASTCHARGE

2507347  04/04/2013
BIO BODYFUELZ LTD.
trading as ;BIO BODYFUELZ LTD.
NO.72, RAJA ANNAMALAI BUILDING, MARSHALLS ROAD, EGMORE, CHENNAI - 600 008.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :01/01/2006
To be associated with:
1284181
CHENNAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENT NOT FOR MEDICAL USE
EMBEPRAZOLE

2515397  17/04/2013
EMPATHY LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
D-43, ROAD NO. D/17, PLOT NO. 117, SAIDHAM , SECTOR NO. 1, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
URVASHI MOHANLAL NAYAK
2ND FLOOR LAXMI SHOPPING CENTRE, VL ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 067
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2515403 17/04/2013
EMPATHY LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
D-43, ROAD NO. D/17, PLOT NO. 117, SAIDHAM, SECTOR NO. 1, CHARKOP, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
URVASHI MOHANLAL NAYAK
2ND FLOOR LAXMI SHOPPING CENTRE, VL ROAD, KANDIVALI (W), MUMBAI - 400 067
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2515455   17/04/2013
AVIANCE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
1ST FLOOR KOTHARI MANSION-3, BEHIND LAXMI THEATRE, SITABULDI, NAGPUR-440 012
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
Vitalife

2516319   18/04/2013
L’amar Natural Products Private Limited
107/108, Anand Estate, N.M. Joshi Marg, Chinchpokli (West), Mumbai - 400 011 in the State of Maharashtra within the Union of India
Manufacturers and Merchants
a Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Dietary supplements, pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations and substances
2517847    23/04/2013
SANTOSH DHANRAJ SHINDE
SR. NO.6670, PLOT NO.494/13, MITRAMANDAL CHOWK, PARVATI, PUNE-411009
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since :06/04/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL MEDICINES AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
TOUCH WOOL

2518015   23/04/2013

MRS. SHALAN MAHADEV CHAVAN
SR. NO- 244, LAXMINARAYAN COMPLEX, FLAT NO-10, NEAR KINARA HOTEL, PUNE SATARA ROAD, KATRAJ, PUNE-411 046, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

MANUFACTURERS
INDIAN NATIONAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
SANITARY PREPARATIONS, SANITARY MASKS, PLASTIC GLOVES, SANITARY NAPKINS, SANITARY PADS
2522168  29/04/2013
SHREE DWARIKADHISH VENTURES LLP
BAN HOUSE, DR. VIKARAM SARABHAI NAGAR, GONDAL ROAD, RAJKOT-360 004.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since : 26/07/2001
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC, MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR
HUMANS AND ANIMALS, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX,
DISINFECTANTS BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CYTELIFE PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
C-10, BALAJI INDUSTRIAL PARK, TALOJA MIDC, THANE-410206
DEALERS AND TRADERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2524809 03/05/2013
AJABRAO KISANRAO SARNAIK
trading as ;HARSHRAJ PHARMACY.
SHEET NO 76, WARD NO. 02, PLOT NO. 62, ANANT COLONY, RISOD, DIST-WASHIM. PIN NO. 444506.
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :26/04/2013
MUMBAI
ALL TYPE OF MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN CLASS-05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER..
EMIL PHARMACEUTICAL INDUSTRIES PVT. LTD.
101, MANGALAM, KULUPWADI, NEAR NATIONAL PARK, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
MANUFACTURES AND MERCHANTS
A PVT LTD.CO,INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO,ACT 1956
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
TELMISA

2529283 10/05/2013

BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED
trading as:BMW PHARMACO INDIA PVT LIMITED JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omri Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
JURGYAN HOUSE, 2-3 Badi Omri Near Clock Tower JABALPUR 482002 (MP)
Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since: 15/01/2012

MUMBAI
Medicines for human purpose
2529684 13/05/2013
TELEMART SHOPPING NETWORK PVT. LTD.
296-BANGLA CHOWK, NEB SARAI, DISPENSARY STREET, IGNOU COLLEGE MAIN ROAD, DELHI-110 068.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LITMUS LEGAL
G-10, NIZAMUDDIN WEST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :04/02/2013
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES FOR FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM AND GENERAL TONIC FOR FEMALE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT ALL WORDS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2530202  13/05/2013

YASH PHARMA LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
14, RUBY HOUSE, LADY JAMSHEDJI ROAD, MAHIM, MUMBAI-16
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SATISH S SONALKAR
177, RAJARAM NIVAS, SIR BHALCHANDRA ROAD, HINDU COLONY, DADAR, MUMBAI 400 014

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
FLOTRUST

2531169  15/05/2013
GIRISH LAD
C/O SHAILESH DHBEEKAR, SHARDA CHOWK, JALALPURA, NEAR PATEL ROADWAYS, NAGPUR, 440002
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since :01/04/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2531469  15/05/2013
RAVINDRA MOHAN BHAVSAR
11, JEEVAN VIHAR SOC., HIRWE FARM, BHABHA NAGAR, NASHIK-422001
MANUFACTURER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KIRIK CREATION LLP
1/8, LAXMAN BUILDING, BUDHAPPA NIVAS, KARVE ROAD, VISHNU NAGAR, DOMBIVLI (WEST)THANE-421202, MH-INDIA
Used Since : 13/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2531787  15/05/2013
TULIP DIAGNOSTICS (P) LTD.
GITANJALI, TULIP BLOCK, DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, BAMBOLIM, GOA- 403202, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
REAGENTS FOR USE IN DIAGNOSTIC TEST FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
2532161  15/05/2013
TULIP DIAGNOSTICS (P) LTD.
GITANJALI, TULIP BLOCK, DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ALTO SANTACRUZ, BAMBOLIM, GOA- 403202, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DIAGNOSTIC TESTING MATERIAL FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
2532245  16/05/2013
MEDISOL LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
228, PRAGATI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, N. M. JOSHI MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THAKUR & CO.
5/19, JOGANI INDL. COMPLEX, GR. FLOOR, V. N. PURAV MARG, SION-CHUNABHATTI(EAST), MUMBAI-400 022
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2532314  16/05/2013
MILIND K. NIKATE
RAJENDRA K. NIKATE
trading as ;SUHKAYURVEDASHRAM
A-1, SWAYAMBU SOCIETY, SHIVAJI CHOWK ROAD, KULGAON BADLAPUR-421503 THANE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

2532423 16/05/2013
VAISHALI PHARMA PVT LTD.
B-201, MANDPESHWAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. OF M.C.F. CLUB, PREM NAGAR, OFF. S.V. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
PRUSTODINO

2532635  16/05/2013
NAMAN PHARMA DRUGS
MR.GIRISH M.SAKARIA
MR.PINESH M. SAKARIA
trading as ;NAMAN PHARMA DRUGS
25/62 VARJIVAN NIWAS, 3RD FLOOR, ROOM NO 13, PRINCESS STREET, MUMBAI 400002
MANUFACTURER
A REGISTERED PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :25/07/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
Root Magic

2534754  21/05/2013
ABK AGRO CHEMICALS PVT. LTD.
A-706, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MIDC, MAHAPE, NAVI MUMBAI-400710
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMRUDDHI J. PARAB (ADVOCATE)
303, Sairaj Building, Plot No. A/175, Sector - A/19, Koperkhairane, Navi Mumbai-400 0709.
Used Since :01/05/2013
Mumbai
BIO STIMULANTS, PLANT NUTRITIONS, MICRO NUTRIENTS, PESTICIDES AND FUNGAL DISEASES USED IN AGRICULTURE FIELD.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 ,  29/01/2018       Class 5

2539238    28/05/2013
AJIT RANKA
344, 1ST FLOOR, DAWA BAZAAR,13-14, RNT MARG, INDORE (M.P)-452001
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since: 18/12/2012
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2540221  30/05/2013
JARUN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;JARUN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, HASUBHAI CHAMBERS, NEAR TOWN HALL, ELLISBRIDGE, AHMEDABAD - 380006
Manufacturer-Trader-Exporter
DICLORYL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BRAHMBHATT & ASSOCIATES
5, Bhagyoday Flats, Sattar Taluka Society, B/h. C.U.Shah College, Navjivan, Ahmedabad - 380014, Gujarat, India
Used Since: 23/05/2013
AHMEDABAD
All types of Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparation included in class 05
subject to no exclusive right over the word Hb..
2540370  30/05/2013
ECO MED REMEDIES PVT. LTD
401, NEHA APARTMENT, PLOT NO.7, SECTOR 20/C, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI-400708
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WAYS AND LAWS
B-104/105, SHUBHAM Center- II, Cardinal Gracias Road, Chakala, Opp. Holy Family Church, Andheri (East), Mumbai-400099
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
GEOCETAM
2540591    30/05/2013
INNOVATIVE PHARMACEUTICALS
NEAR INDIRA GANDHI SCHOOL, AMRAVATI ROAD, NAGPUR. 440023
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIVEK LODHA
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001 1
Used Since: 01/01/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2541234    31/05/2013
THEMIS MEDICARE LIMITED
11/12, UDYOG NAGAR, OFF. S. V. ROAD, GOREGAON (WEST) MUMBAI-400104, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES
CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006
Used Since :21/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
RAVI LALCHAND MEHTA
MRS. HIMANI VIJAY HIRAN
trading as ;VIGOR PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
B/307, KEMP PLAZA, MIND SPACE, MALAD (WEST), MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308,
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

2546677 11/06/2013
ERA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
A-1302, HIGHLAND PARK, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053. MAHARASHTRA (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS.
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATE IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since: 01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
AM-DIM

2547450  12/06/2013
AMAR LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
23-16, A/2, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHANRAJ MILLS COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL-WEST, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
COFFBRO

2547457    12/06/2013
AMAR LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
23-16, A/2, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHANRAJ MILLS COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL-WEST, MUMBAI-400013
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055
Used Since :01/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
COFFBRO-D

2547458   12/06/2013

AMAR LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
23-16, A/2, SHAH AND NAHAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, DHANRAJ MILLS COMPOUND, LOWER PAREL-WEST, MUMBAI-400013

MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY, INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJEEV SHRIKANT NIPHADKAR
2/32, Swanand Anand Nagar, Nehru Road, Santacruz (E), Mumbai - 400 055

Used Since :01/06/2013

MUMBAI

MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES, PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, ALL BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
2547903  13/06/2013
SUNMARK GLOBAL EXPORTS PVT LTD
403, KAILASH TOWER, SHIV SHRUSTI COMPLEX, OPP G.M LINK ROAD, NEAR INDIRA CONTAINER YARD, MULUND WEST, MUMBAI-400080
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 , 29/01/2018           Class 5

2549381    17/06/2013
LIFEON LABS PVT. LTD
SHOP NO.1 AND 2, GROUND FLOOR, ASHAPURA ARCADE, P AND T COLONY, GANDHINAGAR, DOMBIVLI (EAST),
THANE - 421 204.
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS
(A LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2549780  17/06/2013
AVI PHARMA PVT. LTD.
840, 8TH FLOOR, IJMIMA BUILDING, BEHIND INFINITY MALL, OFF LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
CARF PHARMA PVT. LTD.
BYCULLA MUNICIPAL SCHOOL BUILDING, GROUND FLOOR, 15-18, N. M. JOSHI MARG, NEAR S BRIDGE, BYCULLA (WEST), MUMBAI-400011.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VARIKASERY & VARIKASERY.
31, HAJI HABIB BLDG, 1ST FLR, NEAR Parsi FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A.ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since: 01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION USED AS ANTI-CANCER DRUG INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2551851    20/06/2013
HIMANSHU PAL
trading as ;SUNDER PHARMACEUTICALS
7 GAYATRI NAGAR, TANSAN ROAD, LOCO, GWALIOR-474002 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURES, PACKER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
J.P. ASSOCIATES ADVOCATE.
320 - Tulsi Vihar, Near S.B.I. Zonal Office, City Centre, Gwalior -474 011 (M.P.).
Used Since :12/03/2009
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
EMPROGEST

2551886   20/06/2013

EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
Emcure House, T-184, M.I.D.C., Bhosari-411026, Pune, Maharashtra.

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ADITYA & ASSOCIATES.
405, KAPADIA CHAMBERS, 599, J.S.S. ROAD, MARINE LINES, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
2552057  21/06/2013
SUSHIL MANGILAL LATURIYA
MRS. POONAM SUSHIL LATURIYA
trading as ;PIPAL HEALTHCARE
FLAT NO.02, MAHESH COLLONY B-WIG GEETA NAGAR AKOLA-444001
TRADER
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :10/10/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL GOODS IN CLASS05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
ARROSE PHARMACEUTICAL

2552891   22/06/2013
RISHI SINGH THAKUR
25 NIVESH NAGAR, NEAR MANIT BHOPAL, M.P
PHARMA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Used Since :15/06/2013

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
DELIVERING THE GIFT OF SIGHT

2553569   24/06/2013
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI AND SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.
Used Since :31/05/2013
MUMBAI
OPHTHALMIC PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
NAVJEEVAN LIFE SCIENCE PVT. LTD.
ROW HOUSE NO. 6, AVON PLAZA, THAKUR COMPLEX, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SUPRAPLEX

2553756  25/06/2013

V.G.I. Pharma Private Limited
Plot No. J-8, Phase-III, MIDC, Shivar, Akola 444104 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2554046  25/06/2013
BRUNSON HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
SHOP NO-4B,AHINSA GRUH NIRMAN PLOT-112 KAMOTHE,NEW PANVEL,PANVEL- 410209, MAHARASHTRA,INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
REGISTERED COMPANY, UNDER COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word HEALTHCARE.
SOMAPAIN

2554813  26/06/2013
Ramesh Sahani
Flat No. 005, Devika Madhur Apartments, CMPDI Road, Jaripatka, Nagpur 440014 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
255562   27/06/2013
MEDIC LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
SHOP NO.3 D/82 HAPPY HOME ESTATE 4 CHS LTD POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX MIRA ROAD (EAST) THANE-401107
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
LEVOCEZ-M

2556225  28/06/2013
YOGIRAJ B. PATIL
SHOBHA Y. PATIL
ASHWINI Y. PATIL
RAKHI D. CHORGE
trading as : RAYS PHARMA
A/19, PARSN VIHAR, RAMBAUG LANE NO.4, KALYAN (WEST)-421301
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MASTERMIND ASSOCIATES
702, Chirag Arcade, Raghoba Shankar Road, Behind Nagrik, Chendani, Thane (W) - 400602
Used Since : 22/06/2013

MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2556585  28/06/2013
GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as; GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C/O SHAILENDRA KUMAR, NEAR RICE MILL, TRANSPORT NAGAR, KUMHRAR, PATNA -26, (INDIA).
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :15/06/2013
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals and Medicinal Preparations
2556586   28/06/2013
GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C/O SHAILENDRA KUMAR,NEAR RICE MILL,TRANSPORT NAGAR,KUMHRAR,PATNA -26, (INDIA).
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :15/06/2013
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals and Medicinal Preparations
2556589  28/06/2013
GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;GROWN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
C/O SHAILENDRA KUMAR,NEAR RICE MILL,TRANSPORT NAGAR,KUMHRAR,PATNA -26, (INDIA).
Manufacturing, Marketing & Trading
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT-1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420 ARTHALA MOHAN NAGAR GHAZIABAD 201007 UP
Used Since :15/06/2013
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals and Medicinal Preparations
GETPREG
2557046 01/07/2013
AUROCHEM LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD
333, GUNDECHA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, AKURLI ROAD, NEAR BIG BAZAAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101
MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :24/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
PSORIABAN NATURA

2557047   01/07/2013
AUROCHEM LABORATORIES (INDIA) PVT. LTD
333, GUNDECHA INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, AKURLI ROAD, NEAR BIG BAZAAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400101
MANUFACTURERS
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Used Since :24/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
MICROSEC HEALTH BUDDY LIMITED
AZIMGANJ HOUSE, 2ND FLOOR, 7 CAMAC STREET, KOLKATA 700017, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVIN KHAHNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Used Since: 30/03/2011
KOLKATA
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations, Veterinary Preparations and Food for Babies
2557331  01/07/2013
ASSENTUS BIOGENICS PVT. LTD.
trading as ;ASSENTUS BIOGENICS PVT. LTD.
18A, PADMA PUKUR ROAD, FLAT-2B, JADAVPUR, KOLKATA 700092
Manufacturer, Merchant and Service Provider
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62, BENTINCK STREET, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO.412, KOLKATA 700 069, W.B., INDIA.
Used Since : 27/06/2013

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, Veterinary and sanitary preparations, Dietetic substances adapted for medical use, plasters, materials for dressings, materials for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides and herbicides falling in Class 05

THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART OF INDIA IN INDIA.
2557950  02/07/2013
YATIN JAGANNATH MOKAL
B/1, NAV SAHAJEEVAN, 59, SHIV SRUSHTI, KURLA (EAST) MUMBAI-400024 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
YATIN JAGANNATH MOKAL
B/1, NAV SAHAJEEVAN, 59, SHIV SRUSHTI, KURLA (EAST) MUMBAI-400024 (MAHARASHTRA)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85
Used Since :01/05/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2558119 02/07/2013
ABAS HEALTH CARE PRIVATE LIMITED
PRAM PRAKASHA NAND JHA PATH, SHIVPURI, BILASIPUR, DEOGAR-814112, JHARKHAND.
Manufacturer, Merchant & Trader
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Used Since: 28/06/2013
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal Preparations
2558256  03/07/2013
MANJUSHA PARDESHI
trading as ;MAHALAXMI PRODUCT
3-WELCOME NAGAR, GARKHEDA PARISAR, AURANGABAD, MAHARASHTRA-431005
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRAMOD KUMAR KAPOOR (ADVOCATE)
47-A, GOVIND PARK, KRISHNA NAGAR DELHI
Used Since :01/04/2012
MUMBAI
DIAPER AND SANITARY NAPKINS
MICROGEN HYGIENE PVT. LTD.
9, K.C. INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, SUBHASH ROAD, JOGESHWARI (EAST), MUMBAI-400060, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KSHAMA ULHAS BHADANGE
SEVATECH, 9, VANDEVI COMPLEX, BHAGWATI CHOWK, RAJIV NAGAR, NEAR SAMRAT SWEETS, NASIK-422009, MAHARASHTRA
Used Since: 05/04/2013
MUMBAI
DISINFECTANTS, MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE other descriptive matters..
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT MARK SHALL BE USED WHOLE..
YP-OLA

2558411 03/07/2013

YOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
trading as ;YOUTH PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.

PLOT NO. 38, FLAT NO. 102, SHRI KRISHNA AVENUE, PHASE I, BTC AVENUE, OPPOSITE QUEENS COLLEGE, INDORE (M.P.) - 452001

MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER

Address for service in India/Agents address:

RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.

Used Since :01/04/2010

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
VISOCET

2558566   03/07/2013

PYRAMID DRUGS INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
502, BHAKTI RESIDENCY, SECTOR-11, SANPADA, NAVI MUMBAI 400705, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K. K. ASSOCIATES
104/2C, 2nd Floor, Lawrence & Mayo House, 276, D. N. Road, Fort, Mumbai - 400 001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCT
HUNGERFREE

2558912  04/07/2013
GELNOVA LABORATORIES (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
C-125, TTC INDUSTRIAL AREA, MAHAPE (PAWANE), NAVI MUMBAI - 400 705.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & SUBSTANCES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; MEDICINAL PREPARATION FOR SLIMMING PURPOSES; DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS USED FOR WEIGHT LOSS; INFANTS & INVALIDS' FOODS; DIETETIC & BIOLOGICAL FOOD PRODUCTS; PROTEIN CONCENTRATES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5; DIET MEAL; MEDICATED LOZENGES; SALTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5; PHARMACEUTICAL STIMULANTS; DIGESTIVE DROPS; DIETETIC FLOUR; MEDICATED TEA; NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
2558947 03/07/2013
PRAGYA DAIRIES & AGRO LTD.
113 - BG, GROUND FLOOR, SCHEME NO. 74 - C, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE - 452 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Used Since 15/08/2010
MUMBAI
Nutritional Supplement for Cattle Feed
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
EDMOXIKT
2559258 04/07/2013
EYEDEAL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as EYEDEAL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. R-1/48/8A, SHARAYU HOSPITAL, AUSA ROAD, RAJIV GANGHI CHOWK, LATUR-413512, MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZQUICK SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
S.No 148 2/1/5,Road No 2, Ganeshnagar-Bhopkhel Pune 411031 Maharashtra INDIA
Used Since: 01/07/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION & MEDICINAL EYE DROPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
EDTOB

2559263  04/07/2013

EYEDEAL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
Trading as: EYEDEAL PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO. R-1/481/8A, SHARAYU HOSPITAL, AUSA ROAD, RAJIV GANGHI CHOWK, LATUR-413512, MAHARASHTRA
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BIZQUICK SOLUTIONS PVT LTD
S.No 148 2/1/5, Road No 2, Ganeshnagar-Bhopkhel Pune 411031 Maharashtra INDIA

Used Since: 01/07/2013

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION & MEDICINAL EYE DROPS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
FEBRINAID

2559691  04/07/2013
PUNEET LABORATORIES PVT. LTD.
6, SUN HEIGHTS, OFF. A. D. S. MARG, OPP. SUN CITY COMPLEX, POWAI, MUMBAI - 400 076
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)-400 603.
Used Since :08/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2560289  05/07/2013
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/05/2009
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2560290  05/07/2013
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/10/2001
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2560291  05/07/2013
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/03/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
2560292  05/07/2013
VINOD K. CHHAJED
WINTECH PHARMACEUTICALS, OFFICE NO.2 AND 3RD FLOOR, BROADWAY SHOPPING CENTER, DR. AMBEDKAR ROAD, DADAR T.T. MUMBAI-400014, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :31/05/2012
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS: DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES: PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
NOVARTIS AG
CH-4002, BASEL, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAW OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Agents address:
LALL LAHIRI & SALHOTRA.
PLOT NO. B-28, SECTOR-32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA GURGAON - 122001 (HARYANA) INDIA
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
OPHTHALMIC PREPARATIONS
2560863  08/07/2013
SANJIV GUPTA
26, RASHBEHARI AVENUE, 2ND FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 026, WEST BENGAL.
Manufacture(s), Merchant(s), Trader(s), Exporter(s).
an Indian citizen
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GOLDFINN TECHNOLOGIES
78,N.S.C. BOSE ROAD,1ST FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 040,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :01/01/1993
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical Preparations; Pharmaceutical Preparations for Skin Care; Medicated Bath Preparations; Pharmaceutical
Preparations for Treating Dandruff; Medicinal Hair Growth Preparations; Disinfectants; Bath Salts for Medical Purposes;
Sanitary Preparations for Medical Purposes; Petroleum Jelly for Medical Purposes; Lotions for Pharmaceutical Purposes;
Medicinal Oils; Slimming Pills; Medicinal Herbs; Medicinal Roots.
2561025  08/07/2013
TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
7A, RUPCHAND MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/11/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
7A, RUPCHAND MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/11/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
2561031  08/07/2013
TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
7A, RUPCHAND MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026, WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/11/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS APPEARING ON THE LABEL..
2561032   08/07/2013
TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
trading as ;TRIREME LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
7A, RUPCHAND MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 025, WEST BENGAL.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :12/11/2012
KOLKATA
MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSE.
MICROPARK LOGISTICS PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 2126, NR. MIDC T POINT, AMARAVTI ROAD, WADI, NAGPUR-440 023.
MANUFACTURERS
(A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956.)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)–400 603.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2561348    09/07/2013
HOWELL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
43-C, KAMGAR NAGAR, S. G. BARVE MARG, KURLA (EAST).MUMBAI - 400024
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS-05
2561350  09/07/2013
HOWELL PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
43-C, KAMGAR NAGAR, S. G. BARVE MARG, KURLA (EAST).MUMBAI - 400024
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS-05
2562115  10/07/2013
SHANTILAL RAJMAL JAIN
SHREEPAL CHAMPALAL JAIN
AMIT SHANTILAL JAIN
SHRENIK CHAMPALAL JAIN
MILAN CHAMPALAL JAIN
SUSHILA JALAMCHANDJI JAIN
ALKA KHIMRAJ JAIN
MANISHA DANMAL JAIN
NEELAM BABULAL JAIN
VILAS SAKALCHAND JAIN
trading as ;RISHABH IMPEX
144, BEHRAM MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR EDWARD CINEMA, 534, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING, TRADING, EXPORTING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since :23/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
2562116 10/07/2013
SHANTILAL RAJMAL JAIN
SHREEPAL CHAMPALAL JAIN
AMIT SHANTILAL JAIN
SHRENIK CHAMPALAL JAIN
MILAN CHAMPALAL JAIN
SUSHILA JALAMCHANDJI JAIN
ALKA KHIMRAJ JAIN
MANISHA DANMAL JAIN
NEELAM BABULAL JAIN
VILAS SAKALCHAND JAIN
trading as ;RISHABH IMPEX
144, BEHRAM MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR EDWARD CINEMA, 534, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING, TRADING, EXPORTING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since :23/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018   Class 5

2562117   10/07/2013
SHANTILAL RAJMAL JAIN
SHREEPAL CHAMPALAL JAIN
AMIT SHANTILAL JAIN
SHRENIK CHAMPALAL JAIN
MILAN CHAMPALAL JAIN
SUSHILA JALAMCHANDJI JAIN
ALKA KHIMRAJ JAIN
MANISHA DANMAL JAIN
NEELAM BABULAL JAIN
VILAS SAKALCHAND JAIN
trading as ;RISHABH IMPEX
144, BEHRAM MAHAL, 2ND FLOOR, NEAR EDWARD CINEMA, 534, KALBADEVI ROAD, MUMBAI-400002, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURING, TRADING, EXPORTING
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM REGISTERED UNDER THE PROVISION OF THE INDIAN PARTNERSHIP ACT, 1932
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K2IPR(PATENT & TRADEMARK ATTORNEYS)
701-702, CRYSTAL TOWER, MARUTI LANE, BEHIND HOTEL RESIDENCY, FORT, MUMBAI-400 001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Used Since: 28/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE OTHER DESCRIPTIVE
MATTER..
2562458  10/07/2013
DR. WILD AND CO. AG
HOFACKERSTRASSE 8, 4132 MUTTENZ, SWITZERLAND
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE LAWS OF SWITZERLAND
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABH LAW LLP
205, 2ND FLOOR, SEKSARIA CHAMBERS, NAGINDAS MASTER ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400023
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS FOR THE CARE AND PROTECTION OF MOUTH AND TEETH
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO._APP.NO.2562456.
MACLEODS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
304, ATLANTA ARCADE, NEAR LEELA HOTEL, MAROL CHURCH ROAD, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST)
MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :15/01/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
FAMCIMAC

2562548   11/07/2013
MACLEODS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
304, ATLANTA ARCADE, NEAR LEELA HOTEL, MAROL CHURCH ROAD, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST)
MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :20/05/2009
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

MACLEODS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
304, ATLANTA ARCADE, NEAR LEELA HOTEL, MAROL CHURCH ROAD, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 14/04/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS

NAZODROP

2562552 11/07/2013
MACLEODS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
304, ATLANTA ARCADE, NEAR LEELA HOTEL, MAROL CHURCH ROAD, OFF. ANDHERI-KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST) MUMBAI-400059
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since : 14/04/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2562776  11/07/2013
Hriday Mohan Bhargava
Trading as: Nutriderma Pharmaceuticals
3/3, Shraddha Vihar Colony (Behta), Near SV College, Bairgarh, Bhopal (M.P.) PIN-462030
Manufacturer and Merchants
Sole Proprietary Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Rakesh Soni
G-2, Radha Vihar, 313 - C, Badigwaltoli, Indore (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since: 19/01/2013
Mumbai
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

2562779 11/07/2013
MS. ROMA VALECHA
trading as ;DERMALIFE SCIENCES
BP-57, LAKE PEARL GARDEN, AIRPORT ROAD BHOPAL (M.P.) PIN-462024
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
G -2, RADHA VIHAR, 313 - C, BADIGWALTOLI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :19/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
2562780  11/07/2013
HIRIDAY MOHAN BHARGAVA
trading as ;NUTRIDERMA PHARMACEUTICALS
3/3, SHRADHA VIHAR COLONY (BEHTA), NEAR SV COLLEGE, BAIRGARH, BHOPAL (M.P.) PIN-462030
MANUFACTURE AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
G -2, RADHA VIHAR, 313 - C, BADIGWALTOLI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since :19/01/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
AMMALA SUDHA

2562822  11/07/2013
MR. DIPAK SAHA
MR. PRABIR SAHA,
MR. DILIP SAHA
trading as ;HIMALAY HERBAL PRODUCTS
KHUDIRAM PALLY,P.O.+P.S.ISLAMPUR,DIST.UTTAR DINAJPUR,PIN-733202,WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GOODWILL REGISTRATION SERVICE
C/O. SUSANTA GHOSH,107/1G TOLLYGUNGE ROAD,KOLKATA 700026,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.
Used Since :07/07/1970

KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES, PAIN BALM, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2562968  11/07/2013
AJAY SINGH DASSUNDI
AJAY CHORADIA
DR. SUBHASH RIZHWANI
RAKESH MANDAL
trading as ;PROBIOTECH
232, SCHEME NO.-114, PART-1, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.), PIN 452012
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :09/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2562970 11/07/2013
AJAY SINGH DASSUNDI
AJAY CHORADIA
DR. SUBHASH RIZHWANI
RAKESH MANDAL
trading as ;PROBIOTECH
232, SCHEME NO.-114, PART-1, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.), PIN 452012
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :09/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2562971  11/07/2013
AJAY SINGH DASSUNDI
AJAY CHORADIA
DR. SUBHASH RIZHWANI
RAKESH MANDAL
trading as ;PROBIOTECH
232, SCHEME NO.-114, PART-1, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE ( M.P.), PIN 452012
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :09/08/2012
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
2562972 11/07/2013
AJAY SINGH DASSUNDI
AJAY CHORADIA
DR. SUBHASH RIZHWANI
RAKESH MANDAL
trading as PROBIOTECH
232, SCHEME NO.-114, PART-1, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.), PIN 452012
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 09/08/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE NIMESULIDE AND DEVICE OF MAN AND ALL DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
SUBJECT TO COLOUR CONDITION.
2562973  11/07/2013
AJAY SINGH DASSUNDI
AJAY CHORADIA
DR. SUBHASH RIZHWANI
RAKESH MANDAL
trading as: PROBIOTECH
232, SCHEME NO.-114, PART-1, VIJAY NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.), PIN 452012
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
INDIAN PARTNERSHIP FIRM UNDER PARTNERSHIP ACT THROUGH PARTNER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001
Used Since: 09/08/2012
MUMBAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES
COEDHEA

2563014  11/07/2013
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; DIETETIC FOOD AND
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL AND VETERINARY USE; PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
2563022  11/07/2013
NURTURE AQUA TECHNOLOGY PVT. LTD.
401-402, B, SAPPHIRE CORNER OF S. V. ROAD & 1ST ROAD, KHAR (W), MUMBAI- 400 052
MANUFACTURERS, DEALERS AND TRADERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES.
12/160, DAULAT NAGAR, THANE (E)–400 603.
Used Since :27/02/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICATED ADDITIVES FOR ANIMAL FOODS AND ANIMAL FEEDS
SALRINZ
2563288  12/07/2013
IPCA LABORATORIES LIMITED
48, KANDIVLI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI 400067
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances;
G-RINZ

2563290  12/07/2013
IPCA LABORATORIES LIMITED
48, KANDIVLI INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI 400067
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1913
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances;
DEOST

2563318  11/07/2013
XENA CORONUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
RAJGARH HOUSE, OPPOSITE MARTAND SCHOOL, GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, REWA - 486 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations
ROLBID

2563319  11/07/2013
XENA CORONUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
RAJGARH HOUSE, OPPOSITE MARTAND SCHOOL, GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, REWA - 486 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations
ROLBI 20
256320  11/07/2013
XENA CORONUS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
RAJGARH HOUSE, OPPOSITE MARTAND SCHOOL, GAYATRI MANDIR ROAD, REWA - 486 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations
NILESH JUHARMAL PORWAL
SHOP NO.4, BHAGWANT BHAVAN, CHEMIST BHAVAN CORNER, CIVIL HOSPITAL, EAST COMPOUND, GULMOHAR COLONY, SANGLI-416416
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ANIL DATTARAM SAWANT
2/38 NEW PRADHAN BUILDING ACHARYA DONDE MARG NEAR CHILDREN WADIA HOSPITAL PAREL MUMBAI-400012
Used Since : 22/06/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL HEALTH PRODUCTS AND NUTRITIONAL FOOD SUPPLEMENTS
2563736  12/07/2013
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST),
MUMBAI - 400 058.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
B/2, MAHALAXMI CHAMBERS, 22, BHULABHAI DESAI ROAD, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADING MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES
2563748  12/07/2013
VAISHALI PHARMA PVT LTD.
B-201, MANDPESHWAR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OPP. OF M.C.F. CLUB, PREM NAGAR, OFF. S.V. ROAD, BORIVALI (WEST),
MUMBAI-400092
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :15/03/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2563756   12/07/2013
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :08/03/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2563757  12/07/2013
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KAreshwar TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :08/03/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2563761   12/07/2013
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :08/03/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2563762  12/07/2013
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :15/03/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
2563883 12/07/2013
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24, HOMI MODY STREET, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES; INFANTS AND INVALID FOODS, MOSQUITOES COIL, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR BANDAGING, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; PESTICIDES INCLUDING INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES; NUTRITIVE MICRO-ORGANISM FOR MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY USE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2564461    15/07/2013
AURA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
306/A, HARI OM PLAZA, NEAR OM KARESHWAR TEMPLE, M.G. ROAD, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
MOXIFEB
2564749  15/07/2013
EMERALD PHARMA PVT. LTD.
911-B, KRISHNA NIWAS, BAJARANG NAGAR, INDORE (M.P.)
TRADERS AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2564952  16/07/2013
S. SINDERPAL SINGH  
TAJINDER SINGH TUTEJA  
SMT. JAGDEEP KAUR CHAWLA  
trading as ;TELJES CARE  
421, KUNDLESHWAR WARD, B.M ROAD, OPPOSITE DEEP PATHOLOGY, KHANDWA-450001 (M.P.)  
MERCHANTS AND MANUFACTURERS  
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN  
Address for service in India/Attorney address:  
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES  
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9  
Proposed to be Used  
MUMBAI  
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2565005  16/07/2013
DR. HEMANTH HEGDE
106, DOCTOR HOUSE, DR DESHMUKH MARG, MUMBAI-400026
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS IN CLASS 05
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO. 509789.
NICOBAN

2565184  16/07/2013
Manish Kailash Chhabra & Ashish Kailash Chhabra
Manish Kailash Chhabra
Ashish Kailash Chhabra
trading as ;Manish Kailash Chhabra & Ashish Kailash Chhabra
31/32, Park Plaza, A Wing, Off New Yari Road, Village Versova, Andheri (W), Mumbai 400 061 & A/201, Oberoi Sky Garden, 3rd Cross Lane, Joggers Park, Lokhandwala, Andheri (W), Mumbai - 400 053.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Indian nationals & joint owners
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICATED LOZENGES; TOBACCO AND SMOKING CESSATION PREPARATIONS THAT TEMPORARILY REDUCE THE DESIRE TO SMOKE; MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
2565854  17/07/2013
SYNCOM FORMULATIONS (INDIA) LTD.
7, NIRAJ INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
2565859  17/07/2013
SYNCOM FORMULATIONS (INDIA) LTD.
7, NIRAJ INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF. MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400093
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A. LTD. CO INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN CO. ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Used Since :01/06/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
Megacaine

2566019  17/07/2013
SNOMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
336, BARASAT ROAD, FLAT 2A, 2ND FLOOR, SARADA MARKET COMPLEX, KOLKATA 700111, WEST BENGAL
Trader
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING IN INDIA UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARSINGH AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA 700074, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since : 19/04/2012
KOLKATA
"Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products"
SNOMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
336, BARASAT ROAD, FLAT 2A, 2ND FLOOR, SARADA MARKET COMPLEX, KOLKATA 700111, WEST BENGAL
TRADER
A COMPANY INCORPORATED AND EXISTING IN INDIA UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
NICHE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OFFICES
38A NARSINGH AVENUE, NAGER BAZAR, KOLKATA 700074, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
Used Since: 29/01/2010
KOLKATA
"Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Products"
2566486  18/07/2013
ADV PHARMA INDIA LIMITED
14/2, VIKRAM MARG, FREEGANJ, UJJAIN (M.P.)
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANY ACT THROUGH DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105 , Mahasagar Corporate , Manormaganj Main Road , Indore (M.P.)Pin-452001
Used Since :24/12/2012
MUMBAI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS
NATUROWAX

2566707  18/07/2013
GODAVARI BIOREFINERIES LIMITED
45/47, SOMAIYA BHAVAN, M.G.ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI-400001
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Wax for use in pharmaceutical and medical preparations and substances; dental wax; molding wax for dentists
2566710  18/07/2013
PRIVI LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-71, TTC, Thane Belapur Road, Navi Mumbai 400 709
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :31/07/2011
MUMBAI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides;
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 5

PRIVI LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
A-71, TTC, Thane Belapur Road, Navi Mumbai 400 709
Manufacturers and Merchants
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Used Since :31/07/2011
MUMBAI
Preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides;
EFEB
2566820  18/07/2013
DHARMENDRA PATKAR
trading as ;M/s ETERNAL HEALTH CARE
SHOP NO - 7, GANARAJ APT, NEAR BUKULE HALL, CIDCO, AMBAD LINK ROAD, NASIK - 422010
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Used Since :18/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINE FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION ONLY
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

2567064 19/07/2013
SWAPNIL BIRANGE
SAGAR KAWARE
PRAVIN BHANDARE
SANDIP PATIL
trading as ASUS PHARMA
BUNGLOW NO.-6, RAJWARDHAN PARK, AGASHIV NAGAR, ABHINAV COLONY, KARAD-415539, DIST-SATARA.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS, 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSIL FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD,
DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2567115  19/07/2013
RAJESH KUMAR
trading as ;KANCHAN CHEMICAL
CHOWK SHIKARPUR,NALAPAR,P.O.BEGAMPUR,P.S.CHOWK,PATNA CITY-800009,BIHAR
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. SEN & CO.
6, OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, CALCUTTA - 700 001.
Used Since :01/04/2000
KOLKATA
Glucose based beverage-mix for nutritional beverages adapted for medical purposes.
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD GLUCOSE D
AND ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTERS.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER. THIS IS SUBJECT TO AMENDING
THE GOODS/SERVICES FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE STATES OF FOR SALE/CONDUCTING IN THE EASTERN PART
OF INDIA IN INDIA.
KOFFENGES

2568972 23/07/2013
KREMOINT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
151/5, SHRI KRISHNA DARSHAN, GARODIA NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (E), BOMBAY-400 077.
MANUFACTURER, DEALER & TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since: 23/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
TRIDIX

2568973 23/07/2013
KREMOINT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
151/5, SHRI KRISHNA DARSHAN, GARODIA NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (E), BOMBAY-400 077.
MANUFACTURER, DEALER & TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD, DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since: 23/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
KOJIROQ
2568974  23/07/2013
KREMINT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
151/5, SHRI KRISHNA DARSHAN, GARODIA NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (E), BOMBAY-400 077.
MANUFACTURER, DEALER & TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPADA, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :23/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MELAROQ

2568975  23/07/2013
KREMOINT PHARMA PVT. LTD.
151/5, SHRI KRISHNA DARSHAN, GARODIA NAGAR, GHATKOPAR (E), BOMBAY-400 077.
MANUFACTURER, DEALER & TRADER
A CORPORATE ENTITY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISLAW CONSULTANTS
BUILDING NO.4, C/104, SHANKESHWAR PALMS, BEHIND MODEL SCHOOL, KUMBHARKHANPAD, SUBHASH ROAD,
DOMBIVILI(W) 421202
Used Since :23/07/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
P TEN

2569265    24/07/2013
RISHI SINGH THAKUR
25 NIVESH NAGAR, NEAR MANIT BHOPAL, M.P
PHARMACEUTICAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
D-248/10, ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, NEAR LAXMI NAGAR, METRO STATION, LAXMI NAGAR DELHI-92
Used Since :15/07/2013
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2569356    24/07/2013
PRAKASH MELWANI
501, SUMAN TOWER, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANWWALA COMPLEX, BEHIND HIGH POINT RESTAURANT, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since: 01/06/2008
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE "Gripe Water".
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER..
2569360  24/07/2013
PRAKASH MELWANI
501, SUMAN TOWER, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, BEHIND HIGH POINT RESTAURANT, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/04/2004
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
2569361 24/07/2013
PRAKASH MELWANI
501, SUMAN TOWER, 3RD CROSS LANE, LOKHANDWALA COMPLEX, BEHIND HIGH POINT RESTAURANT, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 053.
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
INDIAN NATIONAL
Used Since :01/02/2009
To be associated with:
2569359
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND SUBSTANCES
2570135   25/07/2013
AVI PHARMA PVT. LTD.
840, 8TH FLOOR, LJMIMA BUILDING, BEHIND INFINITY MALL, OFF LINK ROAD, MALAD (WEST) MUMBAI-400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since :24/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
2570173  25/07/2013
HAB PHARMACEUTICALS AND RESEARCH LTD.
DEWAN AND SHAH INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, NO.1, UNIT NO.18, SATIVALI ROAD, WALIV PHATA, VASAI (EAST), THANE-401208. (INDIA)
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANTS, TRADERS, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Used Since :07/05/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT BOTH/ALL LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
YASHFIRE

2570241   25/07/2013
SHEELA BHANDARI
trading as ;M/s. YASH PESTICIDES
6, MAHAVEER MARG, BHANDARI GILI, VIDISHA - 464 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticide
YASHTHION

2570242    25/07/2013

SHEELA BHANDARI
trading as :M/s. YASH PESTICIDES
6, MAHAVEER MARG, BHANDARI GALI, VIDISHA - 464 001 (M.P.)
MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pesticide
2570322  26/07/2013
SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA WITHIN
THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURERS, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ROFF GEL

2570332  26/07/2013
TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Torrent House, Off Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..908055.
TRI - ZULU
2570334    26/07/2013
TORRENT PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Torrent House, Off Ashram Road, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, India
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO..892597..
2570507  26/07/2013
ANIL BALASAHEB PARGAONKAR
trading as : GLOBAL CARE CON FORMULATION
FLAT NO.18, RAJGAD, TIRUPATI EXE, ULKANAGARI, AURANGABAD-431001, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GRACE CONSULTANCY AND SERVICES
C/310, HERAMB APT., 20/2, KASHINATH PATIL NAGAR, DHANKAWADI, PUNE-411 043.
Used Since : 05/06/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCE INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
BONEFORCE
2570547   26/07/2013
L'amar Healthcare Private Limited
Room Nos. 27, 28, 29, Indu Chamber, 349/353, Samuel Street, 4th Floor, Vadgadi, Mumbai - 400 003
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI.
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances;
PARA AID

2570553  26/07/2013

L’amar Healthcare Private Limited
Room Nos, 27, 28, 29, Indu Chamber, 349/353, Samuel Street, 4th Floor, Vadgadi, Mumbai - 400 003
Manufacturers and Merchants
a company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Agents address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI
74 - F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI - 400 018.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances;
2570817  26/07/2013
VELOS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HAPPY HOME ESTATE NO. 4, SHOP NO. 2, D/82, POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE-401 107, INDIA
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB.
VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL
WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
VELOSET MD 4-5

2570819 26/07/2013
VELOS HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
HAPPY HOME ESTATE NO. 4, SHOP NO. 2, D/82, POONAM SAGAR COMPLEX, MIRA ROAD (EAST), THANE-401 107, INDIA
A REGISTERED INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER INDIAN COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE KAVITA V, RAIPURE.
LEONARD CORPORATE SOLUTIONS PVT. LTD. OFFICE No. 8, LUCKY MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ABOVE HEERA LAB. VAKOLA MARKET, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400 055
Used Since :01/01/2013
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ECHCHA
2571302  27/07/2013
Nilesh Jaguja
P.No. 66, Hira Nagar, Ring Road, Jaripatka, Nagpur 440014 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
HELICOCHECK

2571308 27/07/2013
TULIP DIAGNOSTICS PVT. LTD.
GITANJALI, TULIP BLOCK, DR. ANTONIO DO REGO BAGH, ALTO SANTA CRUZ, PANAJI 403202 GOA
MANUFACTURERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MAKHIJA & ASSOCIATES,
OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH TOWER, STATION ROAD, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, THANE (E)-400603
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
REAGENTS FOR IN-VITRO LABORATORY USE (FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES), MEDICAL DIAGNOSTIC REAGENTS
2571983  29/07/2013
AGIO PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
A-39, NANDJYOT INDL. ESTATE, KURLA-ANDHERI ROAD, SAFEDPOOL, MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since: 31/08/1995
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
2571984    29/07/2013
AGIO PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
A-39, NANDJYOT INDL. ESTATE, KURLA-ANDHERI ROAD, SAFEDPOOL, MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :16/06/2000
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
2571989  29/07/2013
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24, HOMI MODY STREET, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2563883
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY AND AyURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES; INFANTS AND INVALID FOODS, MOSQUITOES COIL, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR BANDAGING, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; PESTICIDES INCLUDING INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES; NUTRITIVE MICRO- ORGANISM FOR MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY USE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
2571994 29/07/2013
TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED
BOMBAY HOUSE, 24, HOMI MODY STREET, MUMBAI-400001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY REGISTERED IN INDIA
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2554026
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, SANITARY AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, FOOD FOR BABIES; INFANTS AND INVALID FOODS, MOSQUITOES COIL, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR BANDAGING, MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING TWEED AND DESTROYING VERMIN; PESTICIDES INCLUDING INSECTICIDES FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES, HERBICIDES; NUTRITIVE MICRO-ORGANISM FOR MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY USE BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.2554026.
NIMOLIDE

2572120  29/07/2013

BAWAN KUMAR S/O. SH. YAMUNA SINGH
FLAT NO. 104, NAGINA NIKETAN APARTMENT, KAILASHPURI, HANUMAN NAGAR, KANKARBAGH, PATNA-800020
TRADING
(AN INDIVIDUAL AND CITIZEN OF INDIA)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES; AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDECINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT PRODUCTS
DEHEL - i12

2572387  29/07/2013
THETA LABS LIMITED
123-125, 3RD FLOOR, DAWA BAZAR, R.N.T. MARG, INDORE (M. P.)-452 001
MANUFACTURER, TRADER AND PACKER
A LTD. CO. INCORPORATED UNDER CO. ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMESH CHANDRA BAGDI & ASSOC.
31, SHRADDHANAND MARG, CHHAWANI, INDORE (M.P.) - 452 001.
Used Since: 01/04/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.3057399.
CUMACEF

2572418  26/07/2013

YASHODHARA THAKUR
trading as ;CURCUMA LIFE SCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED

YASHODHARA, BORING CANAL ROAD, NEAR LALITA HOTEL, DISTT.- PATNA-800001, BIHAR
Pharmaceutical preparations

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :21/07/2013

KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical preparations
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2572453  30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2572454  30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
PRAMOD SINGH trading as; PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 5

2572456   30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH  
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2572457  30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2572461  30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as : PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
2572462  30/07/2013
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SRSHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, POWAI, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, MUMBAI-400 072
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A PROPRIETARY CONCERN
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
TANUSRI SAHA trading as DURAJ LIFE SCIENCE
PREMIS NO-193, RAJDANGA NABAPALLY, MAILING-D/18, RAJDANGANABAPALLY, P.O-E.K.T.P, P.S-KASBA, KOLKATA-700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical & Medicinal Preparations (Allopathy)
2573162 31/07/2013

CHANDNI OVERSEAS PVT. LTD.
P-41, TANGRA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-II, NO. 45, RADHANATH CHOWDHURY ROAD, KOLKATA – 700 015, WEST BENGAL
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS & UNDERPADS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE.
THIS IS CONDITION OF REGISTRATION THAT LABELS SHALL BE USED TOGETHER.
2575065 02/08/2013

TANUSRI SAHA
trading as ;DURAJ LIFE SCIENCE
PREMIS NO-193, RAJDANGA NABAPALLY, MAILING-D/18, RAJDANGANABAPALLY, P.O-E.K.T.P, P.S-KASBA, KOLKATA-700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal Preparations (Allopathy)
2575067 02/08/2013
TANUSRI SAHA
trading as ;DURAJ LIFE SCIENCE
PREMIS NO-193, RAJDANGA NABAPALLY, MAILING-D/18, RAJDANGANABAPALLY, P.O-E.K.T.P, P.S-KASBA, KOLKATA-700 107, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MERCHANT & TRADER.
AN INDIAN COMPANY.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR HOUSE.COM
89/269/270, BANGUR PARK, PARK TOWER, 4TH FLOOR, ROOM NO. 401, RISHRA - 712248, HOOGHLY, WEST BENGAL
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals & Medicinal Preparations (Allopathy)
2575862 05/08/2013
LUPIN LIMITED
159, C.S.T. ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (EAST), MUMBAI-400098
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S.V.A.ASSOCIATES
310,PRATIK AVENUE,3RD FLOOR, NEHRU ROAD,VILE PARLE(EAST),MUMBAI-400 057
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

SUN PHARMA LABORATORIES LIMITED
ACME PLAZA, ANDHERI KURLA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400059 IN THE STATE OF MAHARASHTRA WITHIN THE UNION OF INDIA
MANUFACTURER, TRADERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Used Since: 05/09/2011
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
2576326 06/08/2013
KONARK INTELMED LIMITED
315, SHEVCHENKO STREET, KHARKOV-61033, UKRAINE
MANUFACTURER
A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE LAWS OF UKRAINE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MITEN GOVINDBHAI CHAWDA
A/103, GURUKRUPA SOCIETY, N.C. KELKAR ROAD, OPP. PLAZA CINEMA, DADAR (W), MUMBAI - 400 028.
Used Since :24/12/2010
MUMBAI
ANTIBIOTICS, MEDICINES FOR HUMANS; PILLS ON PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES; CHEMICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS. ANTIMICROBIAL MEDICATIONS FOR REGULAR USE. CEPHALOSPORINS OF 4TH GENERATION, INFECTIONS CAUSED BY SUSCEPTIBLE ORGANISMS: LOWER RESPIRATORY TRACT INFECTIONS: ACUTE BRONCHITIS AND EXACERBATION OF CHRONIC BRONCHITIS, PNEUMONIA, URINARY TRACT INFECTION: PYELONEPHRITIS, CYSTITIS, URETHRITIS, PROSTATITIS, SKIN INFECTIONS AND SOFT TISSUE INFECTION OF THE ABDOMINAL CAVITY: PERITONITIS, BILIARY TRACT INFECTIONS; GYNECOLOGICAL INFECTIONS; EMPIRICAL TREATMENT OF FEBRILE NEUTROPENIA; BACTERIAL MENINGITIS.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION.
GASTOKAP

2608736  08/10/2013

KAPS3 LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL KISHOR SHAH
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA

Used Since: 10/01/2013

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MAGNIKAP
2608738  08/10/2013
KAPS3 LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIPUL KISHOR SHAH
HOUSE NO. 129, MAIN ROAD PRAKASHA, TALUKA - SHAHADA, DIST. NANDURBAR - 425422, MAHARASHTRA
Used Since : 10/01/2013
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
2613344    17/10/2013
TRIPADA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
3- YOGI COMPLEX, NEAR DOORDARSHAN KENDRA, DRIVE-IN ROAD, THALTEJ, AHMEDABAD- 380 054
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .
Used Since :12/09/2012
To be associated with:
2412925
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
2642145  12/12/2013
MEHTA HERBALS PVT. LTD.
AMRUTMANTHAN HOUSE, CHHATRALAY ROAD, SADAR, RAJKOT - 360 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, IST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/10/2000
To be associated with:
889386, 1451723, 1557913, 1613328, 1679402, 2000318
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING MEDICATED HERBAL COUGH DROP
AND COUGH SYRUP
2642146  12/12/2013
MEHTA HERBALS PVT. LTD.
AMRUTMANTHAN HOUSE, CHHATRALAY ROAD, SADAR, RAJKOT - 360 001
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
M. P. MIRCHANDANI & CO.
RAM MANSION, 1ST FLOOR, ROOM NO.4, N.F. ROAD, NEAR CITY WALK, COLABA, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :01/10/2000
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING MEDICATED HERBAL COUGH DROP AND COUGH SYRUP
SULFASIL
2642939  14/12/2013
ALINDA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
trading as ;M/S ALINDA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
28,Karna Association, Hariom Villa, Ghuma,Bhopal - 380058, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India
Manufacturing & Trading as
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :01/11/2013
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, Medical, Veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
MAFICLAV
2642940  14/12/2013
RAJESH ASORIA
H.NO. 90 "VISHNU" MAHAVEERPURAM CITY, OPP. CHOPASANI DISPENSARY, JODHPUR - 342001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading As
INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 06/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MAFIKOF
2642943  14/12/2013
RAJESH JAGDISHCHANDRA ASORIA
SUNIL MADANLAAL MAAL
ABHAY PAWANKUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;MAFFICK PHARMACEUTICALS
H.NO. 90 "VISHNU" MAHAVEERPURAM CITY, OPP. CHOPASANI DISPENSARY, JODHPUR - 342001,RAJASTHAN,INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading as
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since :06/12/2013
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
MAFICOLD

2642944   14/12/2013
RAJESH JAGDISHCHANDRA ASORIA
SUNIL MADANLAAL MAAL
ABHAY PAWANKUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;MAFFICK PHARMACEUTICALS
H.NO. 90 "VISHNU" MAHAVEERPURAM CITY, OPP. CHOPASANI DISPENSARY, JODHPUR - 342001,RAJASTHAN,INDIA.

Manufacturing & Trading as

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT

Used Since :06/12/2013

AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CYPOBEST

2642945  14/12/2013
RAJESH JAGDISHCHANDRA ASORIA
SUNIL MADANLAAL MAAL
ABHAY PAWANKUMAR AGARWAL
trading as ;MAFFICK PHARMACEUTICALS
H.NO. 90 "VISHNU" MAHAVEERPURAM CITY, OPP. CHOPASANI DISPENSARY, JODHPUR - 342001, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
Manufacturing & Trading as

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAURAV SONI, ADVOCATE
E-101, SHAKSHAT STUDIO APPARTMENT, NEAR NANDHISWAR MAHADEV MANDIR, MAKARBA ROAD, VEJALPUR - 380051, AHMEDABAD - GUJARAT
Used Since : 06/12/2013

AHMEDABAD

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NANOSHIELD
2709355  29/03/2014
JAGSONPAL PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
T-210 J, SHAHPUR JAT, NEW DELHI - 110 049.
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17
Used Since :01/02/2014
DELHI
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS
2724964  25/04/2014
AUSTRO LABS LTD.
A-4 PUSHPANJALI ENCLAVE PITAMPURA NEW DELHI 110034
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
A COMPANY DULY REGD. UNDER COMPANY ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B 4 SUNRISE HOUSE GALI NO -9 KANSAL MARG HARSH VIHAR DELHI 110093
Used Since :01/12/2013
To be associated with:
2724951
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION IN CLASS-05.
MAMMITONE

2786273  01/08/2014
DENMARK ANIMAL HEALTH CARE
JAGJIT SINGH
BILWA MANGAL GUPTA
Mrs. SHINDER PAL KAUR
trading as ;Denmark Animal Health care, Jawahar Singh Street, V&PO Harike Kalan Teh. Mukatsar Distt Mukatsar(Pb)
Jawahar Singh Street, V&PO Harike Kalan Teh. Mukatsar Distt Mukatsar(Pb)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since :15/01/2014
DELHI
Animal Feed Supplement
ROCALMIN
2802134  02/09/2014
MACROYAL BIOTECH
RAJESH ARORA
ASHWANI SETHI
trading as MACROYAL BIOTECH, F 298, Industrial Area, Focal Point Phase 8 B MOHALI (Pb)
F 298, Industrial Area, Focal Point Phase 8 B MOHALI (Pb)
Manufacturing Marketing and Trading
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Used Since: 15/06/2014
DELHI
Animal Feed Supplement
EUROFRESH
2805811   08/09/2014
SMT. SUSHMA KUMARI
trading as ;BICHEM LABORATORIES
GALI NO 4 KARAWAL NAGAR EXTENSION NEW DELHI 4
MANUFACTURERS & MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BAJAJ REGISTRATION SERVICE
193, CIVIL LINES, 1ST FLOOR, SANJAY GANDHI MRKT. BMC CHOWK, JALANDHAR-144001, PUNJAB.
Used Since :01/04/2011
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS INCLUDING VITAMIN AND MINERALS FOR VETERINARY USE
FAYAK PAIN OIL

2821769  01/10/2014

DR. FAIZ ALAM
trading as : M/S NIZAM & SON'S
2045 GALI QUASIM JAN, LAL KUAN DELHI-110006
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING
AN INDIAN PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80 VILLAGE GOKAL PUR EAST OF LONI ROAD NEAR GOVT SCHOOL SHAHDARA DELHI 94

Used Since : 29/09/2014

DELHI

MEDICATED PAIN RELIEVER OIL FOR JOINT’S PAIN
Coerip

2887092  21/01/2015
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
7, The Centrium, Phoenix Market City Annexe, LBS Marg, Mumbai 400070
Manufactures and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.
Used Since :01/09/2013
To be associated with:
2563012
MUMBAI
fruit and vegetable extracts for use as ingredients of nutritional supplements and vitamins; food preparations with added
minerals, proteins and vitamins; health and nutritional foods namely, foods made from naturally prepared or combined
products in so far as contained in class 29.
REISHI GANO (RG)

2893093  05/02/2015

DXN HOLDINGS BHD.
trading as ;DXN HOLDINGS BHD

WISMA DXN, 213, LEBUHRAYA SULTAN ABDUL HALIM, 05400 ALOR SETAR, KEDAH DARUL AMAN, MALAYSIA.
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN MALAYSIA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURANA AND SURANA
# 61-63, DR. RADHAKRISHNAN SALAI, MYLAPORE, CHENNAI-600 004.

Used Since :01/05/1999
To be associated with:
1287999

CHENNAI
FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
LELEON LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED

2911255  27/02/2015
LELEON LIFE SCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
ROOM NO. 42, KHANDKE BUILDING NO.12, J. K. SAWANT MARG, DADAR (WEST), MUMBAI - 400028
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND EXPORTERS
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CORE LEGAL SERVICES.
B-204, ROSE AGARWAL & DOSHI COMPLEX, KAUL HERITAGE, BABHOLA NAKA, VASAI-W, 401 202, DISTRICT THANE
Used Since : 15/02/2015
To be associated with:
2911253
MUMBAI
Non-medicinal food supplements including nutritional food and dietary supplements
Coelone

2989591  18/06/2015
KOYE PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
7, The Centrium, Phoenix Market City Annexe, LBS Marg, Mumbai 400070
Manufacturers and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Khaitan & Co.
Khaitan & Co. One Indiabulls Centre, 13th Floor, 841 Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai 400 013.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2989590
MUMBAI
fruit and vegetable extracts for use as ingredients of nutritional supplements and vitamins; food preparations with added minerals, proteins and vitamins; health and nutritional foods namely, foods made from naturally prepared or combined products in so far as contained in class 29.
2991165  20/06/2015
INWAY GLOBAL NATURAL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;INWAY GLOBAL NATURAL PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
6B/138, VRINDAWAN YOJNA, LUCKNOW
TRADING
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VAIBHAV NIGAM
F.F.-1762 Lekhraj Dollar, Faizabad Road, Indira Nagar, Lucknow.
Used Since : 01/04/2015
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies;
plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying
vermin; fungicides, herbicides
SYNOTRET
3067679  30/09/2015
SSV. SATYA NARAYANA
#13, ANURAGA APARTMENTS, SRINAGAR COLONY, VIVEKANANDA STATUE ROAD, VIJAYAWADA-520008
MANUFACTURING AND MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Used Since :14/03/2014
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
BIOPOND-BB

3105151  26/11/2015

N.MUKESH
trading as ;BIO BAX SOLUTIONS
D.NO:5-161/1, LAXMINAGAR, GUNDLAPOCHAMPALLY, MEDCHAL MANDAL, R.R.DIST., (T.S) INDIA,
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :25/05/2015

CHENNAI
AQUA FEED SUPPLEMENT
RAXIFIX-200

3183578  11/02/2016

SANDEEP S SODHANI
SHREE KRISHNA RUKMANI SHAH NIWAS, PLOT 115/3,115/4 FLAT NO. 304 BEHIND SARASWAT COOPERATIVE BANK, PANVEL, DISTT - RAIGAD, MAHARASHTRA.

TRADERS.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREETPAL SINGH ADV
434 SECTOR 15 A CHANDIGARH 160015

Used Since :09/02/2016

MUMBAI

MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
TELTADAK

3275653  03/06/2016
A.CHELLASAMY
trading as ;MEDCURE PHARMACY
SF NO.25, TEXTOOL SUBRAMANIAM NAGAR, GANAPATHYMANAGAR, GANAPATHY, COIMBATORE - 641 006.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCE ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3276028  03/06/2016
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY
One Procter & Gamble Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, United States of America
Manufacturers and Merchants
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Ohio, USA

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION INDIA

Used Since: 01/09/2014
To be associated with:
743942
DELHI
Disposable diapers made of papers and/or cellulose
3297137  30/06/2016
UTTAM KUMAR SETHIYA
FLAT NO.11, 3RD FLOOR, CHANDRAKANT CHS EDULJI ROAD, TEMBHI NAKA, THANE (WEST)-400601
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSHALYA PRAJAPATI (ADVOCATE)
OPP. THE PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, OFFICE No. 790, S.M. ROAD, ANTOP HILL, MUMBAI-400037
Used Since :08/04/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS INCLUDED CLASS 5
3299731    01/07/2016
SWAN BIOTECH
trading as ;SWAN BIOTECH
No: 264, 1st Main Road, Chamarajpet, Bangalore - 560 018, Karnataka, India
Manufacturers and Marketing
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. VENKATASUBRAMANIAM.
S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
DISINFECTANT FLUIDS
3300585  04/07/2016
MAHESH MOHANDAS MOTWANI
SINDHI CAMP, KACCHI KHOLOI, AKOLA-444001, MAHARASHTRA
MANUFACTURERS, MERCHANTS AND TRADERS
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATION; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, MOSQUITOCOILS, RODENTICIDES AND ALL BEING GOODS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
CALCRACK
3301601  04/07/2016
GENOVA BIOTECHNIQUES PVT. LTD.
11 - 6 - 56 C Moosapet, (Opp. IDPL Factory), Hyderabad - 500 037, India
MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS.
A Company incorporated under Companies Act 1956
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VATSALA SINGH HASAN
Hasan and Singh,Flat No.04, Sree Nilayam Apartment, Plot No.12, Camelot Layout(Near Chirec Public School), Kondapur, Hyderabad- 500084.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HEAL CRACK OINTMENT, LOTION AND GEL FOR PHARMACEUTICAL USE.
SHUBHAM PAREEK
trading as PVC, GRANULES, TECHNICAL & CHEMICALS BIO PRODUCTS
16, TANAJI MARG, BRAHAMPURI, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, SEEDS, PLASTIC PACKAGING CONTAINERS, BENTONITE
GRANULES, LAMINATION CORE, ELECTRONICS, SANITARY & IRRIGATION SYSTEM, PAINTS, FIBER RAISIN,
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NEERAJ JAIN
H.No. 9 INDRA PRASTH COLONY RAM NAGAR SODALA JAIPUR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, WEEDICIDES AND FUNGICIDES.
LACTISPA
3359777  10/09/2016
ABHAY KUMAR
trading as ;EFFMED HEALTHCARE
SHOP NO. 13, 1ST FLOOR, NEW AZAD MARKET, MEERZAAN LANE, NAYAGAON-EAST, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH-226001
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANTS
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NISHNAT ASSOCIATES
K1/125 LOWER GROUND FLOOR CHITTARANJAN PARK NEW DELHI-19
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3390500  18/10/2016
QUALITY TISSUE PAPER PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;QUALITY TISSUE PAPER PRIVATE LIMITED
305, SAMEER MANZIL, 3 KAYALPPURAM, ELAKAMAN Thiruvananthapuram 695310
MANUFACTURER
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since :01/01/2014

CHENNAI
NAPKINS FOR INCONTINENTS / BABY DIAPERS FOR INCONTINENTS,FACIAL TISSUE, TOILET PAPER,KITCHEN ROLL,WET WIPE, MFOLD, PERFUMED FACE TISSUE, CFOLD AND ALL KIND OF TISSUES.
3394983  21/10/2016
MUKESH KUMAR SHUKLA
SUCHIN J. ALUWALIA
GALA NO 07, SAI NAYAN APT, BABA SANKUL, OSTWAL NAGARI, NALLASOPARA (EAST), MUMBAI - 401209,
MAHARASHTRA, INDLA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (MUMBAI)
GYAN BHAVAN, GROUND FLOOR, 8, KUMTHA STREET, BALLARD ESTATE, MUMBAI-400 001.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, MEDICINAL SYRUP, CAPSULES, TABLETS,
INJECTIONS, MEDICINAL PREPARATION
THEOTRIT

THEOGEN PVT. LTD.
trading as ;Theogen Pvt. Ltd
Plot No. 215, Industrial Area, Phase-I, Panchkula-134113
MANUFACTURING/MARKETING / TRADING
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
3432258  13/12/2016
GOODWORLD PHARMA
trading as M/S. GOODWORLD PHARMA
PLOT NO. 143A, GALI NO.-9, DEEP ENCLAVE, VIKAS NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
MANUFACTURING AND TRADING OF MEDICINES
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Used Since :02/06/2016
DELHI
VARIOUS KINDS OF MEDICINES
HODOREA

3433184  15/12/2016
AXIOMMAX ONCOLOGY PRIVATE LIMITED
146, DAMJI SHAMJI INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, 28, MAHAL INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX, MAHAKALI CAVES ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400093
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, IMPORTER AND EXPORTER
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :15/12/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
TRUQUICK

3458173  13/01/2017
MERIDIAN BIOSCIENCE, INC.
3471 River Hills Drive, Cincinnati, Ohio 45244, U.S.A.
Manufacturers and Merchants
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of State of Ohio, U.S.A.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHARDUL AMARCHAND MANGALDAS & CO.
AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Diagnostic tests and diagnostic test kits comprising of medical diagnostic reagents and preparations for use in testing and treatment of infectious diseases and cardiac conditions.
Jinga Jagajinga Oil
3468328  30/01/2017
MOHAMED HANIF
trading as ;REEHAA HERBALS
NO.55, NALLA THAMBI ROAD, PAMMAL, CHENNAI-600075.
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PROPRIETOR FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. C. N. RAGHUPATHY.
NEW # 66 (OLD # 38), ADITHANAR SALAI, PUDUPET, CHENNAI - 600 002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
HERBAL OIL FOR PAIN RELIEF
PENTA SKY
3488031  20/02/2017
PENTA SKY MERCANTILE PVT LTD
trading as ;PENTA SKY MERCANTILE PVT LTD
P. NO. S-100, PHASE-1, RIICO, JHUNJHUNU (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since :30/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADOPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTER MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS UNDER CLASS 05.
3493338  25/02/2017
ARIVALAGAN G
trading as ;Vettree Health Care
"Lohaveeram" Plot No. 12 & 13, Mantralaya Garden, Senkaali Palayam, Coimbatore - 641 022
Manufacturer and Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :17/03/2015
To be associated with:
3493337
CHENNAI
Animal feed supplements for veterinary use
3495417 27/02/2017
AMIT KUMAR(SOLE PROPRIETOR) TRADING AS MEGHA CONFECTIONERY
233-A, Sector-3, HSIIDC, Karnal, Haryana
Manufacturers and Traders
Address for service in India/Agents address:
THE ACME COMPANY
B-41, JAIPUR ESTATE, NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
Used Since :01/07/2015
To be associated with:
3495418, 3495419
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations included in class 5
FANTA SUPER

3499646 03/03/2017
VISHESH BANSAL
312, AMBER TOWER, COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, AZADPUR, NEW DELHI-110033
MANUFACTURER/MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PIYUSH KUMAR & ASSOCIATES
B-25, LAJPAT NAGAR-II NEW DELHI-110024
Used Since: 01/05/2011

DELHI
PESTICIDES; BIO PESTICIDES; VERMICIDES; INSECTICIDES; FUNGICIDES; HERBICIDES; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING INSECTS AND VERMIN; DEFOILIANTS; DDT; WEED KILLER;
PARAQUAT IN CLASS 5
3502501  03/03/2017
PENTA SKY MERCANTILE PVT LTD
trading as ; PENTA SKY MERCANTILE PVT LTD
P. NO- S-100, PHASE-1, RIICO, JHUNJHUNU (RAJ)
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ROHIT JAIN, ADVOCATE
F1/163, GANDHI PATH, CHITRAKOOT, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN - 302021
Used Since : 30/12/2016
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADOPTED
FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTER MATERIAL FOR DRESSINGS UNDER CLASS 05.
ENSOI

3505986  04/03/2017

O'RYAN PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
Plot No. 12A, Rambag Layout, Behind Sushila Shah Bhawan, Immawada, Nagpur - 440003 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017

Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
ALCRAMP

3506684  04/03/2017

ALBACORE PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
B-26, Second Floor, Sayba Palace, New Mill Road, Kurla West, Mumbai 400070 (Maharashtra)
Manufacturer & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
A/102, Ashirwaad Apts, Near Lamba Petrol Pump, Kamptee Road, Nagpur - 440017
Used Since :01/04/2016

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
SEPTIFLO
3507081 08/03/2017
NANODX HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
26/13, 3RD FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI 110060.
COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANY ACT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DELKASH ASSOCIATES
F-12/9, SIR SYED ROAD, JAMIA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110025
Used Since: 10/12/2015
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
BEARDO
3509958  18/03/2017
ZED LIFESTYLE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. - 4, 3RD FLOOR, OM COMPLEX, SWASTIK CROSS ROADS, C.G. ROAD, AHMEDABAD - 380009, GUJARAT
BODY INCORPORATE (A COMPANY INCORPORATE UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP & ASSOCIATES
B - 13, NEW YOGESHWAR SOCIETY, NR. PARAS PRABHU SOCIETY, OPP. VISHAL NAGAR, ISANPUR, AHMEDABAD - 382443, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3150697

AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS, MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX, DISINFECTANTS, PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, VITAMINS AND SUPPLEMENTS FOR BONES & JOINTS, HEART HEALTH, WEIGHT LOSS VITAMINS & DIGESTION SPORTS NUTRITION FOR PRE-WORKOUT & POST-WORKOUT, THERMOGENICS PROTEIN BARS AND POWDERS, HYGIENE WASH FOR MEN AND WOMEN, SEXUAL WELLNESS FOR MEN AND WOMEN, HEALTH CARE RELATED TABLETS AND OINTMENTS AND LOTION FOR DIGESTION & NAUSEA, ADULT INCONTINENCE FEMININE CARE, COUGH & COLD PAIN RELIEF.
HYDRAVO
3511098  21/03/2017
INDIABULLS PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
Tower 2, 14th Floor, Indiabulls Finance Centre, Senapati Bapat Marg, Elphinstone West, Mumbai, 400013.
PUBLIC LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M/S. V.A. ASSOCIATES
204, Pratik Avenue, 2nd Floor, Nehru Road, Vile Parle (East), Mumbai-400 057.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
3511843  22/03/2017
PRAVEEN KUMAR SINGH
9.R.B.C.ROAD, RAMA BHAVAN, RISHRA,HOOGHY-712248
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHOK
NO 2/496,2ND FLOOR, NAKKERAR SALAI, MOGAPPAIR EAST, CHENNAI - 600037
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
SUBSTANCES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICALS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL
PURPOSES; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
ANOCINE

3513843  24/03/2017
RAJESH KUMAR
GOBIND SWARNKAR, SONAE TOL, KASBA, PURNIA
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ABHISHEK ANAND
204, KAILASH NIWAS APPT,ROAD NO-8 VIJAY NAGAR RUKANPURA
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINES, MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION & SUBSTANCES
LAMYLOOZ
3516944 29/03/2017
RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO. 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR-50B, CHANDIGARH-160047
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CHISOSIN

3516945  29/03/2017

RAMAN LAMBA
FLAT NO. 1132, PROGRESSIVE SOCIETY, SECTOR-50B, CHANDIGARH-160047
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
3526594 15/04/2017
ADINATH R GAWALI PROP. OF ALAIANCE PHARMA AGENCIES
SURVEY NO 23, SANGEET COLONY, WANI NAGAR, PIPELINE ROAD, AHMEDNAGAR 414003
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
SYNCO
3527210  17/04/2017
SYNCOMED PHARMACY PVT. LTD
SHOP NO – 6, SANJARI APT., VISHAL NAGAR, BEHIND PANCHVATI HOTEL, AMBADI ROAD, VASAI ROAD – WEST,
PALGHAR, MAHARASHTRA, PINCODE – 401202
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI , NAVI MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
Mumbai
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINAL CAPSULES, TABLETS, INJECTIONS, POWDER FORM, SYRUP FORM
3533122  25/04/2017
CHAITANYA SANKHYAN SOLE PROPERITOR OF ABSOLUTE BUY
WZ-125 A/119 STREET NO. 39, NEAR SHOE MARKET, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI – 110059
Registered sole proprietor firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAYUR CHHABRA
WZ-5, STREET NO. 10, PREM NAGAR, UTTAM NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110059
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
TRADING IMPORTING AND EXPORTING OF DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, INTENTED TO SUPPLEMENT A NORMAL DIET OR TO HAVE HEALTH BENEFITS & MEAL REPLACEMENTS, DIETETIC FOOD AND BEVERAGES, ADOPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE AND OTHER RELATED ITEMS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
VELNOX

3533402 25/04/2017
MR. MANOJ SEHGAL
B-30/4, S/F, Jhilmil Industrial Area, Delhi – 110 095.
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:
MRS. MEENA BANSAL
96, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI-25

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ELECTROFRESH

3541068  03/05/2017
PRAVIN BALKRUSHNA THERE
MAJOR GATE URJANAGAR, CHANDRAPUR, CHANDRAPUR-442402.

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Mineral food supplements.
AQUA GREEN

3544393 08/05/2017

DHANA CROP SCIENCE LTD
trading as ;DHANA CROP SCIENCE LTD
D.NO.15, HACP COLONY, KHARKANA SECUNDERABAD - 500 009, TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 (A.P.).

Used Since: 01/02/2017

CHENNAI

VETERINARY MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
NEUROLA
3551229  18/05/2017
QUALITY PHARMA PRODUCTS PRIVATE LIMITED
Lokpriya Gopinath Bordoloi Avenue, Near Circuit House Road, Dibrugarh, Assam, PIN - 786001
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYADARSHAN KUMAR
3C, Blossom Heights, Kalipark, Bablatala, Rajarhat Main Road, Kolkata - 700 136
Used Since :06/01/2005
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations
3558475  27/05/2017
P R SWAMINATH
Row House 20, Lovely CHS, Sec 2A, Airoli, Navi Mumbai - 400708
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Herbs, Medicinal preparations, Herbal preparations for medical purposes, Medicinal herbal extracts for medical purposes, Pharmaceutical preparations, Lotions for pharmaceutical purposes, Syringes for injections, Ointments for pharmaceutical purposes.
LEAN SHAKE

3566339  08/06/2017
ACURAGLOBE LLP
DLF STAR TOWER, SECTOR-30, GURUGRAM-122001, HARYANA
The Limited Liability Partnership Act, 2008
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutritions & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
QUICK FEED bolus

3573212 19/06/2017
REALITY PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
Aashochak, khemanichak ,patna-800027
owner
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH KUMAR
ROAD NO.3ADARSH COLONY P.O. SUBASH NAGA KHEMNICHAK PATNA 27
Used Since :15/07/2016
KOLKATA
Pharmaceutical, veterinary &sanitary preparations included in class-05
THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
3575194  20/06/2017
M/S ECOMAC PHARMA
Warehouse No. 4603, Shanti Estate, Ghanshyam Estate, B/H Kanchan Pharma, Aslali, Ta.Daskroi, Dist. Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
YADAV ARVIND KUMAR
Aky & Co., Office No.403-4th floor, 21st Century Business Centre, Near World Trade Centre, Ring Road, Surat-395002
Used Since :13/06/2017
AHMEDABAD
All Types of Pharmaceuticals products in class 5
ITRAMINE

3581969   30/06/2017

PROTAMINS MEDICOS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-31/40, B-1, Z-1, BHOGABIR LANKA, VARANASI-221005, UTTAR PRADESH
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS
PROTOMOX

3581970  30/06/2017
PROTAMINS MEDICOS PRIVATE LIMITED
B-31/40, B-1, Z-1, BHOGABIR LANKA, VARANASI-221005, UTTAR PRADESH
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TEJAS CERTIFICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
201-A, BASANT COMPLEX, 38,VEER SAVARKER BLOCK, SHAKARPUR,DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC
SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES PRODUCTS
RENOSTAR
3589220   11/07/2017
JOY NARAYAN CHAKRABORTY
E-204, MAYUR DHWAJ APPTS, PLOT NO-60, I.P. EXTN, PATPARGANJ, NEW DELHI-110092
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BESTONE CONSULTANCY
Office No. 320, 3RD Floor, Vardhman Tower, Preet Vihar, Delhi-110092. Mobile No. 9711246508

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Terminova

3591970  15/07/2017

SPIKE PESTOCHEM PVT. LTD.
S-12, Sheetal Paradise, Sheetal Nagar, Mira Road (East), Thane, Maharashtra - 401107

Private Limited

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

NADAR VENNILA

C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Insecticides, Pesticides.
MICNELF

3592629  17/07/2017
RANADEY MICRONUTRIENTS PRIVATE LIMITED
1-A, Kondhwa Khurd, Pune-411 048
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
312104, 336641

MUMBAI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES; DISINFECTANTS;
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECT REPELLING, EXTERMINATING AND
DESTROYING PREPARATIONS.
ON TOES
3594058  18/07/2017
DR. SANJEEV AGARWAL
AERAN LAB INDIA PVT. LTD., PRATHMESH ASHISH, A WING, 1ST FLOOR, KANAKIA ROAD, MIRA ROAD (E), THANE 401104
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DILIP C. SAROJ
ZHANNA MUKADAM CHAWL, NIKLAW WADI, OLD NAGARDAS ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI 400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3596416   21/07/2017
DINESH HARICHAND CHHABRA
3RD FLOOR, ANNAPOORNA BLDG, PLOT NO 511,ROAD NO. 12 , NEAR DIAMOND GARDEN, CHEMBUR,MUMBAI-400071
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3597308    22/07/2017
M/S. GUDNES HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
NO: 20, MS RESIDENCY, GF-002, GARDEN VILAS, 1st MAIN, CHALUKYA NAGAR, NAGARBHAVI, BANGALORE- 560 072,
KARNATAKA, INDIA
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :30/06/2017
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
MATRIMIN

3599645  26/07/2017
M/s. GOOD HEALTH SUPPLEMENT PRIVATE LIMITED
No.96/6, 1st Floor, Dr. Ambedkar Road, Kodambakkam, Chennai - 600 024.
Company incorporated
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D. RAJAKUMAR
Inpro Trade Mark Services, 16/19, Jayalakshmipuram 1st street, Nungambakkam, Chennai-600 034.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Nutraceuticals for use as dietary supplements.
RUMECAL
3599895  26/07/2017
SH. GOPAL KRISHAN MAINI PROPRIETOR OF M/S RUMEN CARE PHARMACEUTICALS
CHHABAL ROAD, TARNTARAN- 143401, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/04/2013
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS CONSISTING OF VITAMINS AND MINERALS FOR ANIMALS.
PIPRADRYL

3600106  27/07/2017
MOHAMMAD ARSHAD KHAN PROPRIETOR OF ADARSH MEDICAL STORE
ADARSH MEDICAL STORE MOHANA PO SHIVAPATINAGAR DISTT SIDDHARTHNAKAR PIN 272206.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SWATI R JAIN
18E444, ICICI BANK LANE, CHOPASANI HOUSING BOARD, JODHPUR, RAJASTHAN, PIN 342008

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
QRACID-PD
3600513  27/07/2017
GIRISH SHORI
FLAT No. 504, PUSHPA APARTMENT, PHASE-2, SECTOR-2, VIKASH NAGAR, LUCKNOW-226022,(UTTAR PRADESH)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gssc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
: Medicinal, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
Divya Arshkalp Vati
3600547  27/07/2017

DIVYA YOG MANDIR (TRUST).
PATANJALI YOG PEETH, MAHARISI DAYANAND GRAM, DELHI HARIDWAR NATIONAL HIGH WAY, NEAR BAHADRABAD, HARIDWAR-29402, UTTRAKHAND, INDIA.

TRUST

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Used Since :01/01/1996

DELHI

Ayurvedic, Herbal and medicinal preparations, Dietary food Specially adapted for Medical use, Dietetic Food to Meet the Nutritional Needs of Infants Children, Infant Formula, Nutritional and Dietetic Supplements for Human Use.
ETRONAL
3600767  27/07/2017
DHARMENDRA PATKAR
SHOP NO - 7, GANARAJ APT, NEAR BURKULE HALL, CIDCO, AMBAD LINK ROAD, NASIK - 422010
Single Proprietorship
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MOTKARI & ASSOCIATES
1102 - Blossom, Dosti Acres, Antop Hill, Wadala (E), Mumbai - 400037
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE PHARMACEUTICALS PRODUCT FOR HUMAN PURPOSES
OBFER XT

3600771  27/07/2017

OBERLIN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
101/A WING KEVAL TOWER, OPP S.N.D.T COLLEGE, BJ PATEL ROAD, MALAD(WEST), MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA INDIA, 400064

an indian incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN, S K PATIL LANE, DAFTARI ROAD, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI - 97

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
OCALPLUS
3600772  27/07/2017
OBERLIN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
101/A WING KEVAL TOWER, OPP S.N.D.T COLLEGE, BJ PATEL ROAD, MALAD(WEST), MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA INDIA, 400064
an indian incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN, S K PATIL LANE, DAFTARI ROAD, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI -97
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
OBPRAL

3600773  27/07/2017

OBERLIN HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
101/A WING KEVAL TOWER, OPP S.N.D.T COLLEGE, BJ PATEL ROAD, MALAD(WEST), MUMBAI CITY, MAHARASHTRA INDIA, 400064

an indian incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NRN SUITS AND LAWS LLP
17 SAROJ SADAN, S K PATIL LANE, DAFTARI ROAD, MALAD EAST, MUMBAI - 97

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DAZOWILL TAB

3600806  27/07/2017

WILSHIRE HEALTHCARE
G-60, VARDHMAN PLAZA, DAWA BAZAR, HAMIDIA ROAD, BHOPAL (M. P.), PIN 462001

Partnership firm under Indian Partnership Act through Partner
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAKESH SONI.
4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ZOXAR

3600875  28/07/2017
SANJEEV KUMAR
PROP. OF FIRM M/S ARCOL HEALTHCARE, G-4, GULZAR NAGAR RAMGHAT ROAD, ALIGARH-202001 (UP)

PROPRIETARY FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING JAIGAN JMARKRT CROSSING, ALIGARH- 202 001 (U.P.)

Used Since : 05/02/2017

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS OF GOODS.
TONTONAN
3600876  28/07/2017
SANJEEV KUMAR
PROP. OF FIRM M/S ARCOL HEALTHCARE, G-4 GULZAR NAGAR RAMGHAT ROAD ALIGARH-202001(UP)
PROPRIETARY FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
JAIRO TRADE MARK OFFICE.
17/186, JAIRO BUILDING JAIGAN JMALKRT CROSSING, ALIGARH-202001 (U.P.)
Used Since: 05/02/2017
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS OF GOODS.
PANNEU

3600959  28/07/2017

NEUREVLON HEALTH CARE
19/2, 1st Main Road, 4th Cross, Ajjappa Block, Dinnur, R.T. Nagar, Bangalore, Karnataka, India - 560032
Limited Liability Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANUP JOACHIM T, ADVOCATE
JOACHIM & JANSON, SRSRA-2, CC44/2476, SANTHIPURAM ROAD, COCHIN-682025, KERALA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Pharmaceutical preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical use
3600975  28/07/2017
SOJITRA SAGARKUMAR ODHAVJIBHAI
trading as ;OJASVI PHARMA
H-2 ABHINANDAN RESIDENCY,SARTHANA JAKATNAKA,SURAT.395006.GUJRAT INDIA
Used Since :08/05/2015
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINE FOR QUIT SMOKING INCLUDE IN CLASS 5.
ICOZEN

3601308  28/07/2017

WEZEN CHEMICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
DEEVAN BAZAR ALI NAGAR GORAKHPUR, UTTAR PRADESH INDIA - 273001

BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURENDRA PRATAP SHAHI
1ST FLOOR, PRATIBHA COMPLEX, IN FRONT OF JUBILEE INTER COLLEGE, BUXIPUR, GORAKHPUR -273001

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine & Pharmaceutical Preparations
3601547  28/07/2017
AMOOLLIYA HERBALS AND COSMETICS
BHARATHEEPURAM, YEROOR P.O, KOLLAM - 691 312.
PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GUDWIL & GOODWILL
41/ 785, 'SWATHI' C.P. UMMER ROAD, COCHIN-35,KERALA
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES,
Acadian Plant Health

3601653  28/07/2017

ACADIAN SEA PLANTS LIMITED
30 BROWN AVENUE, DARTMOUTH, NOVA SCOTIA, B3B 1X8 CANADA

a company incorporated under the Laws of Canada

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES, FUNGICIDES, VIRUCIDES, BACTERICIDES, GERMICIDES, BIOCIDES; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; DISINFECTANTS
CDKIND

3601738  28/07/2017
TRIVIGYA BIOSCIENCE
47/2, upper floor, beena park - 2, near water tank,Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad – 380 061, Gujarat, India.

Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals and medicinal preparations.
AMI ORGANICS PVT. LTD.
PLOT No. 440/5 & 6, ROAD No. 82/A, G.I.D.C, SACHIN, SURAT-394 230, GUJARAT.
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :10/12/2004

AHMEDABAD

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES; PROTEIN SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRITIONAL ADDITIVES FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; MEDICATED LOZENGES; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS; NUTRACEUTICALS; FOOD FOR INFANTS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES.
3601969  29/07/2017
S. SHANTHI PROPRIETRIX OF M/S. CHEN PHARMA
NO: 89/45A, SAMPATH NAGAR, ERODE - 638011, TAMILNADU, INDIA
Proprietrix
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India
Used Since :06/07/2017
To be associated with:
3600053
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
HAKSIN

3601991  29/07/2017
AMIT SHARMA
SHOP NO-234,GOPAL GAUSHALA MARKET, NARNAUL,HARYANA-123001
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084

Proposed to be Used
DELI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3602253  29/07/2017

JUPIRSUN PHARMA
BASANT BIHAR, POST- JYOTI BIHAR, PS.- BURLA, DIST.- SAMBALPUR, ORISSA-768019.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides being goods included in class 5.
3602279 29/07/2017
HICARE SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED
1303/1304, 13th Floor, Jaswanti Landmark, Mehra Industrial Estate, L.B.S Marg, Vikhroli (W), Mumbai- 400 079
A Company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Agents address:
R.K. DEWAN & CO.
PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.
Used Since :07/07/2014
MUMBAI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, WEEDICIDES; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN; INSECT REPELLING AND DESTROYING SUBSTANCES AND PREPARATIONS; BIRD REPELLENTS; FLY CATCHING PAPER, FLY GLUE, MOSQUITO REPELLENTS; INSECT REPELLENT PREPARATIONS; ANIMAL AND BIRD REPELLENTS; INSECT EXTERMINATING AND DESTROYING PREPARATIONS; FUMIGATION PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; AIR DEODORIZER AND AIR DEODORIZING PREPARATIONS; AIR PURIFYING PREPARATIONS; AIR FRAGRANCING PREPARATIONS.
VITAZEST
3603020  31/07/2017
VITABOLIK PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
B/205, 2nd Floor, Damji Shamji Corporate Square, Off Ghatkopar Andheri Link Road, Mumbai- 400075
Company limited by shares
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VICTOR MOSES & CO.
TEMPLE CHAMBERS,6 OLD POST OFFICE STREET,GROUND FLOOR,KOLKATA 700 001,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical preparations, medicines for human purposes, chemical preparations for pharmaceutical and medical purposes, chemicopharmaceutical preparations, adjuvants for medical purposes, antibiotics, capsules for medicines, drugs for medical purposes, vitamin preparations, digestives for pharmaceutical purposes, enzymes for medical purposes
3603084  31/07/2017
N. MANJUNATH
NO.100/101/12, 1ST CROSS, VIDYAPEETA MAIN ROAD, BALAJI LAYOUT, BSK 3RD STAGE. BANGALORE - 560 085 ,
KARNATAKA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEXCURIAE
NO.53/81, SURVEYAR STREET, BASAVANAGUDI, BANGALORE-4
Used Since :28/06/2010
CHENNAI
MANUFACTURER OF PHARMACEUTICAL PRODUCTS.
EXIME-SB

3603116    31/07/2017

CHETAN BHATIA
A-9,CHANDER NAGAR,GHAZIABAD,U.P.-201011

single firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KULDEEP PATHAK & ASSOCIATES
S-557,3RD FLOOR,OFFICE-10,HEERA COMPLEX,SCHOOL BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
3603234  31/07/2017
SANJAY JAIN
25-LALGANGA VIHAR, AAMAPARA, RAIPUR, (C.G.).
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SANTOSH GUPTA
23 1/4, santosh collection,beside jai bharat restaurant,kokari aagar, naik nagar, s.m.road, antophill church, mumbai -400 037.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE label separately.
RAKHI PUNDIR
trading as ;BLUE SEAS LIFE SCIENCE
KHASRA NO. 22, VILLAGE RAIPUR, ROORKEE, DISTT. HARIDWAR, UTTARAKHAND INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/2012
DELHI
VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
GNG Life Sciences

3603361  31/07/2017
MOHD. YOUSUF GANIE PROPRIETOR OF GNG LIFE SCIENCES
Bus Stand Tral, District Pulwama
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIR RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal & Pharmaceutical Preparations; Dietetic Substances adapted for Medical use
ITRAGRESS

3603674  01/08/2017
M/S MATRIXX FORMULATION
92/1, VIDHYA NAGAR, UJJAIN-456010 (MADHYA PRADESJ)
A Registered Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gscc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
MONACTUM

3603754  01/08/2017

MRS. GEETHA
No - 18, Vidyalaya Road, Salem.
Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
558E, V.M. COMPLEX, ERODE ROAD, VELLA KOVIL - 638 111, DIST. - TIRUPUR.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, Pharmaceutical preparations, Medicine.
COLDS SUCK
3603828  01/08/2017
LoveBug Nutrition, Inc., Trading As: LoveBug Probiotics
Suite 1506, 115 East 34th Street, New York NEW YORK 10156
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of New York
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Nutritional supplements.
YEAST IS A BEAST

3603829  01/08/2017

LoveBug Nutrition, Inc., Trading As: LoveBug Probiotics
Suite 1506, 115 East 34th Street, New York NEW YORK 10156
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of New York

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Probiotic nutritional supplements for preventing and fighting yeast infections.
LABOR OF LOVE

3603832 01/08/2017
LoveBug Nutrition, Inc., Trading As: LoveBug Probiotics
Suite 1506, 115 East 34th Street, New York NEW YORK 10156
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of New York
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements, namely, probiotic compositions; probiotic supplements; dietary and nutritional supplements; nutritional supplements, namely, probiotic compositions.
DIAFURAN
3604066 01/08/2017
PI INDUSTRIES LIMITED
UDAISAGAR ROAD, udaipur 313 001 in the state of rajasthan within the union of india
a company incorporated under the companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI ASSOCIATES LLP
74/F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI – 400018
Used Since :04/04/1998
AHMEDABAD
Insecticides; pesticides; herbicides; weedicides and fungicides goods
PINKKIT

3604130  01/08/2017

CORAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
# 3B Patanwala Compound, Opp. Shreyas Cinema, L.B.S. Marg, Ghatkopar (W), Mumbai-400 086.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHE ET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
DETEYE
3604198  02/08/2017

SANDHYA HEALTHCARE REMEDY IMPEL PVT. LTD.
7/77, 1ST FLOOR, PALNA BHATNAGAR HOSPITAL, PURVAVALI, GANESHPUR, ROORKEE-247667, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
GLYPHAG
3604199 02/08/2017
SANDHYA HEALTHCARE REMEDY IMPEL PVT. LTD.
7/77, 1ST FLOOR, PALNA BHATNAGAR HOSPITAL, PURVAVALI, GANESHPUR, ROORKEE-247667, UTTARAKHAND, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ECOSRAB
3604653  02/08/2017
ECOMED FORMULATION PVT. LTD.
23, Umasharanam, Near Vandematarm Icon, Next to Aaryan City, Vandemataram Circle, Gota, Ahmedabad - 382481
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical drugs.
ECOSPAN
3604654  02/08/2017
ECOMED FORMULATION PVT. LTD.
23, Umasharanam, Near Vandematarm Icon, Next to Aaryan City, Vandemataram Circle, Gota, Ahmedabad - 382481
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical drugs.
OLMESUN
3604744  02/08/2017
JUPIRSUN PHARMA
BASANT BIHAR, POST- JYOTI BIHAR, PS.- BURLA, DIST.- SAMBALPUR, ORISSA-768019.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides being goods included in class 5.
CLATH

3605272  03/08/2017
SUNIL JAIN TRADING AS SUNOLK PHARMA INC.
329, M.G. Road, Dist.- Alirajpur (M.P.) Pin- 457887
Sole Proprietary firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DP SONI
105, Mahasagar Corporate, Manormaganj Main Road, Indore (M.P.) Pin-452001

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal Preparations and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
RHINO GEL
3605406  03/08/2017
PRIMECURE MEDICINES PVT LTD
T-4, SHARDA CHAMBER, D-BLOCK, CENTRAL MARKET, PRASHANT VIHAR, DELHI-110085
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3605503 03/08/2017
YK Laboratories
Herbal House, SY NO - 255, Plot no -3, East Part, Kuntloor (V) Hayathnager, R,R (Dist) Hyderabad-501505
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :01/10/2015
CHENNAI
Pesticides for agricultural& horticultural purposes; Fungicides; Biological fungicides; Fungicides for horticultural & agricultural purposes; Insecticides; Insecticides for agricultural use.
3605504  03/08/2017
YK Laboratories
Herbal House, SY NO - 255, Plot no -3, East Part, Kuntloor (V) Hayathnager, R,R (Dist) Hyderabad-501505
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PRADEESH P.L
NO.2, TRANQUILITY, 3RD FLOOR, LINDEN STREET, AUSTIN TOWN, BANGALORE-560047.
Used Since :03/09/2016
CHENNAI
Pesticides for agricultural & horticultural purposes; Fungicides; Biological fungicides; Fungicides for horticultural & agricultural purposes; Insecticides; Insecticides for agricultural use.
LUMICAL -CT

3605588    03/08/2017

FABLUMS MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
12/486-A, A1 to A9 and 12/486B, ABDUTTY SHOPPING COMPLEX, NAGARAM VILLAGE, CALICUT, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673001, INDIA

DIRECTOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

PILLS FOR PHARMACEUTICAL PURPOSES.
TERBITEC
3605595  03/08/2017
FABLUMS MEDICARE PVT. LTD.
12/486-A, A1 to A9 and 12/486B, ABDUTTY SHOPPING COMPLEX, NAGARAM VILLAGE, CALICUT, KOZHIKODE, KERALA-673001, INDIA
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL CREAMS.
CALVEET
3605607  03/08/2017
SANGITA KUMARI, TRADING AS : GIRSON PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO.85V, INFRONT OF INDRAPRASTHA COLONY GATE, SALEMPUR FOR MUGALPUR (CHARGAWNA), DISTRICT-
GORAKHPUR-273013 (U.P.)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
PIREGESIC
3605608 03/08/2017
SANGITA KUMARI, TRADING AS: GIRSON PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO.85V, INFRONT OF INDRAPRASTHA COLONY GATE, SALEMPUR FOR MUGALPUR (CHARGAWNA), DISTRICT-GORAKHPUR-273013 (U.P.)
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
REVPRA

3605609 03/08/2017

SANGITA KUMARI, TRADING AS : GIRSON PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO.85V, INFRONT OF INDRAPRASTHA COLONY GATE, SALEMPUR FOR MUGALPUR (CHARGAWNA), DISTRICT-GORAKHPUR-273013 (U.P.)

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
Dua Dewi_India

PT. KINO INDONESIA TBK.
Jl. Cibolerang 203 Kav. 03, Margasuka, Babakan Ciparay, Kota Bandung, Jawa Barat, Indonesia.
A corporation organized under the laws of the Republic of Indonesia.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP
A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical preparation; Medicine for human purposes; Food supplements; Mineral water for medical purposes; Nutritional supplements; Medicinal alcohol; Medicinal drinks; Medicinal herbs; Medicinal oils; Medicinal tea; Adhesive plaster; Air deodorizing preparations; Antiseptic cotton; Bandages for wound; Bandages (menstruation-); Insecticides; Oils (medicinal-); Ointments for pharmaceutical purposes; Oil for therapy (medical purpose); Lubricants (personal, medical, sexual); Skin lubricants to prevent for athletes to prevent skin chafing; Tissue impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions; Feminine Hygiene Products; Cotton buds for medical purposes; Herbal medicines.
CHILOCID
3605790  03/08/2017
DR. LEELA TIWARI W/O. DR. HARI MOHAN TIWARI
D-130-131, ROSE RESIDENCY, D BLOCK, SIDDHARTH NAGAR, JAIPUR-302017 RAJASTHAN
Individual
Address for service in India/Agents address:
G. D. BANSAL & ASSOCIATES.
M-118-B, MAHESH COLONY, LAXMI MANDIR PHATAK, JAIPUR - 302 015. (RAJASTHAN)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
AYURVEDIC MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS IN CLASS 05.
MR. P. GURU MOORTHY., TRADING AS M/S. PEEGEE PHARMA.
No.83/143, Nimishaa Garden, Sivadapuram (S.O), Salem-636 307, Tamilnadu, India
Manufacturer and Merchants
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
C. MANGAYARKARASI
NO.189, A RATHNAM COMPLEX, POLLACHI MAIN ROAD, SUNDRAPURAM, COIMBATORE- 641024.
Used Since :20/06/2012
CHENNAI
Herbal Preparation for Medical use, Herbal Creams for Medical use, Liquid Herbal Supplements, Hair Capsules and Pharmaceutical Preparations

REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE word separately.
XPSHELL
3605840  03/08/2017
ANJUM AGGARWAL
# 1560 Sector 38 B Chandigarh 160036
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
XPWORMBYE

3605842  03/08/2017
ANJUM AGGARWAL
# 1560 Sector 38 B Chandigarh 160036
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
XPBECLO

3605845  03/08/2017

ANJUM AGGARWAL
# 1560 Sector 38 B Chandigarh 160036

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Medicines for human purpose
3605969   03/08/2017
M/S. COGNIWELL PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO.32, BALAPPA COMPLEX, 2ND FLOOR, KEMPEGOWDA MAIN ROAD, MARIANNAPALAYA, H.A. FARM POST, NEAR
ST.JAMES CHURCH, BANGALORE - 560024, KARNATAKA, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION
DR. MOREPEN REQUIRED

3606067  04/08/2017

DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations, Dietary Supplements for Humans, Nutritional Supplements and Food Supplements included in Class 5.
DR. MOREPEN NEEDED
3606068  04/08/2017
DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations, Dietary Supplements for Humans, Nutritional Supplements and Food Supplements included in Class 5.
DR. MOREPEN BALANCED BILLION

3606069 04/08/2017

DR. MOREPEN LIMITED.
220, ANTRIKSH BHAWAN, 22, K.G. MARG, NEW DELHI-110001, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations, Dietary Supplements for Humans, Nutritional Supplements and Food Supplements included in Class 5.
TELCEF

3606070 04/08/2017
ASTELION BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
45/23, 20/2, GROUND FLOOR, NEAR FOUJI BUILDERS, PARDHAN NAGAR, DELHI-110084, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
ASTEPIME
3606071 04/08/2017
ASTELION BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
45/23, 20/2, GROUND FLOOR, NEAR FOUJI BUILDERS, PARDHAN NAGAR, DELHI-110084, INDIA.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
ESOTEL

3606072  04/08/2017

ASTELEION BIOSCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED.
45/23, 20/2, GROUND FLOOR, NEAR FOUJI BUILDERS, PARDHAN NAGAR, DELHI-110084, INDIA.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
3606201  04/08/2017
HARSH JAIN
J-5/1, LANE J 5 BLOCK, KRISHNA NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110051
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINE, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR
MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH,
DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
SAHIL UTRADHI TRADING AS M/S. RAJDEEP HERBAL FORMULATION
120, E/B, POLOGROUND, INDORE (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic medicines
GLIMIKAV
3606442  04/08/2017
ECOMED FORMULATION PVT. LTD.
23, Umasharanam, Near Vandematarm Icon, Next to Aaryan City, Vandemataram Circle, Gota, Ahmedabad - 382481
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals.
Unifert

3606451  04/08/2017
HEAL THY SELF PHARMACEUTICALS LLP
613/614, 6th Floor, City Square Behind, The Pride Hotel, Next To Zenith Complex, Shivajinagar, Pune - 411005
Limited Liability Partnership (LLP)
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
NEUROMYL
3606498  04/08/2017
BHISHAGWARA PHARMACEUTICALS
Prarthana, Suprasanna Nagar, Sirsi, UK, Karnataka - 581401
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals.
LOSKAY

3606682  04/08/2017
GO - ISH REMEDIES LIMITED
BADDI-NALAGARH ROAD KISHANPURA: - 174 101 TA: - BADDI DIST: - SOLAN (H.P.)
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address: NITIN BHASIN
3320 SECTOR 27/D CHANDIGARH
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations and substances
FITHEALTH

3606685  04/08/2017
RAMDULAR PHARMACEUTICAL PVT LTD
702 N/2,SHOP NO.SB 1 AND SB 2,CHANDRA TARA ARCADE,SAHAKAR NAGAR,NACHANE, RATNAGIRI-415612

Body corporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, medication and drugs.
BENOPHYL

3606694  04/08/2017
ANIL ARORA S/O MR. S. K. ARORA
26/M/11, Dabauli, Kanpur- 208022, U.P., (India)

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P.,
09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopatic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
3606724  04/08/2017
MALVYN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
138/11C, CHOTA BHAGARA, ALLAHABAD-211002 (UP)
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BANDHUJI TRADE MARK CO.
B-3, GROUND FLOOR, NEELKANTH APTT-II, SANT NAGAR, BURARI, DELHI 110084
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
NEHEAL
3606797  04/08/2017
KULVINDER SHARMA TRADING AS ECLIPSER PHARMACEUTICALS
ECLIPSER HOUSE SCO-18, OPP. PINE HOMES, DHAKOLI, DISTT. MOHALI (PUNJAB)
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, Bhai Randhir Singh Nagar, Ludhiana - 141 004 Punjab.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
OG NERVE
3607041  05/08/2017
GENIP PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
# 3-4-102/A, Street No 8, Laxmi Nagar, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad-500013, Telangana, India
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALEXIUS IP ATTORNEYS
H.NO. 3-6-290, FLAT NO, 406, AZIZ TOWERS, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500029, TELANGANA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations and substances
3607140 05/08/2017
SHREE BRAMHACHAITANYA AYURVED
D 304,Anand Place 05,Nandanvan Layout ,Nagpur –440009
A Proprietary Concern
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHILPA DAMANIA
B/4-2, Bansi Ratna, Mahesh Nagar, S. V.Road, Goregaon west, Mumbai - 400062
Used Since :01/04/2017
MUMBAI
Ayurvedic & Herbal, Medicines
B-EATS
HERBAL TEA
for a healthy heartbeat

3607318  05/08/2017
DR. PARIKSHIT BANSAL
# 5568, SECTOR- 38 WEST, CHANDIGARH-160014, INDIA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOMPAI BANSAL
# 5568, SECTOR 38-WEST, CHANDIGARH-160036
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal tea with cardiovascular benefits.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 ,   29/01/2018           Class 5

SUNVOG

3607330    05/08/2017
JUPIRSUN PHARMA
BASANT BIHAR, POST- JYOTI BIHAR, PS.- BURLA, DIST.- SAMBALPUR, ORISSA-768019.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
CARBI SUN
3607331  05/08/2017
JUPIRSUN PHARMA
BASANT BIHAR, POST- JYOTI BIHAR, PS.- BURLA, DIST.- SAMBALPUR, ORISSA-768019.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES.
3607337  05/08/2017
M/S RSPL HEALTH PVT. LTD.,
119-121 (Part) Block P & T, Fazalganj, Kalpi Road, Kanpur-208012, Uttar Pradesh.
A company incorporated under Indian Companies Act

Address for service in India/Agents address:
UNITED OVERSEAS TRADE MARK CO.
52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW DELHI- 110 025.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Sanitary napkins, sanitary towels, sanitary pads, menstruation pads, menstruation briefs, sanitary panties, panty liners for hygienic or menstrual purposes, deodorizing agent and refreshener, other than for personal use; panty shields for hygienic or menstrual purposes, menstruation tampons, sanitary wipes, paper wipes impregnated with sanitizers and paper wipes impregnated with disinfectants.
NOSUVAS
3607498 06/08/2017
M/S NS LABORATORIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
F-112, Second floor, Shaheen Bagh, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi-110025,(India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHASIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
NUPHAGEFORTE

3607499   06/08/2017

M/S NS LABORATORIES INDIA PVT. LTD.
F-112, Second floor, Shaheen Bagh, Jamia Nagar, New Delhi- 110025,(India)

COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
CHYMORON

3607841  07/08/2017

NEW LIFECARE THERAPEUTICS
D. No. 19-7-50, 1st Floor, Mantripragada Vari Street, Kakinada-533001, Andhra Pradesh, India

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALEXIUS IP ATTORNEYS
H.NO. 3-6-290, FLAT NO. 406, AZIZ TOWERS, HIMAYAT NAGAR, HYDERABAD-500029, TELANGANA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations & Substances
CONFINEX

3608003  07/08/2017

ABBOTT INDIA LIMITED
3-4 Corporate Park, Sion-Trombay Road, Mumbai-400071
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1913

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
DULAEDGE
3608004  07/08/2017
ABBOTT HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
4, Corporate Park, Sion Trombay Road, Mumbai-400071
A company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ZEUSIP
C-4, JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
CORILAC
3608035  07/08/2017
BILAL AHMAD
FAIZ ABAD, M.I.G. COLONY, BEMINA, SRI NAGAR
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DIGIKILL
3608048  07/08/2017
COROMANDEL INTERNATIONAL LIMITED
“Coromandel House” 1-2-10, Sardar Patel Road, Secunderabad – 500 003, Telangana, India
Manufactures and Merchants
Address for service in India/Agents address:
MOHAN ASSOCIATES.
CEEBROS BUILDING, D - 4, III FLOOR, NO. 11, CENETOPH ROAD, TEYNAMPET, CHENNAI - 600 018, TAMIL NADU
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, NEMATICIDES, RODENTICIDES, PESTICIDES
MASTILOC
3608264  08/08/2017
KAMLA
DHANDHERI, 117 HISAR, DHANDERI HARYANA-125033, INDIA
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
LEVAJOSH-H

3608265  08/08/2017

KAMLA
DHANDHERI, 117 HISAR, DHANDERI HARYANA-125033, INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
FEED SUPPLEMENTS FOR VETERINARY USE
ASCLE REMEDIES

3608528  08/08/2017
RAVINDER SINGH
24A, CHANDERPURI COLONY, P.O. KULDEEP NAGAR, AMBALA CANTT. 133001
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHAIVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE AND TRADING THEREOF
CAL BIC

3608561  08/08/2017

GUTTA SUDHA RANI
1-73/1, GBR Hospital, Prabath Nagar, Chaitanyapuri, Saroornagar,, Hyderabad - 500060, Telangana

Indian national, Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals
PROT BIC
3608562 08/08/2017
GUTTA SUDHA RANI
1-73/1, GBR Hospital, Prabath Nagar, Chaitanyakupuri, Saroornagar,, Hyderabad - 500060, Telangana
Indian national, Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPR LAW ASSOCIATES (CHENNAI)
13,1ST CROSS STREET,SRIPURAM COLONY,ST.THOMAS MOUNT,CHENNAI-600016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals
FILTRONG
3608762  08/08/2017
M/S. U SQUARE LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
A-1101, 1102, 1103, SOLITAIRE CORPORATE PARK, BESIDE DIVYA BHASKAR PRESS, S.G. HIGHWAY, SARKHEJ,
AHMEDABAD-380051. GUJARAT-INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR
BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; NUTRACEUTICALS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY
SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5
FILHARD

3608764  08/08/2017

M/S. U SQUARE LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
A-1101, 1102, 1103, SOLITAIRE CORPORATE PARK, BESIDE DIVYA BHASKAR PRESS, S.G. HIGHWAY, SARKHEJ,
AHMEDABAD-380051. GUJARAT-INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:

K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR
BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; NUTRACEUTICALS FOR THERAPEUTIC PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS A DIETARY
SUPPLEMENT IN CLASS-5
POMACEL

3608785 08/08/2017

GLENMARK PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
B/2, Mahalaxmi Chambers, 22, Bhulabhai Desai Road, Mumbai – 400 026
BODY INCORPORATE - Company registered under the Companies Act, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VISHESH AND ASSOCIATES
301/302, A-WING, 3RD FLOOR, SHAHEEN CHAMBERS, DAWOOD BAUG, OPP. PEARL HERITAGE, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 058.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES, DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS, NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR THERAPEUTIC OR MEDICAL PURPOSES, NUTRACEUTICALS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS.
3608851  08/08/2017
AJIT PROPRIETOR OF SUNLITE PHARMACEUTICALS
SHOP NO.-57, LSC MARKET, GTB ENCLAVE, NAND NAGRI, DELHI, INDIA.
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION , AYURVEDIC, UNANI, HOMEOPATHIC AND SIDHA MEDICINES,
MEDICATED CHURAN AND TABLETS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, EYE DROPS, SYRUP, MEDICATED CHATNI, MEDICATED
OILS IN CLASS-05.
ESOXIUM
3608929  08/08/2017
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LIMITED
P. O. BOX 66172-00800, NAIROBI, KENYA.
A COMPANY ORGANISED & EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KENYA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
FOPYN
3608931  08/08/2017
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LIMITED
P. O. BOX 66172-00800, NAIROBI, KENYA.
A COMPANY ORGANISED & EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KENYA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHE MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
FLAMACOR MR
3608933  08/08/2017
SIGNATURE HEALTHCARE LIMITED
P. O. BOX 66172-00800, NAIROBI, KENYA.
A COMPANY ORGANISED & EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF KENYA.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHAH & SHAH
654, JAGANNATH SHANKRSHET MARG, MUMBAI - 400 002.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medicinal and veterinary preparations.
HALIS HOFKIN HEALTHCARE

3608950 08/08/2017
M. LATIF PAMPORI PROPRIETOR OF HALIS HOFKIN HEALTHCARE
GURU BAZAR KARAN NAGAR SRINAGAR
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAIRANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE WORD
"HEALTHCARE". THE TRADE MARK SHALL BE USED AS A WHOLE.
BIG COCK

3609171  09/08/2017

KHURSHEED ANWAR MOHAMMED ALI
701,702 sani tower s.v road near dewan shopping centre jogeshwari (west) mumbai 4000102 maharashtra india

KGN PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD

Proprietor

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND OTHER SUBSTANCES BEING IN CLASS 5
ROOP MANTRA ZERO Pimple

3609372  09/08/2017
MR. SANJEEV JUNEJA
# 493, SECTOR-7, AMBALA CITY (HARYANA)
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Used Since : 23/12/2013
To be associated with:
2456275, 3025176, 3032834, 3068854, 3165226, 3191671
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, HERBAL MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
AMISCOT

3609406  09/08/2017
MR. ASHIQ HUSSAIN SHEIKH
trading as ;LICOT FORMULATIONS
BARROW GHAT BUND MAISUMA SRINAGAR (J&K) NEAR ALNOOR PHARMACEUTICAL MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
FIN CENTURION CO.
U-55A, IST FLOOR, STREET NO.4, U BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION.
bullish Nitrowhey

3609639 09/08/2017

DHANANJAY BABURAO KALE
18, MAITRA HEIGHTS, HANUMANWADI, MAKHMALA BAD RD, PANCHVATI, NASHIK 3
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT & PROVIDING SERVICE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ADITYA & CO.
33-HABIB BUILDING, G.K. MARG LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI-400013

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMAN AND ANIMAL CONSUMPTION; FORTIFIED FOOD PRODUCTS; Food Supplements, DIETIC FOOD PRODUCTS AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PURPOSES
DIBENO

3609724  09/08/2017

SH. YATIN GUPTA PROPRIETOR OF M/S OLEEVE BIOTECH
B-34-1732, NEW CHANDER NAGAR, MAIN ROAD, NEAR LALA JAGAT NARAYAN CHOWK, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Used Since :01/04/2017

DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
M.T CURE
3609727  09/08/2017
MOHAMMAD YAMIN NANDAN PROPRIETOR OF M/S GLOBAL BIO PHARMA
NEAR NEHRU MARKET, RAIKOT ROAD, MALERKOTLA, DISTT. SANGRUR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since: 01/04/2017
DELHI
VETERINARY PRODUCTS AND MINERAL FEED SUPPLEMENTS.
3609889  10/08/2017
NADEEM AHAMAD
trading as ;MOON DRUGS
SHOP NO 8 ASHRAF PLAZA RASAL GANJ ALIGARH
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GIRISH KUMAR SHARMA
C-111 RAMESH VIHAR RAMGHAT ROAD ALIGARH
Used Since :06/11/2015
DELHI
MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATION
3610047  10/08/2017
WINSYS LIFE SCIENCE
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceuticals.
3610165  10/08/2017
MR. DHAVAL SHAH
Chitrakut Appt.Nr. Madhvani Classes, Shiyapura, Raopura, Baroda, (Gujarat)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHIRAG A. SHAH, ADVOCATE.
401, ANUSHREE BLDG., NR. BANK OF BARODA, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD- 380 013.
Used Since : 01/01/2017
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPROTION.
3610245  10/08/2017
EAST-WALTZ PHARMACEUTICALS
F-309, PHASE-8, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANDA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDING AYURVEDIC MEDICINES FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
3610246  10/08/2017
EAST-WALTZ PHARMACEUTICALS
F-309, PHASE-8, FOCAL POINT, LUDHIANA (PUNJAB)
PARTNERS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S. HANSA & CO.
B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALA BATALA 143505 (PB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS INCLUDING AYURVEDIC MEDICINES FOR HUMAN AND
VETERINARY USE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE
APPLICATION
LUMENSA

3610366  10/08/2017

CYTOZYME LABORATORIES, INC.
2700 SOUTH 600 WEST, SOUTH SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115, USA.

A Corporation

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

AARYAVARTT
102, 1st Floor, Alliance Tower-II, LSC, Savita Vihar, Delhi-110092, India

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Dietary supplements for animals; medicated animal feed; Protein supplements for animals; Vitamins for animals; Nutritional supplements for animals; Feeding stimulants for animals; Yeast dietary supplements for animals; Non-medicated nutritional supplements for animal feed.
3610457   10/08/2017
M/S. CROP CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
C-63 TO C-65, FOCAL POINT, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTKAPURA-151204, PUNJAB
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :25/10/2016
DELHI
Pesticides
3610461 10/08/2017
M/S. CROP CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
C-63 TO C-65, FOCAL POINT, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTKAPURA-151204, PUNJAB
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :20/10/2016
DELHI
Pesticides
M/S. CROP CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
C-63 TO C-65, FOCAL POINT, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTKAPURA-151204, PUNJAB
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :25/10/2016
DELHI
Pesticides
3610465  10/08/2017
M/S. CROP CHEMICALS INDIA LTD.
C-63 TO C-65, FOCAL POINT, INDUSTRIAL AREA, KOTKAPURA-151204, PUNJAB
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARmanand COLony, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :25/09/2014
DELHI
Pesticides
REGISTRATION OF THIS TRADE MARK SHALL GIVE NO RIGHT TO THE EXCLUSIVE USE OF THE ALL OTHER DESCRIPTIVE MATTER APPEARING ON THE LABEL.
PACSITA
3610475  10/08/2017
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad – 500 038, India
1707463
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
3610905    11/08/2017
DR. HEMANTH HEGDE.
106, DOCTOR HOUSE, Dr. DESHMUKH MARG, MUMBAI-400 026. MAHARASHTRA-INDIA.
A sole proprietorship.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJESH SANAT UPADHYAYA
M/s RSU LEGAL, D/003, VISHAL APPARTMENTS, OPP. ANDHERI GYMKHANA, SIR M. V. ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST),
MUMBAI-400 069.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
ANTI-DANDRUFF LOTION.
LEONORA
3610991  11/08/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS.
NAXOS

3610999  11/08/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE;
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS.
KADMON
3611002  11/08/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400067 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE;
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS.
METHCOMIN

3611133  11/08/2017
RAKESH KUMAR, TRADING AS : M/S TSL HEALTHCARE
HOUSE NO. 24, BLOCK P-2, MANGOLPURI CITY, DELHI-110083

Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINE
PRETAC
3611134  11/08/2017
RAKESH KUMAR, TRADING AS : M/S TSL HEALTHCARE
HOUSE NO. 24, BLOCK P-2, MANGOLPURI CITY, DELHI-110083
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
PROGIRON
3611231  11/08/2017
VIJAY SHANKAR GUPTA TRADING AS : M/S. SWASTIK PHARMACEUTICALS
ADARSH NAGAR, NAGAR PALIKA ROAD, ABUBKAR NAGAR, DEORIA PIN:-274001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DTM ADVISORS LLP
C-80, Village Gokal Pur, East of Loni Road (Near Govt. School) Shahdara, Delhi-110094 Mob: 09650410410, 09212743839 Ph: 011-22816711, 22815016

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION, PHARMACEUTICALS; MEDICINES FOR HUMAN, DENTAL & VETERINARY PURPOSES, AYURVEDIC MEDICINES, UNANI MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC MEDICINES & FOOD SUPPLEMENT, NUTRITIONAL AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS NAMELY, VITAMIN, HERBAL AND MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS, DIETARY DRINKS USED AS MEAL REPLACEMENTS, HERB TEAS FOR MEDICINAL PURPOSES, MEDICATED LOZENGES IN CLASS 05.
CALZUMA

3611244  11/08/2017
MANISH MISHRA
F-38, STREET NUMBER-7, NEAR HEERA SWEET, LAXMI NAGAR, EAST DELHI-110092
MANISH MISHRA
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VMS LEGAL SERVICES LLP
K-2/7, GROUND FLOOR, MODEL TOWN 2, NORTH DELHI, DELHI 110009

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
Paracitel-500
3611263  11/08/2017
CAPLIN POINT LABORATORIES LTD
Narbavi, No. 3 Lakshmanan Street, T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017, India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
PORIL-HT
3611264  11/08/2017
CAPLIN POINT LABORATORIES LTD
Narbavi, No. 3 Lakshmanan Street, T. Nagar, Chennai 600 017, India
A Company incorporated under the Companies Act, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MISSION LEGAL ADVOCATS
NO.12, CANAL BANK ROAD, GANDHI NAGAR,ADYAR,CHENNAI-600020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
OXIMAP

3611280 11/08/2017

MR. MANISH KUMAR SINGH TRADING AS AVAYA PHARMA.
434, PARASHURAMPUR, MUGHAL SARAI, CHANDAULI-232101, U.P., INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Ayurvedic, Herbal & Unani Medicines, Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations.
PYARA-AC
3611365  11/08/2017
PRESHDIN PHARMA PVT. LTD.

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Glimepiride with Metformin (SR) Tablets

Sulphomet-2

10 x 10 Tablets

3611456  11/08/2017
R. RAJKUMAR PROPRIETOR OF M/S. LITTUS PHARMA
NO. 26B, GROUND FLOOR, BACK PORTION, EAST FACING, ANNAMALAI AVENUE, 3RD MAIN ROAD, PHASE II,
JASWANTH NAGAR, MUGAPPAIR WEST, CHENNAI – 600037, TAMILNADU, INDIA

Proprietor

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

Used Since :27/07/2017

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION

THE MARK SHALL BE LIMITED TO THE COLOURS AS SHOWN IN THE REPRESENTATION ON THE FORM OF THE APPLICATION
COOLTECH
3611513  11/08/2017
SARITA YADAV
V.P.O. BAS KRIPAL NAGAR, TEH-KISHANGARH-BAS, DIST-ALWAR-301405
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
VETERINARY PERSPIRATION
GLUTAMATES
3611525  11/08/2017
SARITA YADAV
V.P.O. BAS KRIPAL NAGAR, TEH-KISHANGARH-BAS, DIST-ALWAR-301405
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ATUL KUMAR SAHUWALA
84 B OLD DHAN MANDI, SRI GANGANAGAR-335001, RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
VETERINARY PERSPIRATION
XENAC-P

3611599  11/08/2017

MR. S. R.K. SURESH VARMA
No. 81-11-2, Venkateswara Nagar, Rajamahendravaram – 533 103
Merchant & Trader

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Used Since: 27/08/2008

CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
3611603  11/08/2017
VEENAT BAJAJ TRADING AS BAJAJ IMPORTERS
Mohalla Jattpura, Near Auto stand, Sirhind City, District Fatehgarh Sahib, Punjab
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
ROSENAC
3611641  12/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
CHYMIFORT

3611644  12/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
ROSECIT

3611645  12/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
NIFICURE

3611646  12/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
ROZUSUN
3611756 12/08/2017
JUPIRSUN PHARMA
BASANT BIHAR, POST- JYOTI BIHAR, P.S.- BURLA, DIST.- SAMBALPUR, ORISSA-768019.
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides being goods included in class 5.
AIM-POWER CAPS

3611945 12/08/2017

DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
AIMSPAS TAB

3611946  12/08/2017
DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLIMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
DASE-PLUS TAB

3611948  12/08/2017
DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS , FOOD SUPPLIMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
ADZPOWER

3611953  12/08/2017

DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3611945

DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLEMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
APANZ-DSR

3611954  12/08/2017

DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD , SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAI MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS , FOOD SUPPLMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
AIM-MP

3611957  12/08/2017
DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO-9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866, 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLIMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
AIMOMEGA
3611961  12/08/2017
DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD , SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS , FOOD SUPPLIMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
OFAIM-OZ
3611963  12/08/2017
DINESH CHANDRA MAURYA PROP. OF AIMFRESH PHARMACEUTICALS.
CHAKRATA ROAD, SELAQUI, DISTT.-DEHRADUN (UTTARAKHAND.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, FOOD SUPPLMENTS AND NUTRACEUTICAL PRODUCTS,
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES IN CLASS-5.
DIKUL
3612185  12/08/2017
GLOBAL MEDISCIENCES LIMITED
612, ANAND MANGAL - III, NEAR PARIMAL GARDEN, AHMEDABAD - 380 006, GUJARAT
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A company incorporated under Comapnies Act
Used Since :12/04/2004
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations
TRIUMPH HEALTH CARE

3612196  12/08/2017

MR.T.APPAVOU
M/s TRIUMPH HEALTH CARE, Plot No.2, Shop No.2, T.S.No.162/2, 3A, 3B, Subramaniam Nagar, Srinivasapuram, Melaveli Thottam, Thanjavur-613009
Indian National

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. NAGARAJAN
PLOT NO.73, AMMANNAGAR 4TH STREET, CROSS STREET-D, KATTUR, TIRUCHIRAPPALLI-620 019. TAMIL NADU.

Used Since :20/06/2017

CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE
VESIZIM

3612583  14/08/2017

ZIM LABORATORIES LIMITED
B-21, 22, MIDC Area,Kalmeshwar,PIN: 441 501, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer

Active

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CALCIZOOM

3612705  14/08/2017

PRADEEP BIND
304, GANESH GANGL APARTMENT , O.T. SECTION,O.T. CHOWK,ULHASNAGAR - 421003

THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINES FOR PHARMACEUTICAL
INNOLAC
3612733  14/08/2017
M/S INNOCUOUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.-632/006, BASANT VIHAR KAMTA, SURENDRAG NAGAR, LUCKNOW-227105, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
LUNATINOL

3612735  14/08/2017
M/S INNOCUOUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.-632/006, BASANT VIHAR KAMTA, SURENDRABA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-227105, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
PROBETIC

3612736  14/08/2017
M/S INNOCUOUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.-632/006, BASANT VIHAR KAMTA, SURENDRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-227105, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
MULTI-OK
3612737  14/08/2017
M/S INNOCUOUS PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
H.NO.-632/006, BASANT VIHAR KAMTA, SURENDRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW-227105, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
VETGROW PHARMA PVT. LTD.
HOUSE NO. 61, MAYA ENCLAVE PHASE -3, BERASAI ROAD, NABIBAGH, BHOPAL - 462038
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. CHATTERJEE & ASSOCIATES
349/3,INDIRA GANDHI ROAD,KONNAGAR,HOOGHLY,PIN 712 235,WEST BENGAL,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
CEFUTREND

3612860  14/08/2017
SUNAXA PHARMA LLP
No:31, K.No:881/31/20/1, 21st Cross, J P Nagar, 7th Phase, Bangalore-560078, Karnataka, India
MSME Registered Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain's Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Used Since :26/05/2017

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3613070  16/08/2017
PARESH GIRISHBHAI PATEL
trading as ;AMBIC ORGANIC
A-711, SIDDHIVINAYAK TOWER, MAKARBA.S.G HIGHWAY,AHMEDABAD-51
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS AND DESTROYING VERMIN, PESTICIDES, VERMICIDES, INSECTICIDES, RODENTICIDE, FUNGICIDES, DISINFECTANTS, POISONS AND FUMIGATION POISON.
3613495  16/08/2017
KINZOKUYAMA SHOSHA KABUSHIKI KAISHA
301 Nishino Bld, Samoncho 9, Shinjuku, Tokyo 160-0017, Japan
A corporation organized and existing under the laws of Japan
Address for service in India/Agents address:
S.S. RANA & CO.
317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Food supplements; Preparations for vitamins.
KELVICEF

3613648  16/08/2017
MR. SHAMRAO BHAU YADAV
Block No. 370/1, 370/2, C.S. No. 1458 B, 1459 B, 11th Lane, Old Vegetable Market, A/p Jaysingpur, Tal-Shirol, Dist.-Kolhapur-416101
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LAW PROTECTORS
20/10/1, OPP. GANESH BIDKARS OFFICE, ABOVE SHREE SAI ELECTRIC, 4th FLOOR, SOMAARPETH, PUNE 411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834 , 29/01/2018 Class 5

SYFFTOP
3613808 16/08/2017
ALKA SHARMA TRADING AS CELL BIOTICS
Girital Road, Kashipur, Distt. Udham Singh Nagar, (Uttarakhand)
INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX FONS
1/B STREET NO -4 EAST GURU ANGAD NAGAR DELHI 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations; medicinal preparations; veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations and articles; Herbal preparations for medical use included in Class-05.
CEZYME

3613893  17/08/2017
RANI HOONDLANI TRADING AS M/S. ELSON'S LABORATORIES
46-47, INDUSTRIAL AREA, RAU, NEAR NAKHIRALI DHANI HOTEL, INDORE-453331 (M.P.)
A PROPRIETORSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical preparations
LRMONT
3614346    17/08/2017
M/S. NEXT GEN PHARMA
SHIVSHANKAR COLONY, NEAR TARAMATI BHAVAN, AURANGABAD
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMEET RATHI
OFFICE NO 7/8, J HARNAM PLAZA, OPP IDBI BANK, OSMANPURA, AURANGABAD 431005
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
DEALING IN ALL TYPES OF PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS & MEDICINES INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
MEFDON

3614348  17/08/2017
VISION PLUS HEALTH CARE
UG-03, BASEMENT, UDYOG INDRAKAMAL I, PLOT NO. 1 TO 9, NEAR MIT COLLEGE, SATARA, AURANGABAD - 431 005
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DEEPA KULKARNI
Thane (w)

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
OCTODERM
3614373  17/08/2017
M/S ELPIC PHARMA PVT. LTD.
S-2, Second Floor, Plot No. 36, Sahkari Nagar, Avantika, Ghaziabad, (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
LEOPEN
3614375  17/08/2017
ASHU SINGLA S/O SHRI DARSHAN SINGLA
SCF-48, New Grain Market, Sector- 20, Panchkula-134112, Haryana, (India)
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-09871034747,099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
GENTLEMAN

3614379    17/08/2017
ICHIBAN CROP SCIENCE LIMITED
708-712, 7th FLOOR, BEST SKY TOWER, F-5, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, DELHI - 110034
a company incorporated under the Indian Companies Act
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAMAL GARG & ASSOCIATES
B-26 ADARSH APARTMENTS SECTOR 9 ROHINI DELHI-85

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES, WEEDICIDES; PREPARATIONS FOR KILLING WEEDS
SOSCAL

3614443    17/08/2017
M/S. AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO.-24/1, PHASE-II INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutrition's & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
OTNO
3614446  17/08/2017
M/S. AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO.-24/1, PHASE-II INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutrition's & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
VORZEL
3614447    17/08/2017
M/S. AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO.-24/1, PHASE-II INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/08/2016
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutrition’s & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
VEDAMORE

3614449  17/08/2017

M/S. AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO.-24/1, PHASE-II INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Used Since :01/08/2016

DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutrition's & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
CHYMOSTA

3614635  18/08/2017

STARTOS HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
2, ALKA PARK, NR. ZYDUS SCHOOL OF EXCELLENCE, JIVRAJ PARK, SATELLITE, AHMEDABAD–380051. GUJARAT–INDIA.

BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305, Shivalik-5, Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi, Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLAISTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
Meragon
3614900  18/08/2017
RPG LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
RPG HOUSE, 463, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030
MANUFACTURER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations
Mirabi
3614901  18/08/2017
RPG LIFE SCIENCES LIMITED
RPG HOUSE, 463, DR. ANNIE BESANT ROAD, WORLI, MUMBAI-400030
MANUFACTURER
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal preparations
TUFFUP
3615048   18/08/2017
TIRUPATI WELLNESS LLP.
VILLAGE SURAJPUR, NAHAN ROAD, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR-173001 (H.P.)
LTD LIABILITY PARTNERSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/05/2013
DELHI
Protein Dietary Supplements & Food Supplements.
UDIT
3615367    18/08/2017
OMSHANKAR MILKFOOD INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 203, 2 FLOOR, ASHIRWAD RESIDENCY, VIJAY NAGAR COLONY, AGRA - 282 004 (U.P.) INDIA AND ALSO AT E-123, 124, 125, 126, F-139, 142, RIICO INDUSTRIAL, AREA, DHOLPUR, RAJASTHAN, INDIA.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
P. K. ARORA
TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)
Used Since :06/05/2017
DELHI
MILK POWDER FOR BABIES.
TEROTONE
3615422  18/08/2017
WELLSHARK PHARMACEUTICALS
1-10-38, Flat No#6, Aparna Apartment, Begampet, Hyderabad – 500016, Telangana, India
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUSUDAN PUTTA
Prometheus Patent Services Pvt Ltd, J-801, Jain’s Carlton Creek, Beside Delhi Public School, Khajaguda, Hyderabad-500008, Telangana, India.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
OSHOGESIC-P

3615434   18/08/2017
VISHAL GUPTA S/O LATE SHRI JATINDER NATH GUPTA
B-23/8, BULANDSHAR ROAD INDUSTRIAL AREA, SITE-1, GHAZIABAD-201009,(UTTAR PRADESH)
An Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gscc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Veterinary, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
DIVACORT

3615619  18/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
FERRIROSE
3615624 18/08/2017
M/S ROSECURE PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
NEW PATEL NAGAR, ORAI, JALAUN - 285001, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIKAS TYAGI
C-1025/4, INDIRA NAGAR, LUCKNOW - 226016, UTTAR PRADESH, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES, MEDICATED FOODS SUPPLEMENTS
3615663  18/08/2017
SCIENZA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
85/84/10, Ground Floor, Ambika Wadi, Karim Wadi, R. J. Gaikwad Dada Marg, Antophill, Wadala (East), Mumbai - 400 037
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHVED LEGAL SOLUTIONS
36, TRANSIT CAMP HOUSING BOARD, SHAIKH MISTRI ROAD, ANTOPHILL, WADALA (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 037

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, Medicinal and Ayurvedic Preparations included in class 05
LIVAUX
3615678  18/08/2017
MRS. RAVJOT KAUR SETHI TRADING AS GENIAUX HEALTHCARE.
416, SUNNY BUSINESS CENTRE, 4TH FLOOR, SECTOR-125, SAS NAGAR, NH-21, GREATER MOHALI-140301, PUNJAB, INDIA.

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations.
Vesloss

3615814  19/08/2017
TIRUPATI MEDICARE LIMITED
NAHAN ROAD, NEAR FIRE STATION, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR (H.P.) 173025, India
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Asthrok
3615816  19/08/2017
TIRUPATI MEDICARE LIMITED
NAHAN ROAD, NEAR FIRE STATION, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR (H.P.) 173025, India
DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE
Salispray
3615817  19/08/2017
PONTIKA AEROTECH
VILLAGE JOHRON, PO PURUWALANAHAN ROAD, PAONTA SAHIB, DISTT. SIRMOUR (H.P.) 173001, INDIA
PARTNER
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR JAIN ADV.
4254/P, CROSS ROAD NO-3, AMBALA CANTT-133001, HARYANA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY, AYURVEDIC, HERBAL AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE.
3615923 19/08/2017

SHAH ALAM RAHMAN
SHOP NO. 2, 3, RAHMAN MARKET, Nr S.S.G.INTER COLLEGE, MOH. CHANDPURA, BAHRAICH-271801, U.P., INDIA
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRIYA CONSULTANCY & REGISTRATION CO.
H. NO.-87, KAILASH PARK, ARTHLA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD, U.P.
Used Since :01/01/2016

DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, HERBAL MEDICINES, HOMEOPATHIC PHARMACEUTICALS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS AND DIETETIC PREPARATIONS.
LIFONAC
3616007  19/08/2017
ANKIT VERMA
68, MOHAN NAGAR, GOPALPURA BYEPASS, JAIPUR
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHAILENDRA KUMAR GUPTA
51/346, SECTOR 5, PRATAP NAGAR, SANGANER, JAIPUR
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicines
RIBASURE

3616349  19/08/2017
SIMRANJIT SINGH GANDHI
16/8, 1ST FLOOR, OLD RAJINDER NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110060
SOLE PROPRIETOR, APRAZER HEALTHCARE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICINAL USE
PENMEN

3616440    19/08/2017
NIDANAM
DSS-143, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-11, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)-134112

Partnership firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Used Since :01/04/2013

DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
ADIZUS
3616441   19/08/2017
NIDANAM
DSS-143, FIRST FLOOR, SECTOR-11, PANCHKULA (HARYANA)-134112
Partnership firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore,Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com
Used Since :01/04/2007
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
DEALER

3616461    19/08/2017
M/S. ANU PRODUCTS LTD.
23/23 B, EMCA HOUSE, ANSARI ROAD, DARYAGANJ, DELHI-110002
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides, pesticides, insecticides, weedicides and Bio pesticides (for agriculture use)
Colon Soothe

3616494   19/08/2017

SIDHARTHA MISHRA
Flat 1A, Geetanjali Palace, Cuttack Road, Bomikhal, Bhubaneswar-751010
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DRASHTI ANANDPRAKASH SHARMA
51 "K" GOVT. COLONY, OPP. SARDAR PATEL SEVA SAMAJ, NAVRANGPURA, AHMEDABAD-380009.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Dietary Supplements and dietetic preparations
Proprietor

Address for service in India/Agents address:

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

TRIPHALA TABLETS
ALGORID

3616589  20/08/2017
DEEPAK SAYAJIRAO LOKHANDE
SAHAWAS HOS SOC, SEC 20, KRISHNA NAGAR, CHINCHWAD, PUNE 411019
manufacture and merchant of pharmaceuticals product
Individual

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical products as per class 5
POVICOOL

3616619  21/08/2017

JAWAHAR DHAMIJA
JAWAHAR DHAMIJA PROPRIETOR M/S CALIBRE HEALTHCARE, LAXMI NAGAR, BARODA ROAD, Gohana, DISTT. SONIPAT-131301
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SURAJ AGGARWAL ADV.,
CHAMBER NO 90, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, PANIPAT 132103 HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-5
POPULAR DRY
3616657   21/08/2017
SINOCHEM INDIA COMPANY PVT. LTD.
UNIT 4B, 4TH FLOOR, UPPAL M6 PLAZA, JASOLA DISTRICT CENTRE, JASOLA, NEW DELHI-110025
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAMHITA LEGAL
S-263, LOWER GROUND FLOOR, GREATER KAILASH-I, NEW DELHI-110048
Used Since :04/06/2010
DELHI
PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; PESTICIDES, INSECTICIDES, FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES IN CLASS 5
GABICA
3616702  21/08/2017
MASCOT HEALTH SERIES PVT. LTD.
75, 76, 77, 2ND FLOOR, LSC (DDA MARKET), J-BLOCK, VIKAS PURI, NEW DELHI-110018, INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Used Since : 30/01/2017
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
YEELOZYME

3617516    21/08/2017
ELOIM PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
SINDURIYA ROAD, CHOPAN, SONBHANDRA, UTTAR PRADESH,- 231205
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN USE
ELDEOM
3617554  21/08/2017
ELDER REMEDIES LTD
440,6, FARSH BAZAR, SHAHDARA, DELHI
MANUFACTURER, MERCHANT, TRADER

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
AYURVEDIC, MEDICAL, PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY PREPARATION, FOOD FOR BABIES, PLASTERS,
MATERIALS FOR DRESSING, SANITARY PREPARATION AND MEDICAL PREPARATION IN CLASS-05
TRYWON
3617647  22/08/2017
SMT. SHWETA DUBEY TRADING AS SAVESOL PHARMA.
142-WA BLOCK, GARI NO-9, GROUND FLOOR, GANESH NAGAR-2, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-110092, INDIA.
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
Febrin
3617663  22/08/2017
S. G. BIOPHARM
15, PANCHAMRUT PARK, B/H GANESH CIRCLE, NR. PARAM KRISHNA COMPLEX, ANAND ANAND GUJARAT 388001
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. P. ASSOCIATES
138/2442/7, TAGORE NAGAR, VIKHROLI (E), MUMBAI-400 083.
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparation
MINT PLANET

3618037  22/08/2017

PLANET CHEM
Planet Chem Shop no-9, Near Vishal Mega Mart, Sai Road, Baddi (H.P.) 173205
PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
TAHISTI

3618174  22/08/2017

PRAGUR HEALTHSCIENCES PVT LTD
F/31, Galaxy Apartment, Nr Judges Bungalows, S.G.Highway, Bodakdev, Ahmedabad, Gujarat, India.

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

M.N.SHAH & CO.,
1738, OPP. MEHTA KHAMAN HOUSE, NEAR OLD KHADIA GATE, KHADIA, AHMEDABAD - 380 001, GUJARAT

Used Since : 04/04/2014

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
MONOWICK
3618399   22/08/2017
ZENWICK PHARMA PVT LTD
1/98 B, ZERA TOWER, NEAR KANNEN KATT TEMPLE, MALIANKARA POST, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA PIN 683 516
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNHABDULLA POOLAYULLATHIL, ADVOCATE
KUZHIKAILIL HOPUSE THODANNUR, P.O. VADAKARA VIA, KOZHIKODE DIST, KERALA-673541.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
MEFTAZEN
3618402  22/08/2017
ZENWICK PHARMA PVT LTD
1/98 B, ZERA TOWER, NEAR KANNEN KATT TEMPLE, MALIANKARA POST, ERNAKULAM DISTRICT, KERALA, PIN 683 516
MANAGING DIRECTOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KUNHABDULLA POOLAYULLATHIL, ADVOCATE
KUZHIHAILIL HOPUSE THODANNUR. P.O. VADAKARA VIA, KOZHIKODE DIST, KERALA-673541.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, MEDICINES FOR HUMAN PURPOSES.
Pathomycin
3618533 23/08/2017
IPC HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
502, 5TH FLOOR, PARK AVENUE, KUMARI RANJANA DESHMUKH MARG, PAREL, MUMBAI- 400012, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :21/12/2016
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
3638409  19/09/2017
RAINBOW LIFE SCIENCES PVT. LTD
502, AMBIENCE COURT BUILDING, 5TH FLOOR, PLOT. NO.2, SECTOR-19D, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI - 400703.
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :01/11/2013
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
FERITAS-XT
3647347  29/09/2017
INTAS PHARMACEUTICALS LTD.
2ND FLOOR, CHINUBHAI CENTRE, OFF. NEHRU BRIDGE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD – 380 009, GUJARAT, INDIA.
A COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE INDIAN COMPANIES ACT
Address for service in India/Agents address:
Y. J. TRIVESI & CO.
YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1076825
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
ARCUMEED
3652733 06/10/2017
EZEEWELL LIFESCIENCE PVT. LTD.
B 4, Hari Vihar Complex, Near Bachhav Class, Jail Road, Nashik Road-422101
Private Limited
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Food supplements.
Mecobcity

3656320 13/10/2017
SOURABH KUMAR SINGH
H.NO. 214 BADHAVARI MANG MOHAMDI Kheri UP 261505 IN
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAM SHANKAR SHAURESHPARIJATAM
L-2/862, Vinay Khand,

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine
NAGOR
3662969  25/10/2017
MULTIPLEX AGRICARE PRIVATE LIMITED
No.180, 1st Main, Mahalaxmi Layout, Bangalore-560086

Company incorporated under laws of India.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ALTACIT GLOBAL
SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Insecticides, Fungicides, Herbicides; preparations for Destroying Vermin
HINDUSTAN MEDICARE
No.70, B2 Tungabhadra Block, NGV, Koramangla, Bangalore- 560047.
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical.
AUIFERRI

3675904  11/11/2017
SH. DHANASHREE GURUDATT KADGE
H.O. C-403, GAYATRI SHIVAM THAKUR COMPLEX, KANDIVALI, EAST MUMBAI-400101, B.O. PINDI STREET, LUDHIANA, PUNJAB.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
AKTISALIX
3676496  13/11/2017
AKTIS PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;AKTIS PHARMA INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
D.NO 2-52/2/S FLAT NO 401/A, SAI PRITHVI CYBER ARCADE, GUTTALABEGAMPET-S2 SERINGAMPALLY MANDAL, MADHAPUR TG 500081
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Drugs and Pharmaceutical and Allied Medical Products like, Ointments, Tablets, Medicated Soaps, Medicated Hair Care, Medicated Skin Care, Medicated Lotions, Medicated Creams, Astringents for medical purpose.
3688307 27/11/2017
GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES.
GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES.
3688313  27/11/2017
GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMIL NADU , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES.
3688315  27/11/2017
GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as: GLOBION INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
5TH FLOOR, JAYA ENCLAVE, 1057, AVINASHI ROAD, COIMBATORE-641 018, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
V.K. SINHA.
5-9-93, 2ND FLOOR, NO.208, SHAKTI CHAMBERS, NAMPALLY, HYDERABAD - 500 001, A.P.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
CHEMICAL PREPARATIONS FOR VETERINARY PURPOSES.
3688391   27/11/2017
MD. SAMAUN HOQUE
trading as ;BIDYUT AYURVED BHAWAN
VILL + P.O. = RATANPUR, P.S. - SAMSERGANJ, DIST - MURSHIDABAD, PIN- 742202, W.B., INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & TRADERS
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KOLKATA TRADE MARK SERVICE
62,BENTINCK STREET,4TH FLOOR,ROOM NO.412,KOLKATA 700 069,W.B.,INDIA.
Used Since :10/05/2013

KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
ANARIDEX

3689277    28/11/2017
HITESH M JAIN
trading as; HEALING PHARMA
UNIT-307, GUNDECHA INDUSTRIAL COMMERCIAL PREMISES SOC. LTD, 3RD FLOOR, AKURLI ROAD, KANDIVLI EAST, MUMBAI-400101, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV & ASSOCIATES
22-C, MANAV MANDIR SOCIETY NO.-1, OPP. PANIGATE TANK, WAGHODIYA ROAD, VADODARA - 19, GUJARAT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05
3689981  29/11/2017
KINERMA PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
RZD-3/245 F/F, GALI NO.9, MAHAVIR ENCLAVE, NASIRPUR, PALAM, NEW DELHI-110045
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINES
3690734  30/11/2017
DEVDATTA RANE
SWAMINI, GROUND FLOOR, BHABOLA NAKA OPP. MCDONALDS VASAI (WEST) -401202 DIST. PALGHAR
MANUFACTURER AND TRADER
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS OF AYURVEDIC, HERBAL, ORGANIC HEALTH SUPPLEMENT AND FOOD SUPPLEMENT
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

3691806 30/11/2017
ZEBET PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 182, 7th CROSS, BOGADI 2ND STAGE (NORTH) MYSORE, KARNATAKA, INDIA 560026

Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Animal feed supplements for veterinary purposes
SANJIVANI SUDHAKAR GHUBE TRADING AS AKANSHA ENTERPRISES
Sara Bhumi Shop No. 10, Bajaj Nagar, Aurangabad - 431136
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
sanitary pads.
ARRETEPAL
3693048  02/12/2017
SUMANTA CHOUDHURY
B-703, MAGNUM, VASANT MARVEL, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3693047
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
ARRETOUSSE

3693050 02/12/2017

SUMANTA CHOUDHURY
B-703, MAGNUM, VASANT MARVEL, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
PASDIAREE

3693058  02/12/2017

SUMANTA CHOUDHURY
B-703, MAGNUM, VASANT MARVEL, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
CHALEUREX
3693063  02/12/2017
SUMANTA CHOUDHURY
B-703, MAGNUM, VASANT MARVEL, BORIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400066
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADAPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3693563  04/12/2017
M/S. INOVATIQ HEALTHCARE PVT LTD
APURBA ENCLAVE, A4, BRINDABAN PATH, RUPNAGAR, KAMRUP, GUWAHATI – 781 032, ASSAM, INDIA,
PRIVATE LIMITED
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LE INTELLIGENSIA
NO.38/13, DESigar STREET, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI
Used Since :11/09/2017
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION FOR HUMAN CONSUMPTION.
SMICARE
3693922  04/12/2017
SMICARE LIFESCIENCES PRIVATE LIMITED
B NO 309, NIT COMM. COMP, WARDHA ROAD, SITABULDI, NAGPUR-440 012 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since :27/09/2017
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION, SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE AS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

WATERMED

3694068   04/12/2017
MEDILIFE HEALTH SCIENCES PVT. LTD.
114, SUTIRTH BUILDING, SAGAR SIGNATURE COMPLEX, WALIV PHATA, SATIVALI ROAD, VASAI EAST, THANE.401208,
STATE: MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
CENOTEARS

3694580 04/12/2017
RODS N CONES PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
Himtasar House, Civil Lines, Museum Circle, Bikaner - 334001 (Rajasthan)
Body Corporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ASHISH TARWANI
9B, 1st Floor, B-Wing, NMC Complex, Mangalwari, Sadar, Nagpur - 440001 (Maharashtra)

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
PANTOLINDA

3694942  05/12/2017
BELINDA LABORATORIES PRIVATE LIMITED
E -186, Ground Floor, Greater Kailash-I, New Delhi – 110048.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
D K LALWANI & CO.
403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110 019.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
SANLULI

3695465  05/12/2017

AMIT JAIN
6/135A, Madho Vihar, Bhuteshwar Mandir Road, Saharanpur 247001, Uttar Pradesh

Individual

Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicated lotions, gels and creams for the body, skin, face, and hands; Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations, Dietary and Nutritional Supplements, Food Supplements
PENCITARD

3696618  07/12/2017
PRAMOD SINGH
trading as ;PRAMO LIFE SCIENCE
204, SHRISHTI PLAZA, NEAR HIRANANDANI BUSINESS PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, POWAI, MUMBAI-400 072.
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
INDIVIDUAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3696639 07/12/2017
RAHUL SINGHAL
trading as ;DIETES HEALTHCARE
FF-01, PATNI MAHOLLA, BEHIND AMBA MATAJ MANDIR, WADI WADI BRAHMAN FALIYU, RAOPURA, VADODARA - 390 001, GUJARAT.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICAL PREPRATION.
DABILAXIS

3696869  07/12/2017

USV PRIVATE LIMITED
ARVIND VITHAL GANDHI CHOWK, B.S.D. MARG, GOVANDI, MUMBAI-400 088 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER, MARKETER AND DISTRIBUTOR, MERCHANT
INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANY ACT
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
3697096   07/12/2017
MOHIT ARYA C/O DAIVIYE AYURVED SANSTHAN
House No. 117/9, Ward No.9, Gali No.5, Aggersain Nagar, Narwana, Jind, Haryana-126116
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SHANU AGRAWAL
TARA COMPLEX, SECTOR-22, NOIDA, U.P 201301
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
All type of Herbal, Ayurvedic, Pharmaceutical And Medicinal Preparations etc.
Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ENANAS

3697492  07/12/2017

SHIV HEALTHCARE
2204 1st floor Hirasparsh, Hajarmachi, Karad, Dist- Satara -415105

Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical.
ALFOEASE

3697495  07/12/2017

SHIV HEALTHCARE
2204 1st floor Hirasparsh, Hajarmachi, Karad, Dist-Satara -415105

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing, Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway, Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical.
HAIMAGAIN

3697496  07/12/2017

SHIV HEALTHCARE
2204 1st floor Hirasparsh, Hajarmachi, Karad, Dist- Satara -415105

Partnership Firm

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical.
LARGICARE

3697498  07/12/2017

SHIV HEALTHCARE
2204 1st floor Hirasparsh, Hajarmachi, Karad, Dist- Satara -415105
Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical.
INEXKETZY

3697519  07/12/2017
G. SRINIVASAN
Plot # 22, Villa "A & B" Rajiv Street, Kamaraj Nagar, Keelkattalai, Chennai 600117.
Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides.
RABIZETHIC
3697851 08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
AZIRETHIC

3697852  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
NAMCETHIC
3697854  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanamal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
COLICETHIC

3697855  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
BECOZETHIC
3697856  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050
THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
IRONZETHIC
3697857  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

GLETHICOFF
3697859  08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
ALVOLETHIC

3697861 08/12/2017
MEDICOETHIC HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 1201, BLOCK-B, APARNA HILLPARK AVENUES, CHANDA NAGAR RANGA REDDY DISTRICT HYDERABAD 500050

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3697964  08/12/2017
KAMNA EXIM PVT. LTD
105, LOTUS BUSINESS PARK, RAM BAUGH, OFF. S. V. ROAD, BEHIND SBI BANK, MALAD (WEST)- 400064
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Used Since : 25/06/2010
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3698017  08/12/2017
VIKAS P. BHAMRE
trading as ;PIYUSH PHARMA
A-305, BUILDING NO.04, PADMAVATI COMPLEX, SAI SECTION, AMBERNATH (EAST), THANE- 421501 MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION
TELSMEAR
3698696  09/12/2017
SMEAR INDIA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
FLAT NO. 42, 4TH FLOOR, SHIVSAGAR CO-OP. HSG. SOCIETY, MAHATMA PHULE ROAD WEST DOMBIVLI
PRIVATE COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VIJAY JAIN
ABHISHEK BUSINESS CENTRE, 307, 3RD FLOOR, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
DAGMIKA

3698752 09/12/2017

ARUN KUMAR AGRAWAL TRADING AS SHREE RAM ENTERPRISES.
18, KUSUM KUNJ, NAGESHWAR COLONY, BORING ROAD, PATNA-800001, BIHAR, INDIA.

INDIVIDUAL NAME
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ELPIRAP

3698753  09/12/2017
ELPIC PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
204, Heena Gaurav Heights S V Road, Opp Beauty Shop, Kandivali (W) Mumbai, Maharashtra:- 400067
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRASHANT KUMAR
OFFICE NO:-241/4, STREET NO 6-A, OLD ARYA NAGAR, GHAZIABAD

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
GRIPPAMED
3698796   09/12/2017
WAHEED-UL-REHMAN S/O ABDUL REHMAN MIR
BATAMALOO SRINAGAR J&K
sole proprietor
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAJEEV KUMAR
17/103, GEETA COLONY, DELHI-110031
Used Since :15/11/2011
DELHI
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS-05
NS DENT GEL
3699160  10/12/2017
AMARAVATI LIFE CARE & PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
D.No:3-20-20,Plot:9-94,Ward-3,Sai Vaishnavi Towers Flat-503, 5th Floor, Ravindra Nagar, Pattabhipuram Guntur Guntur AP 522002 IN
An Indian National
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAMAKRISHNA KURRA
D.NO.6-16-7, 2ND FLOOR, 16/3, ARUNDELPET,GUNTUR-52
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICATED DENTIFRICE (MEDICATED TOOTHPASTE)
ACTIVMEN TUMMYLAC

3699445  11/12/2017
CIPLA HEALTH LIMITED
CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400013
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ACTIVKIDS TUMMYLAC

3699449  11/12/2017
CIPLA HEALTH LIMITED
CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400013
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3699455

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ACTIVWOMEN TUMMYLAC

3699453  11/12/2017

CIPLA HEALTH LIMITED
CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400013
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ACTIVKIDS

3699455  11/12/2017
CIPLA HEALTH LIMITED
CIPLA HOUSE, PENINSULA BUSINESS PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL, MUMBAI- 400013
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL
USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX;
DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
CAREVITA
3699747 11/12/2017
CARE LIFESCIENCE PRIVATE LIMITED
1-5, 3RD FLOOR, SHUBH COMPLEX, NEAR RAJASTHAN HOSPITAL, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004 GUJARAT
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NITIN SURENDRABHAI RAVAL
JKPL CONSULTANTS PVT LTD 216, MADHUPURA VEPAR BHAVAN, NEAR GANJ BAZAR, MADHUPURA, AHMEDABAD - 380004, GUJARAT, INDIA
Used Since :30/11/2004
To be associated with:
1325391
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
CNPAXET

3699930  11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CNZEP
3699931  11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
DT-XT
3699932  11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TOMKID
3699933   11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CNCALM PLUS
3699936  11/12/2017
CNX HEALTHCARE PLUS PRIVATE LIMITED
1st Floor Shop No.A-1 Patanwala Est. Shed No. 6599, Ghatkopar (W) L.B.S Marg Mumbai 400086
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
VIKAS RAMCHANDRA CHOMAL
601/602, B-3, Mansarovar, Near Varal Devi Temple, Bhiwandi, Thane-400 601.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
TENLIBAX

3700090    12/12/2017
KAMALPREET
trading as ;BAXIUM HEALTHCAIRE
2ND FLOOR, SURI MARKET KUCHA DAI KHANNA, KATRA, SHER SINGH, AMRITSAR (PUNJAB)
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS.
3700093  12/12/2017
WANBURY LIMITED
BSEL TECH PARK, B-WING, 10TH FLOOR, SECTOR-30A, OPP. VASHI RAILWAY STATION, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI, 400703.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.
Used Since :26/07/2012
To be associated with:
2292822
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES AND INVALIDS.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

WANBURY LIMITED
BSEL TECH PARK, B-WING, 10TH FLOOR, SECTOR-30A, OPP. VASHI RAILWAY STATION, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI, 400703.
A company incorporated under the Companies Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CEREBRAL DIMENSIONS
S-01, Haware Fantasia Business Park, Plot No. 47, Sector - 30A, Vashi, Navi Mumbai - 400 705.

Used Since: 26/07/2012

To be associated with:
2292822

MUMBAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES AND INVALIDS AND ALL GOODS INCLUDED IN THE SAID CLASS.
LOZARKMEL

3700328  12/12/2017

MELIORATE HEALTH OPC PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO. 810/811, MASTERMIND V, SURVEY NO. 169, ROYAL PALMS ESTATE, AAREY MILK COLONY, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI - 400065

MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMAECUTICAL. MEDICINAL. AND NCUTRACUTICAL PREPARATIONS. INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
3700522  12/12/2017
LOKESH SINGLA
WZ-1390/4, Pankha Road, Nangal Raya, Janakpuri, D-Block, New Delhi - 110046
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SMART BRAIN
88, GROUND FLOOR, DEFENCE ENCLAVE, OPP. CORPORATION BANK, VIKAS MARG, DELHI-92

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3701285  13/12/2017
NEETU JAIN
H No.69,Krishnapuri, Muzaffarnagar, U.P 251001
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAWDE MEGHA ASHOK
C-339,ANTOP HILL WAREHOUSE PVT. LTD , V.I.T. COLLEGE ROAD, WADALA (E), MUMBAI 400 037
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
medicated lotions, body creams for pharmaceutical use
ERADUS
3701387  13/12/2017
SISAL-HEM PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
C-2-2, PLOT 12, SECTOR 17, MUMBAI CO. OP. HSG. SOCIETY, VASHI, MUMBAI MAHARASHTRA- 400703
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KAUSTUBH NITIN KAMAT
382/1A, Anant Apts., 8th Lane, Rajarampuri, Takala, Kolhapur - 416008
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Drug, medicine and pharmaceutical products
3701576  13/12/2017
SHASHIKANT PUNDLIK GHUGE
FLAT NO. 8, SHREE SAMARTH AVENUE APPT, PLOT NO. 773/12 TO 14, KARMYOGI NAGAR, UNTAWADI, NASHIK-422008
Single Proprietorship
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Disinfectants, preparations for destroying vermin, fungicides, herbicides
3702096  13/12/2017
VHP PHARMA PVT LTD
D-113 IInd Floor Sector-63, Noida 201301
PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PROTECTUALS
95-D, SHIVAM ENCLAVE (OPPOSITE CBS), VIVEK VIHAR, SHAHADARA NEW DELHI 110032
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS
3702446  14/12/2017
SANGEETA ALOK BHARDWAJ
trading as ;PTOSKA PHARMACEUTICALS
904/7A, AMRUT PARK,CO.HSG SOC, NEAR WAYLE NAGAR BUS STAND, KHADAKPADA, KAYANWEST-421301
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PARTNERSHIP FIRM
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATION, VETERINARY AND SANITARY PREPARATIONS;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION
3702546   14/12/2017
TULARAM YADAV PROPRIETOR OF M/S KALPAYUSH HERBEX
SHOP NO. 180, BABA MARKET, DCM, AJMER ROAD, JAIPUR
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADVOCATE ANIL KUMAR SHARMA
PLOT N,J-17D, J-17E, OFFICE NO. F-103 EARTH DESIGN TOWER, RAMESH MARG, C-SCHEME, JAIPUR - RAJASTHAN
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICAL, AYURVEDIC AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
GOARMY

3702628  14/12/2017
SANTHOSHKUMAR T
3/151,SEMMADAI PATTI, PALAKANUTHU POST, DINDIGUL- 624619
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3702630  14/12/2017
SANTHOSH KUMAR T
3/151, SEMMADAI PATTI, PALAKANUTHU POST, DINDIGUL-624619
THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals;
Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying
vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3702631 14/12/2017

SANTHOSH KUMAR T
3/151, SEMMADAI PATTI, PALAKANUTHU POST, DINDIGUL- 624619

THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

CHENNAI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides

BIOFRUIT
3702711  14/12/2017
M/S SANDHYA ORGANIC CHEMICALS PVT.LTD
101-102, SANGAM CHS LTD, 1ST FLOOR, A-WING, S. V. ROAD, SANTACRUZ (WEST), MUMBAI - 400 054

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GB LEGAL ASSOCIATES
B 203 Sai Sagar Complex, Palm Beach Road, Plot No. 5, Sec 13, Sanpada, Navi Mumbai 400705

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
INSECTICIDES, HERBICIDES, FUNGICIDES, PESTICIDES
3703174  15/12/2017
SATYA DEV TIWARI
201-C, RIVIERA BUILDING, AKURLI ROAD, NEAR SAI GARDEN, LOKHANDWALA TOWNSHIP, KANDIVALI (EAST),
MUMBAI 400101 MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, AYURVEDIC PRODUCTS, DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS: MINERAL SUPPLEMENTS, PROTEIN
PRODUCTS FOR USE AS DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS, VITAMIN SUPPLEMENTS, NUTRITIONAL DRINK MIX FOR USE AS A
MEAL REPLACEMENT INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
FRONCHAIZYME

3703178   15/12/2017
SANDEEP KUMAR SHARMA
B-36, INQOLAB CHAUL, GOKUL NAGAR, AKURLI ROAD, KRANTI NAGAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 001
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
FRONAVIL
3703181  15/12/2017
SANDEEP KUMAR SHARMA
B-36, INQOLAB CHAUL, GOKUL NAGAR, AKURLI ROAD, KRANTI NAGAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 001
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
FRONSLIDE-PLUS

3703182  15/12/2017
SANDEEP KUMAR SHARMA
B-36, INQOULAB CHAUL, GOKUL NAGAR, AKURLI ROAD, KRANTI NAGAR, KANDIVALI (EAST), MUMBAI-400 001
MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
AMFLOR PRO

3703340  15/12/2017

GROUP PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED
W / 46(B) MIDC, TARAPUR INDUSTRIAL AREA, DIST.-THANE-401506 MAHARASHTRA STATE

A Company incorporated and existing under the Companies Act, 1956.

Address for service in India/Agents address:

ASIAN PATENT BUREAU.
163, Ashoka shopping center, First floor, G.T. hospital complex, L.T. Road Mumbai-400001

Used Since :01/04/2010

To be associated with:
1980010, 2072478

MUMBAI

Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Dental abrasives; Dental amalgams; Dental cements; Dental impression materials; Dental lacquer; Dental mastics.
ZOLTADIN

3703354  15/12/2017

NISAR PASHA MOHAMMAD
S/O Mohammad Naseem Pasha of 10-3-675 231/3RT Flat No. 301, Ohad Heights beside Vijaya Bank Lane, Vijaya Nagar Colony Masab Tank Asifnagar Vijay Nagar Colony, Hyderabad Andhra Pradesh – 500057

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BHANVI LAMBA
SCO 833, SECOND FLOOR, NAC MANIMAJRA, CHANDIGARH

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

PHARMACEUTICAL DRUGS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN PURPOSE
ALEMCURE HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
C/o Kishan jee, New Colony, Haider Ali Road, Ranchi, Pin- 834001, Jharkhand
BODY INCORPORATE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJIV KUMAR CHOUDHRY
D20, Nizamuddin East, New Delhi, 110013

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
Medicines, Drugs for medical purposes
3704072  15/12/2017
RELIABO PHARMA INDIA PVT. LTD.
SARAT BHAWAN, 1ST FLOOR, OPP. HARISABHA, S. C. GOSWAMI ROAD, PANBAZAR, GUWAHATI - 781001, ASSAM.
Manufacturer and Merchant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GARGI SEN
D.SEN&CO. 6,OLD POST OFFICE STREET, GROUND FLOOR, KOLKATA-700001
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
2998036
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
3704444  16/12/2017

SHAHZADEY ALI
12/89 DAKSHIN PURI EXT. DR.AMBEDKAR NAGAR, SOUTH DELHI- 110062, NEW DELHI

THE TRADEMARK ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides
3704447  16/12/2017
MANKING PHARMACEUTICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
LEVEL-2, ELEGANCE TOWER, JASOLA, NEW DELHI-25, SOUTH DELHI - 110025
THE TRADE MARK ACT-1999
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VANCHINATHAN
No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031
Used Since : 01/01/2017
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations For Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food And Substances Adapted For Medical Or Veterinary Use, Food For Babies; Dietary Supplements For Humans And Animals; Plasters, Materials For Dressings; Material For Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations For Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
3705024  18/12/2017
PENTAGON TAPES PVT. LTD.
Durian Industrial Estate, a Wing, IIIrd Floor, Unit No. 307, G.M. Link Road, Goregaon(E), Mumbai-400063
PVT. LTD.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Tapes for medical purpose falls in Class 05
3705027   18/12/2017
SRI RAMCHANDRA PRASAD SINGH
trading as ;SRI GURUWAR AYURVEDIC UDYOGL
C/O- SRI RAM NARAYAN PRASAD VILL - GONORA BADARPUR, PO- SAHJADPUR PS- NATHNAGAR, DISTT- BHAGALPUR,
BIHAR - 812005.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Used Since :15/06/2014
KOLKATA
AYURVEDIC MATERIAL AND MANUFACTURING
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018 Class 5

3705508 18/12/2017
ELI LILLY AND COMPANY
Lilly Corporate Center, Indianapolis, Indiana 46285, United States of America
A corporation organized and existing under the Laws of the State of Indiana
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI
D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical preparations, including pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of autoimmune diseases and disorders.
3705604  18/12/2017
RAM KUMAR SINGH
31/25 -A, Patel Nagar, Kanpur- 208007, Uttar Pradesh
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046

Proposed to be Used
DELI
Herbal medicines, Herbal supplements.
3705986  19/12/2017
ALI ABBAS
Flat # 401, Al Jannat Icon Soldier Bazar # 1 Karachi - Pakistan
Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
N. LAKSHMI PRIYA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai - 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
3706180 19/12/2017

WOMICA CARE PRIVATE LIMITED

WOMICA CARE PVT LTD, LEVEL 4, TOWER-A, GODREJ ETERNIA, PLOT NUMBER 70, INDUSTRIAL AREA 1, CHANDIGARH-160002

THE TRADE MARKS ACT, 1999

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

VANCHINATHAN

No 6, Dhanammal Street Spurtank Road Chetpet Chennai - 600031

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

menstruation bandages / sanitary pads.
FERISPRAY
Priority claimed from 25/10/2017; Application No. : 1,864,577 ;Canada
3706343  19/12/2017
THE DDROPS COMPANY INC.
126 Trowers Road, Woodbridge, Ontario, L4L 5Z4, Canada
a corporation organized and existing under the laws of Canada
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR
REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION
INDIA
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Vitamins and nutritional supplements for general health and well-being
ATOPROFIL

3707001   20/12/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1257509
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
VILDABIT
3707002  20/12/2017
AJANTA PHARMA LIMITED
AJANTA HOUSE, CHARKOP, KANDIVLI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067, MAHARASHTRA INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
A PUBLIC LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE;
NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS
3707079  20/12/2017
BIMAL R. PATEL
trading as ;MERI HEALTHCARE
Shop No-7,Lower Ground Floor, Shraddha Complex, Opp. Saibaba Temple, Dr. Lashkari Road, Machhliptih, Surat- 395003, Gujarat, India

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DHRUV ASSOCIATES
MRS. PARUL A DANDIWALA, ADVOCATE, B/24, VEDANT RESIDENCY, NEAR SUN RESIDENCY, WAGHODIA - DABHOI RING ROAD, VADODARA - 390 025, GUJARAT

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINE AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDING IN CLASS 05.
3707121  20/12/2017
VRINDA HEALTHCARE PRIVATE LIMITED
45, INDRAPRASTHA COLONY, NEAR NURSERY CIRCLE, VAISHALI NAGAR, JAIPUR, RAJASTHAN COMPANY
Address for service in India/Agents address:
GAUTAM & COMPANY
LL-47, AMBER TOWER, 1ST FLOOR, SANSAR CHAND ROAD, JAIPUR (RAJ).
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS & MEDICINAL PREPARATION.
Trade Marks Journal No: 1834, 29/01/2018  Class 5

3707231  20/12/2017
BITMED PHARMACEUTICALS PVT.LTD.
F 603,Aurum sky,opp.water tank,science city road,sola,ahmedabad,(Gujarat)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
CHIRAG A. SHAH, ADVOCATE.
401,ANUSHREE BLDG.,NR. BANK OF BARODA,USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD- 380 013.
Used Since :25/11/2017
AHMEDABAD
MEDICINAL PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
3707884  21/12/2017
ABDUL LATIF A KOMATH
RAYYAN, THATTAR LANJARAKKANDY P O, KANNUR, KERALA-670612
SOLE PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
BUSINESS CARE
PRESTIGE CENTRE, NEAR GOVT. TRAINING SCHOOL, SUB-REGISTRAR OFFICE ROAD, KANNUR, KERALA, PIN-670002.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
UTTARANSHA COMANDO CHALK

3707981  21/12/2017
PREM KUMAR BIYANI
trading as ;UTTARANSHA INTERNATIONAL
PLOT NO. 35 , LAXMI NARAYAN NAGAR , I.D.A UPPAL, HYDERABAD - 500 039 , TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :11/10/2007
To be associated with:
3693954
CHENNAI
COCKROACH REPELANTS.
UTTARANSHA

3707982   21/12/2017
PREM KUMAR BIYANI
trading as : UTTARANSHA INTERNATIONAL
PLOT NO. 35, LAXMINARAYAN NAGAR, I.D.A., UPPAL, HYDERABAD-500 039 TELANGANA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAO & RAO.
12-10-651/3, ROAD NO.2, INDIRANAGAR, WARASLGUDA SECUNDERABAD - 500 061 ( A.P.).
Used Since :01/04/1997
To be associated with:
2887693, 3693954, 3707981

CHENNAI
INSECTS REPELLANTS INCLUDING COCKROACH REPELLANTS, RATICIDES, RAT POISON.
BLAFOL
3708288   21/12/2017
BLISS GVS PHARMA LTD
102, HYDE PARK, SAKI VIHAR ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI-400072
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANT
BODY INCORPORATE INCLUDING LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS, AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS, VETERINARY AND SANITARY
PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS
FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIALS FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATION FOR
DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
TIMOZAG
3709225    22/12/2017
G. HEMA VANI
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION, HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-110006
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
PURI & PURI (ADVOCATES)
4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical And Veterinary Preparations
SUPPAZOL

3709479   22/12/2017
ANGLO-FRENCH DRUGS AND INDUSTRIES LTD
trading as ;ANGLO-FRENCH DRUGS AND INDUSTRIES LTD
NO. 41, 3RD CROSS,BLOCK-V, RAJAJINAGAR, BANGALORE-560 010. KARNATAKA , INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
ZYBENZ
3709747  22/12/2017
INNOVATIS PHARMA
A.O 303, SAISHA APART, NAIGAON, VASAI, THANE WEST, MUMBAI
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PREMKUMAR GOPALANI
C/O SHRI SAI TRAVELS, OPP. ASHOKA HOTEL, SADAR, NAGPUR - 440 001
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
BENISURE

3709753   22/12/2017
LEEFORD HEALTHCARE LIMITED
LEO HOUSE, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR, DUGRI-DHANHRA ROAD, NEAR JOSEPH SCHOOL, LUDHIANA, 141116
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHU TANDON
Kochhar & Co.,11th Floor, Tower-A, DLF Towers Jasola,Jasola District Centre,New Delhi -110025, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations for Human Use.
PREDNIWEL

3709754  22/12/2017
LEEFORD HEALTHCARE LIMITED
LEO HOUSE, SHAHEED BHAGAT SINGH NAGAR, DUGRI-DHANDHRA ROAD, NEAR JOSEPH SCHOOL, LUDHIANA, 141116

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PRABHU TANDON
Kochhar & Co.,11th Floor, Tower-A, DLF Towers Jasola,Jasola District Centre,New Delhi -110025, India

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical Preparations for Human Use.
ENVIROKARB

3709790 22/12/2017

TATA CHEMICALS LIMITED.
Bombay House, 24, Homi Mody Street, Fort, Mumbai – 400 001.
A company registered in India.

Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT, 132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Medicinal, pharmaceutical, veterinary, sanitary & ayurvedic preparations & substances, food for babies; active chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals; drug delivery agents in the form of powders that provide controlled release of the active ingredients for a wide variety of pharmaceuticals; pharmaceutical solutions used in dialysis; injectable pharmaceuticals; infants & invalid foods, mosquitoes coil, plasters, materials for bandaging, material for stopping teeth, dental wax, disinfectants, preparations for killing weeds & destroying vermin; pesticides including insecticides fungicides, weedsicides, herbicides; nutritive micro-organism for medicinal & veterinary use being goods included in class 5
EVERLOVE
3709820  22/12/2017
MR. MANOJ B. MEHTA.
Oberoi Exquisit, Tower-C, Flat No-4603/4604, Oberoi Garden City, Goregaon (East), Mumbai- 400 063.
Indian Inhabitant.
Address for service in India/Agents address:
ARJUN T. BHAGAT & CO.
6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal oils, medicated shampoos, pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; herbal supplements, sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides being goods included in class 05.
JIGRIL-DS

3709860 22/12/2017

AMIT SACHDEVA TRADING AS M/S MELBOURNE PHARMACEUTICALS
459, Ground Floor, Rishi Nagar, Rani Bagh, New Delhi -110034

INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:

LOKESH KUMAR AGGARWAL
B-101, B.G.S. BLOCK, TIS HAZARI, DELHI-110054

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
NUTRA ESSENTIA
3710075  23/12/2017
M/S. AUREL BIOLIFE
PLOT NO.-24/1, PHASE-II INDUSTRIAL AREA, CHANDIGARH-160002
A PARTNERSHIP CONCERN
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal and pharmaceuticals preparations, dietetic substances adapted for medical use including food supplements, proteins, nutrition’s & body building supplements and nutraceuticals
FYBOTIN
3710100  23/12/2017
AXHILTH REMEDIES PVT. LTD.
2ND FLOOR, CHOWDHARY COMPLEX, 51 GHA/222, NUTKHERA ROAD, ALAMBAGH, LUCKNOW, U.P.-226005, INDIA.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
PFINEXT
3710108     23/12/2017
AMAN KEDIA.
KP-263, PRITAMPURA, DELHI-110034, INDIA.
INDIVIDUAL NAME.
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALJI ADVOCATES
A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
JILIX
3710375  23/12/2017
D.B.VENKATESH
12-B, West Ponnagaram, Third Street, Madurai - 625016
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
C. PRAKASH
1A, Post Office Road, 1st floor, Krishnaswamy Nagar, Ramanathapuram, Coimbatore-641045.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medicine, Medical preparations, Dressings, medical.
QTOCAN
3710742  24/12/2017
JAGROOP SINGH
S/O Sakinder Singh Vill Bhikhi, Tehsil Payal Ludhiana141117
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
ZOTIGEX

3710743    24/12/2017
JAGROOP SINGH
S/O Sakinder Singh Vill Bhikhi, Tehsil Payal Ludhiana141117
Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
NUROSHARP
3710898  25/12/2017
ZIM LABORATORIES LIMITED
B-21, 22, MIDC Area, Kalmeshwar, PIN: 441 501, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
Active
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE. FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
LEFLOZIM
3710900  25/12/2017
ZIM LABORATORIES LIMITED
B-21, 22, MIDC Area, Kalmeshwar, PIN: 441 501, Nagpur, Maharashtra, India.
Pharmaceutical Manufacturer
Active
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals, Medical and Veterinary Preparations; Sanitary Preparations for Medical Purposes; Dietetic Food and Substances Adapted for Medical or Veterinary Use. Food for Babies; Dietary Supplements for Humans and Animals; Plasters, Materials for Dressings; Material for Stopping Teeth, Dental Wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for Destroying Vermin; Fungicides, Herbicides
GLELNA M2
3711015  25/12/2017
ELNAA PHARMA
14/316, Rohini, Vandannur, Perumpazhuthoor - P.O, Thiruvananthapuram, Pin - 695126
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IVIN GANCiUS
Ivin Gancius, Advocate & Tradmark Attorney, Purathezhathu Veedu, Sakthikulangara, Kollam - 691581, Kerala

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3711014
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
SIOHEP

3711070  25/12/2017
MOHAMMAD SOHAIL MOHAMMAD AQUEEL
Iqbal Nagar, Ward No. 6, Dist. Buldana -443001, Maharashtra
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceuticals.
3711073  25/12/2017
MOHAMMED ASIF MOHAMMED ILYAS
C-403, Ideal Complex, M.H.M Road, Kausa, Mumbra, Thane - 400612
Individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NADAR VENNILA
C-102, Calypso, Bloomfield, Amit Enterprises Housing,Nr. Gold Gym, NH-4, Mumbai-Bangalore Highway,Sinhagad Road, Ambegaon (BK), Pune-411 046
Used Since :20/07/2017
MUMBAI
Dietary supplements, Food supplements.
3711122  26/12/2017
SUNCARE FORMULATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED
E-20, UPSIDC INDUSTRIAL AREA, SELAQUI, DEHRADUN-248011, ALSO AT-113, BASEMENT DSIDC COMPLEX, OKHLA
INDUSTRIAL AREA, PHASE-1,NEW DELHI-110020
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AEGIS INC
Used Since :01/06/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATION
VEDKRANTI

3711146  26/12/2017
AKBAR A. BODHANI SOLE PROPRIETOR OF M/S. ENA UNIVERSAL
PLOT NO. B-223, ROAD NO. E/6, NEW INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, NEAR HDFC BANK, UDHYOG NAGAR, UDHNA, SURAT-
394210. GUJARAT-INDIA.
Proprietorship Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
K.C. PATEL & CO.
305,Shivalik-5,Mahalaxmi Cross Road, Paldi,Ahmedabad 380 007 Gujarat

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
MEDICATED TOOTHPASTE
3711318  26/12/2017
SENIORITY LIMITED
463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400030.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since: 19/09/2016
MUMBAI
Adult diapers; sanitary preparations for medical purposes
3711327  26/12/2017
SENIORITY LIMITED
463, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400030.
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX MANTIS
D-4, B-Wing, 4th Floor, Barodawala Mansion, 81, Dr. Annie Besant Road, Worli, Mumbai 400018
Used Since :19/09/2016
To be associated with:
3711318
MUMBAI
Adult diapers; sanitary preparations for medical purposes
3711351   26/12/2017
EASELIFE SANITARY PRODUCT (P) LTD.
9, WESTON STREET, UNIT NO.226, 2ND FLOOR, SIDDHA WESTON, KOLKATA - 700013, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
SANITARY NAPKINS, BABY DIAPER, ADULT DIAPER, WET WIPE BEING INCLUDED IN CLASS - 05.
UTIBERRY

3711382  26/12/2017
TRITON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.,
trading as ;TRITON HEALTHCARE (P) LTD.,
NO.75, NATARAJAN STREET, DHANALAKSHMI COLONY, VADAPALANI, CHENNAI - 600 026, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION.
3711534  25/12/2017
VIKAS MITTAL TRADING AS VITEK PHARMACEUTICALS
HOUSE NO- 399, SECTOR- 10, PANCHKULA, HARYANA
Sole Proprietor
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAJESH KUMAR KADIAN
Rajesh Kumar Kadian, RKF LAW, H.No-236, Himshikha Colony Near CRPF Group Centre, Pinjore, Panchkula, Haryana-134104
9216333435, rkflaw@gmail.com

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purposes, food for babies; Nutritional & dietary supplements for humans, pharmaceutical preparations, medical and veterinary preparations
MAKSAL-SP
3711682   26/12/2017
ANJUL BANSAL
H.NO. 1403, SECTOR - 16, FARIDABAD
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
DEEPIKA TRADE MARKS CO.
32, II ND FLOOR, NEELAM FLYOVER, FARIDABAD -121 001.

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3520030
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION AND FORMULATIONS
Bharat Parenterals Limited

3711739 26/12/2017

BHARAT PARENTERALS LIMITED
Survey No. 144 & 146, Jaroda-Samlaya Road, Village Haripura, Ta. Savli, Dist. Vadodara 391520, Gujarat, India.
A Company Incorporated under the Indian Company’s Act.

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H KACHARYA AND COMPANY
N.R.HOUSE, NEAR POPULAR HOUSE, ASHRAM ROAD, AHMEDABAD-380009, GUJARAT, INDIA

Used Since: 03/09/1992

AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax.
FREDAGIN
3712056   26/12/2017
AUROBINDO PHARMA LIMITED
Plot No. 2, Maitrivihar, Ameerpet, Hyderabad – 500 038, India
2342902
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DASWANI & DASWANI
409 Prajay Corporate House, 1-10-63 & 64 Chikoti Gardens, Begumpet, Hyderabad - 500 016
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Pharmaceutical and medicinal preparations
MULTYAPP

3712086   26/12/2017

ALOK CHANDRA PANDEY S/O SHIV MURTI PANDEY
H.NO. 49, MANSAROWER ENCLAVE, SECTOR-P, T.P. NAGAR, LUCKNOW, UTTAR PRADESH

an Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
GAUTAM SATYAVIR SINGH & CO.
420, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007(UP) Email Id:-gscc72ipr@gmail.com, Cont. No. 09868124210 , 09560546922

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal, Ayurvedic & Pharmaceuticals Preparations
ESOMAST
3712093   26/12/2017
SACHIDANAND (PROPRIETOR OF M/S BIO STREAK PHARMACEUTICALS)
Plot No. D-5, 165, S Vihar, New Delhi- 110080, (India)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09999003474
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
CITIQUM P
3712094 26/12/2017
M/S CONCUSS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
R-Z 27, Guru Harikishan Nagar, Matiala Extn., Uttam Nagar, New Delhi - 110059 (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747, 09999003474
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
ENZOPAIN
3712095  26/12/2017
M/S GRANVIA HEALTHCARE PVT. LTD.
F-105, Katwaria Sarai, Bear Dda, Flat New Delhi-16 (India)
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747
Proposed to be Used
DELI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
RICORYL

3712096  26/12/2017

INDRA GANTI RAMARAO TRADING AS IPSUN PHARMA
D.NO.38-14-1,1ST FLOOR,MAHARANI STREET, MARRIPALEM, VISAKHAPATNAM(A.P.)
SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HANDA ASSOCIATES
G.T. ROAD, NEAR BECO, BATALA - 143 505, (PB.)

Used Since : 01/04/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPRATIONS
TFA

3712100 26/12/2017
TRIVIGYA BIOSCIENCE
47/2, upper floor, beena park - 2, near water tank, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad – 380 061, Gujarat, India.

Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY.
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations included in class-05.
TRISMUTH
3712101  26/12/2017
TRIVIGYA BIOSCIENCE
47/2, upper floor, beena park - 2, near water tank, Ghatlodiya, Ahmedabad – 380 061, Gujarat, India.

Partnership Firm
Address for service in India/Agents address:
B. D. SHUKLA & COMPANY .
45-B, NARAYAN NAGAR SOCIETY, PALDI, AHMEDABAD 380 007 .

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical and Medicinal Preparations included in class-05.
3712175  27/12/2017
MR. ASIF ZAMA (APPLICANT)
H.NO.15, RUDRA NAGAR COLONY, PANI TANKI NO.8, D L W VARANASI 221108 (U.P.),
NEW
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ESHIELD IPR SERVICES
Dharsauna Bazar (Azamgar Road) Cholapur Varanasi-221101
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
STEPTOPEN

3712253  27/12/2017

RAJESH KUMAR
VPO DUBALDHAN KIRMIAN, JHAJJAR, HARYANA-124202

individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085

Proposed to be Used

DELHI

Veterinary Preparations
OTTOGEL

3712483  27/12/2017
BASIL K.L.
KAPPIL PUTHENPURA, MUVAITUPUZHA - 686661, KERALA, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
SINGLE FIRM

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINOD KUMAR PU
NAMIJITH IP WORLD, 37/2001, BHATTATHIRIPAD ROAD, KADAVANTHARA, COCHIN-682020
Used Since: 08/12/2017

CHENNAI
MEDICINAL, PHARMACEUTICALS AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS FOR HUMAN AND VETERINARY USE.
3712801  27/12/2017
GRAMOTTHAN AGRI HERB AND MARKETING INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED
6/2-A, VAYU NAGAR, AIRPORT ROAD, GWALIOR-474020, MADHYA PRADESH
Indian Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SANJAY KUMAR GUPTA
139, 2nd floor, Engineers Enclave, Pitam Pura, Delhi-110034.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations, Herbal and Ayurvedic Medicinal Preparations, Dietary and Nutritional Supplements, Food Supplements
ARIZOCLAV
3712804  27/12/2017
SACHIN GUPTA
NO-117, BADHALGANJ, KALYANPUR, GORAKHPUR UP 273402
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KANIKA JAIN
LegalRaasta Technologies Pvt. Ltd, B-300 Saraswati Vihar Pitampura Delhi -110034
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicine
STAIRWELL FORMULATIONS

3712965  27/12/2017

BILAL AHMAD
FAIZ ABAD, M.I.G. COLONY, BEMINA, SRI NAGAR
AN INDIAN NATIONAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAJ RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
METHOKING PLUS

3712968  27/12/2017

KYLAS PHARMACEUTICALS
V.P.O.- NANGAL BIHALAN, TEHSIL-MUKERIAN, DISTT- HOSHIARPUR, PUNJAB-144205

PARTNERSHIP FIRM

Address for service in India/Agents address:
RAHUL RAJPUT.
B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 PUNJAB.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

medicinal & Pharmaceutical preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use.
BOVINEX FORTE
3713098  28/12/2017
RAJESH KUMAR
VPO DUBALDHAN KIRMIAN, JHALLA, HARYANA-124202
individual
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHUSHI TRADE MARK CO.,
A1/140 SEC-6 ROHINI DELHI 110085
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary Preparations
MAGNIFIRELIEF

3713359  28/12/2017
INDER PAL SINGH TRADING AS I.P. PHARMA
6661/4, STREET NO-1 1/2, NEW HARGOBIND NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
MAGNIFICARE

3713360  28/12/2017
INDER PAL SINGH TRADING AS I.P. PHARMA
6661/4, STREET NO-1 1/2, NEW HARGOBIND NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA, 141001 (PUNJAB)

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
DBWAY
3713363  28/12/2017
INDER PAL SINGH TRADING AS I.P. PHARMA
6661/4, STREET NO-1 1/2, NEW HARGOBIND NAGAR, LUDHIANA-141008 (PB.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ZUMIT
3713372  28/12/2017
KARUNESH KUMAR PORWAL
76/174, OLD BHANDARI BUILDING, BADSHAHI NAKA, SABJI MANDI, KANPUR, UP
PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVDEEP SHRIDHAR
111, Chandralok Complex, Birhana Road, Kanpur, 208001, U.P.

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES, PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS & PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS.
OVAMUST
3713375  28/12/2017
M/S. MDMERUS LIFE SCIENCES,
#33-16-12, Ramanadham Street, Kasturibhaipet, Vijayawada – 520 010.
Merchants & Traders
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
CILNINTRA

3713376  28/12/2017
MR. H. PARASMAL, TRADING AS M/S. INTRA LABS
# 1/13, Aurnodaya, 7th Cross, New Guddahalli, Mysore Road, Bangalore – 560 027.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
INTRAMALT

3713377  28/12/2017
MR. H. PARASMAL, TRADING AS M/S. INTRA LABS,
# 1/13, Aurnodaya, 7th Cross, New Guddadahalli, Mysore Road, Bangalore – 560 027.
Merchant & Trader
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
G. PARAMESH
FLAT-G, RAJUS SERENITY #1, NEW NATRAJPURAM, AYYAVOO NAIDU COLONY, AMINJIKARAI, CHENNAI-600 029.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICINAL USE
MIUI

3713389  28/12/2017

ALESSIA REMEDIES PRIVATE LIMITED (OPC)
15-340/TF-1, Jay Appt. Khariwad Nani Daman, Daman & Diu - 306210
Private Limited Company

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTHA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Used Since :25/12/2017

AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
ORTHOROS

3713473  28/12/2017
L & M PHARMACEUTICAL PVT. LTD.
OFFICE NO-25, DDA MARKET SEC-11, DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR TRADING
B-PROST
3713493  28/12/2017
SUNWAYS (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED
JAI PRAKASH ROAD NO. 2, GOREGAON (EAST), MUMBAI-400 063
DIRECTORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
JOSEPH VARIKASERY
VARIKASERY LAW & MARKS. 31, HAJIJ HABIB BUILDING, 1ST FLOOR, NEAR PARSI FIRE TEMPLE, DR. B.A. ROAD, DADAR (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 014.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION (TABLET, EYE DROPS, OINTMENT)
FLAXICO

3713687    28/12/2017
CLEMENTIA PHARMACEUTICALS PVT LTD
B-2/15, ROOM NO. 20, SECTOR 15, VASHI, NAVI MUMBAI-400703
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Agents address:
AMOL ATMARAM WALKAR
001, Amardeep Apartment, Plot No.185, Sector 9, New Panvel(E)-410206

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides
3714180  28/12/2017
MR.SUNIL PUROHIT M/S.TECH-MED DEVICES
413 E,VASANT WADI,2ND FLOOR,OFFICE #27 KALBADEVI ROAD,MUMBAI-400002.
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHANDRAKANT & ASSOCIATE
CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR,
KANDIVALI (WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Ointments for pharmaceutical purposes,Mercurial ointments for medical use,Medicated ointments for treating
dermatological conditions,Medicated ointments for application to the skin,Medicinal ointments,Anti-itch ointments.
LYCONANSE

3714246  28/12/2017

SHAKEEL AHMED
VILLAGE SALAHERI, P.O. NUH, TEHSIL, DISTT. MEWAT NUH, HARYANA.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICAL, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE
MEDPHEOXY
3714249  28/12/2017
MEDICAMEN BIOTECH LIMITED
1506, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43 NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI-110019
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, Ist Floor Savitri Nagar Malviya Nagar New Delhi-17
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE.
MEDMALARIAL

3714250  28/12/2017
MEDICAMEN BIOTECH LIMITED
1506, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43 NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110019
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, IST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE.
MEDREAR

3714251  28/12/2017
MEDICAMEN BIOTECH LIMITED
1506, CHIRANJIV TOWER, 43 NEHRU PLACE, NEW DELHI- 110019
BODY INCORPORATED UNDER COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MACE CORPORATE ASSOCIATES
208A/6A, 1ST FLOOR SAVITRI NAGAR MALVIYA NAGAR NEW DELHI-17

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

PHARMACEUTICALS AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS AND DIETETIC SUBSTANCES FOR MEDICAL USE.
ARBEKA

3714316  28/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
ARBECIN
3714317   28/12/2017
ARISTO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
23-A, SHAH INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, OFF VEERA DESAI ROAD, ANDHERI (WEST), MUMBAI-400053
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
AN INDIAN COMPANY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 1956
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
FOR MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATION
VOHLTA CLOX
3714328 28/12/2017
NARSINGH KUMAR CHAUHAN
Village Kharsahan Khurd, P.O. Didarganj, Distt- Azamgarh, U.P.-223224
Individual Proprietor/ Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical & Medical Products & Preparations.
VOHLTA COLD

3714329  28/12/2017
NARSINGH KUMAR CHAUHAN
Village Kahrshahan Khurd, P.O. Didarganj, Distt-Azamgarh, U.P.-223224
Individual Proprietor \ Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceutical & Medical Products & Preparations.
VOHLTAT AP
3714331  28/12/2017
Narsingh Kumar Chauhan
Village Kharsahan Khurd, P.O. Didarganj Distt-Azamgarh, U.P.- 223224
Individual Sole Proprietor Single Firm
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAVEEN BHARDWAJ
S-5, SECOND FLOOR, MANISH PLAZA, AJANTA MARKET, OPPOSITE BROTHERS APARTMENT, IP EXTENSION, DELHI - 110092
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3688631, 3688633
DELHI
Pharmaceutical & Medical products & Preparations.
BRIJFLAM
3714416 29/12/2017
BRIDGE FORMULATION PRIVATE LIMITED
S-8/2A-4H, UNCHAVA LODGE, GILAT BAZAR, VARANASI, UTTAR PRADESH-221002
MANUFACTURERS AND MERCHANTS
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES;
DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS;
MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS. FOR DESTROYING VERMIN;
FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
XENOPRIST

3714471  29/12/2017
XENO LIFE SCIENCE PVT LTD
87B, 8TH STREET, SHREE KUMARN NAGAR, KOVUR, CHENNAI-600128

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
UNIMARKS LEGAL SOLUTIONS
NEW NO.60, OLD NO.84/2, MOORE STREET, PARRYS, CHENNAI-600001, TAMILNADU.

Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI

MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS AND SUBSTANCES.
LINCOPLEX CZ

3714669  29/12/2017
LINCOLN MEDI CARE PVT. LTD.
19/1, P. C. BANERJEE ROAD, DAKHSHINESWAR, KOLKATA – 700 076 WEST BENGAL
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA 700 157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF TABLETS, CAPSULES & SUSPENSION OR SYRUP FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES INCLUDED IN CLASS 05
3714943  29/12/2017
CARENOW MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
trading as ;CARENOW MEDICAL PRIVATE LIMITED
NO. 97, GURUSAMY NAGAR, PEELAMEDU, COIMBATORE - 641004, TAMIL NADU, INDIA
MANUFACTURER AND MERCHANTS
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
A. TAMILVANAN
94, 1ST FLOOR, ABHINAV APARTMENTS, GOWDIYA MUTT ROAD, ROYAPETTAH, CHENNAI-600014.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
SANITIZING WIPES, IMPREGNATED ANTISEPTIC WIPES, DISPOSABLE SANITIZING WIPES, DISPOSABLE SANITIZING WIPES, PAPER WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH SANITIZERS, PAPER WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH DISINFECTANTS, WIPES FOR MEDICAL USE, MOIST WIPES IMPREGNATED WITH A PHARMACEUTICAL LOTION, MEDICATED TOILETRIES, DIAPERS, WET TISSUES IMPREGNATED WITH TOILET LOTION, ALCOHOLIC INGREDIENTS AND INGREDIENTS FOR STERILIZATION FOR REMOVING SWEAT; SANITARY NAPKINS, MENSTRUATION TAMpons, INCONTINENCE DIAPERS, WET TISSUES FOR ADULT , WET TISSUES FOR WIPING AN ADULT'S BODY.
FAROLYST

3715013    29/12/2017

SEPTALYST LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
212, ARCADIA COMPLEX, HIRANANDANI ESTATE, GHODBUNDER ROAD, THANE-WEST, MUMBAI-400607,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
VINAYAK WAIDANDE
39, 1ST FLOOR, MAULI VYAPAR SANKUL, SECTOR - 5, NEAR DATTA MANDIR, AIROLI, NAVI MUMBAI,
MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE, MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS, CAPSULES, TABLETS,
INJECTIONS, POWDER FORM, SYRUP FORM
TERPHENAL-X

3715128  29/12/2017

ABIR BHATTACHARYYA
104, DESHBANDHU ROAD (E) KOLKATA – 700 035, WEST BENGAL
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
IPM SERVICES
NOWAPARA, NEW TOWN, KOLKATA 700 157, WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA

PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS IN THE FORM OF TABLETS / CAPSULES / SUSPENSION / INJECTIONS / OINTMENTS OR GEL FOR MEDICAL PURPOSE INCLUDED IN CLASS 5
AMIXTA
3715250  29/12/2017
MR. ANIKET VINOD MAHAJAN
Flat No. 101, Ashtvinayk Complex, Reshimbag, Nagpur - 440 009
Applicant
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE-411011
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
Medicinal, Pharmaceutical Preparations & Substances thereof
DENLAX

3715251  29/12/2017

MR. ANIKET VINOD MAHAJAN
Flat No. 101, Ashtvinayk Complex, Reshimbag, Nagpur - 440 009
Applicant

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
NAIR & ASSOCIATES
# 16 JEDHE PARK, 248 RASTA PETH, BEHIND SHANTAI HOTEL, PUNE - 411011

Proposed to be Used

MUMBAI

Medicinal, Pharmaceutical Preparations & Substances Thereof
BHUMIZYME

3715317   29/12/2017
M/S BHUMICARE LIFESCIENCES PVT. LTD.
22, Naval Vihar, Bhagpat Road, Pincode-250002, Meerut, U.P., (India)

COMPANY

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHANJABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
MEDISALVE LIFE SCIENCES
3715320 29/12/2017
MANSHA KUMARI CHORASIA (PROPRIETOR OF M/S MEDI SALVE LIFE SCIENCES)
1732, Nims Hospital, Sector-23, Haryana, -121005 (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
LENTIPAM

3715322  29/12/2017
MRS. SHASHI KHATTRI PROPRIETOR OF M/S MEDIFRIEND LIFESCIENCES (INDIA)
20, Vashant Kunj, T. P. Nagar, Meerut City, U.P., (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P, M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
SYSFUNTRA

3715387  29/12/2017
VIVEK CHOWDHRY
PLOT NO.616/4449 , NILAMADHAB VIHAR (SHRI VIHAR), CHANDRASHEKHARPUR, KHURDA, BUBANESWAR - 751024, ODISHA
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MADHUKAR SINGH SACHAN
S-3, B273A,Ramprastha,Ghaziabad,UP,Pin-201011

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
PHARMACEUTICAL , DIETARY SUPPLEMENT AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS
ALSPORIN O

3715640  30/12/2017
MR. NAVEEN JAIN.
18/26, UPPAL, SOUTH AND SCOTTISH MALL, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSAL MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 8800368866
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 5.
COSAVIL TOTAL

3715641  30/12/2017

MR. NAVEEN JAIN.
18/26, UPPAL, SOUTH AND SCOTTISH MALL, SOHNA ROAD, GURGAON.
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUNRISE TRADE MARK CO
BLOCK-B4/SUNRISE HOUSE, GALI NO -9, KANSA MARG, HARSH VIHAR, DELHI-110093. Email ID: sunriseipr@gmail.com
Cont. no- 9818383866 , 9800368866

Proposed to be Used
DELHI

MEDICINES AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS, DIETARY AND NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS IN CLASS 5.
VCOVIL

3715711  30/12/2017
PURUSHOTAM AGGARWAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S DHARMANI'S INTERNATIONAL
1968,SECTOR 4, URBAN ESTATE, GURGAON-122001
PROPRIETORSHIP FIRM
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M.S. GILL & CO.
H-84, G.S. APARTMENTS, SECTOR-13, PLOT NO.38, ROHINI, DELHI-85
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICALS MEDICINES (MANUFACTURER AND TRADERS)
CLOXIKER 250

3715738  30/12/2017
KERALA STATE DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD
KERALA STATE DRUGS AND PHARMACEUTICALS LTD, KALAVOOR P.O, ALAPPUZHA
DRUG FORMULATION
PUBLIC SECTOR UNDERTAKING

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:

3714807
CHENNAI
CLOXACILLIN SODIUM CAPSULE IP 250mg
OFLOHAD
3715895  30/12/2017
HADES PHARMA PVT. LTD.
#16/9, KISHAN GARH, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI - 110 070
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
3715896  30/12/2017
HADES PHARMA PVT. LTD.
#16/9, KISHAN GARH, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI - 110 070
A PRIVATE LIMITED COMPANY INCORPORATED IN INDIA UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEGAL ARC LAW FIRM
NO. 3, BLOCK - I, STREET NO. 1, WEST SAGARPUR, NEW DELHI - 110 046
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS; DIETETIC SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL USE; FOOD FOR BABIES; DISINFECTANTS INCLUDED IN CLASS 5.
MIRTRAL

3716040  30/12/2017
M/S. ELPIS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1/536-3, GALI NO.-5, 3RD FLOOR, FRIENDS COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHILMIL TAHIR PUR, EAST SHAHDARA, DELHI
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2014
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATION
ELPIDOL

3716044  30/12/2017
M/S. ELPIS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1/536-3, GARI NO.-5, 3RD FLOOR, FRIENDS COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHILMIL TAHIRPUR, EAST SHAHDARA, DELHI
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Used Since :01/04/2015
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
ELPIMOX

3716046   30/12/2017
M/S. ELPIS PHARMACEUTICALS PVT. LTD.
1/536-3, GALI NO.-5, 3RD FLOOR, FRIENDS COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHILMIL TAHIRPUR, EAST SHAHDARA, DELHI
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
ELSLIM

3716047  30/12/2017
M/S. ELPIs PHARMAcEUTICALS Pvt. Ltd.
1/536-3, GALI NO.-5, 3RD FLOOR, FRIENDS COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, JHILMIL TAHIRPUR, EAST SHAHDARA, DELHI
A COMPANY DULY INCORPORATED UNDER THE COMPANIES ACT, 2013

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
S. SINGH & ASSOCIATES
213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICALS PREPARATIONS
VIJAY KUMAR BATRA TRADING AS ADLEY FORMULATIONS
VILLAGE KOTLA, BAROTIWALA, BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN (H.P.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since : 01/04/2000
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
ADLEY

3716506  01/01/2018
VIJAY KUMAR BATRA TRADING AS ADLEY FORMULATIONS
VILLAGE KOTLA, BAROTIWALA, BADDI, DISTT. SOLAN (H.P.)
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MAHTTA & CO
43-B/3, UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA. 141001 (PUNJAB)
Used Since :01/04/2000
DELHI
Medicinal Preparations & Pharmaceutical Preparations.
MOGABO

3716615  01/01/2018

RAJESH DHINGRA TRADING AS R P ENTERPRISES ZIRAKPUR MOHALI
184 Hira Enclave Nabha (Patiala)

Individual

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
DR S K MARWAH
H No 901, Sector 70 MOHALI 160071 (Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Medicines for human purpose
3716644    01/01/2018
MR. RAJNIKANTBHAI BALUBHAI LUNAGARIYA
NEAR VEGETABLE MARKET, PADAR CHOWK, JOSHIPURA, JUNAGADH-362002
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REGAL AND REGAL
REGAL HOUSE, RAIYARAJ PARK, OPP. J.M.C.NAGAR FLATS, B/H.PAVANDHAM FLATS, RAIYA ROAD, RAJKOT-360007
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
HERBAL MEDICINES INCLUDING IN CLASS-05.
BONAMYO

3716777   01/01/2018
ALVIO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
172-B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700054 WEST BENGAL

Body Incorporate

Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
VIOMYO

3716778 01/01/2018
ALVIO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
172-B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700054 WEST BENGAL
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
ALLFERT- M
3716779  01/01/2018
ALVIO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
172-B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700054 WEST BENGAL
Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.
Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
3716768
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
CRAMP N ACHE

3716782  01/01/2018
ALVIO PHARMACEUTICALS PRIVATE LIMITED
172-B, MANICKTALA MAIN ROAD, KOLKATA - 700054 WEST BENGAL

Body Incorporate
Address for service in India/Agents address:
BISWAJIT SARKAR, ADVOCATE.
42- A, DHAN DEVI KHANNA ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 054.

Proposed to be Used
KOLKATA
MEDICINAL & PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS
RASTEN
3717363 02/01/2018
RASUS FORMULATION PRIVATE LIMITED
1/63A, SURENDRANAGAR, ALIGARH, UTTAR PRADESH- 202001.
BODY INCORPORATE
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
AMANDEEP SINGH
GOEL NIWAS J-62, STREET NO.-4, LAXMI NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110092.
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Pharmaceuticals, medical and veterinary preparations; Sanitary preparations for medical purposes; Dietetic food and substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; Dietary supplements for humans and animals; Plasters, materials for dressings; Material for stopping teeth, dental wax; Disinfectants; Preparations for destroying vermin; Fungicides, herbicides.
ATIOLA

3717370   02/01/2018
SURJEET KAUR PROPRIETOR OF M/S ATIREK HEALTH CARE
JAGATPURA ROAD, AVAS VIKAS RUDRAPUR, U.S. NAGAR, UTTRAKHAND.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agens address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Proposed to be Used
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL PREPARATIONS.
SQUACID

3717371   02/01/2018
M/S SPR VET MED PHARMA PRIVATE LIMITED
12 (LGF), CHITRA VIHAR, DELHI EAST, DELHI DL-110092.
(A COMPANY DULY REGISTERED UNDER THE COMPANY’S LAW)
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since :01/10/2017
DELHI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
PETCENTRAL

3717373  02/01/2018
SH. HARMANPREET SINGH PROPRIETOR OF M/S NOVENTIS HEALTH CARE
SHOP NO. 74, NEW GRAIN MARKET, JALANDHAR, PUNJAB.
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Agents address:
SHARMA & ASSOCIATES.
8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 001. (PB.).
Used Since : 01/11/2017
DELHI
MEDICINAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS.
3717459  02/01/2018
SAKET KEYAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SYNERGY THERAPEUTICS
E-372, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-6, DUDESHWAR ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHEMADABAD-380004, GUJARATH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM, TRIVANDRUM-695004, KERALA
Used Since :21/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
Medical Healthcare preparations; Dietary food supplements ; Vitamin and Minerals supplements; Vitamin Drinks;
medicine in class 05
SAKET KEYAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SYNERGY THERAPEUTICS
E-372, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-6, DUDESHWAR ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004, GUJARATH

PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM, TRIVANDRUM-695004, KERALA

Used Since: 21/06/2016

AHMEDABAD

Medical Healthcare preparations; Dietary food supplements; Vitamin and Minerals supplements; Vitamin Drinks; medicine in class 05
3717486 02/01/2018
SAKET KEYAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SYNERGY THERAPEUTICS
E-372, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-6, DUDESHWAR ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004, GUJARATH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM, TRIVANDRUM-695004, KERALA
Used Since: 21/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
Medical Healthcare preparations; Dietary food supplements; Vitamin and Minerals supplements; Vitamin Drinks; medicine in class 05
MEDULIS
3717522  02/01/2018
EMCURE PHARMACEUTICALS LIMITED.
EMCURE HOUSE T-184, M.I.D.C., BHOSARI-411026, PUNE, MAHARASHTRA.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069

Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
ROLCIDAL
3717523 02/01/2018
TRICOS DERMATOLOGICS PVT. LTD.
505, MASTERMIND 1, ROYAL PALMS ESTATE, AAREY MILK COLONY, GOREGAON EAST, MUMBAI -400065.
MANUFACTURER & MERCHANT
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ADITYA & ASSOCIATES
HUBTOWN SOLARIS 121 1ST FLOOR N.S PHADKE MARG OPP. TELI GALI ANDHERI E MUMBAI 400 069
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
PHARMACEUTICAL AND MEDICINAL PREPARATIONS; DIETARY FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEDICAL USE; DIETETIC FOOD SUPPLEMENTS ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; HEALTH FOOD SUPPLEMENTS FOR PERSONS WITH SPECIAL DIETARY REQUIREMENTS; MEDICATED FOOD SUPPLEMENTS.
MIOGESIC PAIN OIL
3717529 02/01/2018
J. B. MEHTA PROPRIETOR OF (M/S PHYSIC PHARMACEUTICALS)
282/6, Thapa Nagar, Meerut,-250001 U.P., (India)

PROPRIETORSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-
09871034747, 09999003474

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1891021

DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
HEPATOSIA DS

3717532  02/01/2018
JAVED RAEEN S/O AJMERI
Varoliya Tola Nichan, Atrauli Aligarh, Atrauli, U.P.- 202280, (India)
INDIVIDUAL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007,U.P,M-
09871034747,09990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food
Supplements for Humans and Animals
HEADCETAM

3717533  02/01/2018

ARKSON PHARMACEUTICALS
I-1/41, Budh Vihar, Phase – I, New Delhi, (India)

PARTNERSHIP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
RAMESH K. GAUTAM & ASSOCIATES
451, OPP. BSNL TOWER, AMBEDKAR ROAD, ARTHALA, MOHAN NAGAR, GHAZIABAD-201007, U.P., M-09871034747, 099990034747

Proposed to be Used
DELHI
Veterinary, Ayurvedic, Allopathic, Medicinal and Pharmaceuticals Preparations and Vitamins and Dietary Food Supplements for Humans and Animals
3717538  02/01/2018
NANDEEP. R
Nandeep R, #120, 4th cross, 4th main, Vivekananda Nagar, Ramanagara [Taluk] [Dist], Karnataka, - 562159
PROPRIETORSHIP
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
INTEPAT IP SERVICES PVT LTD
NO.8, 1ST FLOOR, 15TH CROSS, 100FT RING ROAD, JP NAGAR, 6TH PHASE, BANGALORE-560078.
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and pharmaceutical products.
BARYMYO
3717613    02/01/2018
BARYTON PHARMA PVT. LTD
18/1001 D, Puthiyapalam Road, Thali, Calicut
COMPANY
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HEMA R.
5 B, CLOUD 9 VIDYA NAGAR, PANAMPILLY NAGAR, COCHIN-682020
Proposed to be Used
CHENNAI
Medicinal and Pharmaceutical preparations
BALRATAN

3717840  03/01/2018

GHANISHYAM REVACHAND BALCHANDANI TRADING AS M/S. AANCHAL ENTERPRISE
SEAT NO.24, CITY SURVEY NO. 366B, LALCHAND MAHARAJ ROAD, BANTWA - 362 620. DIST. JUNAGADH. GUJARAT. INDIA.
A SOLE PROPRIETOR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D. C. DANI & ASSOCIATES
908, SUKH SAGAR COMPLEX, NEAR HOTEL FORTUNE LANDMARK, ASHRAM ROAD, USMANPURA, AHMEDABAD-380 013. GUJARAT. INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD

PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICINAL AND AYURVEDIC PREPARATIONS INCLUDED IN CLASS-05.
3717978 03/01/2018
SAKET KEYAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SYNERGY THERAPEUTICS
E-372, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-6, DUDESWAR ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004, GUJARATH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM, TRIVANDRUM-695004, KERALA
Used Since: 21/06/2016
AHMEDABAD
Medical Healthcare preparations; Dietary food supplements; Vitamin and Minerals supplements; Vitamin Drinks; medicine in class 05
3717981 03/01/2018
SAKET KEYAL PROPRIETOR OF M/S. SYNERGY THERAPEUTICS
E-372, SUMEL BUSINESS PARK-6, DUDESHWAR ROAD, SHAHIBAUG, AHMEDABAD-380004, GUJARATH
PROPRIETOR
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
THULASI DAS G
3/1556/1, PEARL VIEW, PATTOM P.O, KESAVADASAPURAM, TRIVANDRUM-695004, KERALA
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Medical Healthcare preparations; Dietary food supplements ; Vitamin and Minerals supplements; Vitamin Drinks;
medicine in class 05
CECMOL
3718161 03/01/2018
SILENE PHARMA PVT LTD
KILA BARI, Dholpur - 328021, Rajasthan
Private Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANJALI MOTHA
F-97, 4th Floor, Anna Nagar (East), Chennai – 600102, Tamil Nadu

Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
PHARMACEUTICALS, MEDICAL AND VETERINARY PREPARATIONS; SANITARY PREPARATIONS FOR MEDICAL PURPOSES; DIETETIC FOOD AND SUBSTANCES ADAPTED FOR MEDICAL OR VETERINARY USE, FOOD FOR BABIES; DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS FOR HUMANS AND ANIMALS; PLASTERS, MATERIALS FOR DRESSINGS; MATERIAL FOR STOPPING TEETH, DENTAL WAX; DISINFECTANTS; PREPARATIONS FOR DESTROYING VERMIN; FUNGICIDES, HERBICIDES
PAXCLEAN
3718726 04/01/2018
M/S. PAXCHEM LTD.
SHREYAS, PLOT NO. 72, MOGUL LANE, MAHIM, MUMBAI – 400016, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA
Body- incorporate including Limited Company
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAI ANAND SERVICE
73/3, SAI KRUPA CHS., POKHARAN ROAD NO-1, SHIVAI NAGAR, THANE (W)- 400 606, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.
Proposed to be Used
MUMBAI
CHEMICAL FORMULATIONS BEING USED AS DISINFECTANTS, SANITIZERS
OYLOGI
3719072  04/01/2018
MR. RAVI DUTT SHARMA
RAVI DUTT SHARMA S/O SH. BABU LAL SHARMA, PATEL NAGAR, NEAR GOVT. HOSTAL ROAD, BEHROR, DISTT-ALWAR, RAJASTHAN-301701
INDIVIDUAL
Address for service in India/Attorney address:
TMR SOLUTIONS
M - 10, ANUPAM BHAWAN COMMERCIAL COMPLEX, ADADPUR, DELHI - 110033
Proposed to be Used
AHMEDABAD
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations; dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies; plasters, materials for dressings; materials for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparation for destroying vermin; fungicides, herbicides